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Abstract
Earthquake modeling is the key to a profound understanding of a rupture. Its kinematics or

dynamics are derived from advanced rupture models that allow, for example, to reconstruct the

direction and velocity of the rupture front or the evolving slip distribution behind the rupture

front. Such models are often parameterized by a lattice of interacting sub-faults with many

degrees of freedom, where, for example, the time history of the slip and rake on each sub-fault

are inverted. To avoid overfitting or other numerical instabilities during a finite-fault estimation,

most models are stabilized by geometric rather than physical constraints such as smoothing.

As a basis for the inversion approach of this study, we build on a new pseudo-dynamic rupture

model (PDR) with only a few free parameters and a simple geometry as a physics-based solution

of an earthquake rupture. The PDR derives the instantaneous slip from a given stress drop on

the fault plane, with boundary conditions on the developing crack surface guaranteed at all times

via a boundary element approach. As a side product, the source time function on each point on

the rupture plane is not constraint and develops by itself without additional parametrization.

The code was made publicly available as part of the Pyrocko and Grond Python packages. The

approach was compared with conventional modeling for different earthquakes. For example, for

the Mw 7.1 2016 Kumamoto, Japan, earthquake, the effects of geometric changes in the rupture

surface on the slip and slip rate distributions could be reproduced by simply projecting stress

vectors. For the Mw 7.5 2018 Palu, Indonesia, strike-slip earthquake, we also modelled rupture

propagation using the 2D Eikonal equation and assuming a linear relationship between rupture

and shear wave velocity. This allowed us to give a deeper and faster propagating rupture front

and the resulting upward refraction as a new possible explanation for the apparent supershear

observed at the Earth’s surface.

The thesis investigates three aspects of earthquake inversion using PDR: (1) to test whether

implementing a simplified rupture model with few parameters into a probabilistic Bayesian

scheme without constraining geometric parameters is feasible, and whether this leads to fast

and robust results that can be used for subsequent fast information systems (e.g., ground motion

predictions). (2) To investigate whether combining broadband and strong-motion seismic records

together with near-field ground deformation data improves the reliability of estimated rupture

models in a Bayesian inversion. (3) To investigate whether a complex rupture can be represented

by the inversion of multiple PDR sources and for what type of earthquakes this is recommended.

I developed the PDR inversion approach and applied the joint data inversions to two seismic

sequences in different tectonic settings. Using multiple frequency bands and a multiple source

inversion approach, I captured the multi-modal behaviour of the Mw 8.2 2021 South Sandwich

subduction earthquake with a large, curved and slow rupturing shallow earthquake bounded by
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two faster and deeper smaller events. I could cross-validate the results with other methods, i.e.,

P-wave energy back-projection, a clustering analysis of aftershocks and a simple tsunami forward

model.

The joint analysis of ground deformation and seismic data within a multiple source inversion

also shed light on an earthquake triplet, which occurred in July 2022 in SE Iran. From the

inversion and aftershock relocalization, I found indications for a vertical separation between

the shallower mainshocks within the sedimentary cover and deeper aftershocks at the sediment-

basement interface. The vertical offset could be caused by the ductile response of the evident

salt layer to stress perturbations from the mainshocks.

The applications highlight the versatility of the simple PDR in probabilistic seismic source

inversion capturing features of rather different, complex earthquakes. Limitations, as the evident

focus on the major slip patches of the rupture are discussed as well as differences to other finite

fault modeling methods.
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Zusammenfassung
Erdbebenmodelle sind der Schlüssel zu einem detaillierten Verständnis der zugrunde liegen-

den Bruchprozesse. Die kinematischen oder dynamischen Brucheigenschaften werden mit Hilfe

von ausgedehnten Bruchmodellen bestimmt. Dadurch können Details, wie z.B. die Bruchrich-

tung und -geschwindigkeit oder die Verschiebungsverteilung, aufgelöst werden. Häufig sind aus-

gedehnte Bruchmodelle durch sehr viele freie Parameter definiert, etwa individuelle Verschiebun-

gen und Verschiebungsrichtungen auf den diskretisierten Bruchflächenelementen. Die große An-

zahl an Parametern sorgt dafür, dass Inversionsprobleme hochgradig unterbestimmt sind. Um

daraus resultierende numerische Instabilitäten zu verhinden, werden diese Modelle häufig mit

zusätzlichen eher geometrischen als physikalischen Annahmen stabilisiert, z.B. im Bezug auf die

Rauigkeit der Verschiebung auf der Bruchfläche.

Die Basis für die Inversionsmethode in dieser Dissertaton bildet das von uns entwickelete

pseudo-dynamische Bruchmodel (PDR). Die PDR basiert auf wenigen freien Parametern und

einer simplen, planaren Geometrie und ergibt eine physik-gestützte Lösung für Erdbebenbrüche.

Die PDR bestimmt die instantane Verschiebung basierend auf gegebenen Spannungsänderun-

gen auf der Bruchfläche. Die Randbedingung der Spannungsänderung wird dabei zu jedem

Zeitpunkt der Bruchentwicklung über eine Randelementmethode eingehalten. Als Nebenpro-

dukt dessen kann die Herdzeitfunktion an jedem Punkt der Bruchfläche als Ergebnis des Models

bestimmt werden, und muss daher nicht vorher definiert werden. Der PDR-Modellierungsansatz

wurde mit anderen Modellen anhand verschiedener Erdbeben verglichen. Am Beispiel des Mw 7,1

2016 Kumamoto, Japan, Bebens konnte der Effekt einer gekrümmten Bruchfläche auf die da-

raus resultierenden Verschiebungsverteilung und Verschiebungsraten durch eine Projezierung

der Spannungsvektoren reproduziert werden. Für das Mw 7,5 2018 Palu, Indonesien, Beben

haben wir die Bruchausbreitung auf Grundlage der 2D-Eikonalgleichung und basierend auf einem

angenommenen linearen Zusammenhang zwischen Bruch- und Scherwellengeschwindigkeit mod-

elliert. Dadurch konnten wir die beobachtete Supershear-Bruchausbreitung als Ergebnis einer

möglichen tiefen und daher schnelleren Bruchfront mit einer Abstrahlung an die Erdoberfläche

erklären. Der PDR-Vorwärtsmodellierungs-Code wurde in den Open-Source Python Paketen

Pyrocko und Grond veröffentlicht.

Meine Dissertation beleuchtet drei Aspekte der Erdbebeninversion unter Zuhilfenahme der

PDR: (1) Ist eine Implementation eines simplen Bruchmodels mit wenigen Parametern in ein

probabalistisches Bayesisches Inversionsprogramm möglich? Kann dies schnelle und robuste

Ergebnisse für weitere Folgeanwendungen, wie Bodenbeschleunigungsvorhersagen, liefern? (2)

Wie hilft die Kombination aus seismischen Breitband- und Accelerometerdaten mit Nahfeldde-

formationsdaten, Inversionsergebnisse mit der PDR zu verbessern? (3) Können komplexe Brüche
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über einen multiplen PDR-Quellinversionsansatz aufgelöst werden und wenn ja, wann ist dies

möglich?

Ich habe den PDR-Inversionsansatz entwickelt und auf zwei Erdbeben-Sequenzen in ver-

schiedenen tektonischen Umgebungen angewandt. Mit Hilfe von verschiedenen Datensätzen in

mehreren Frequenzbändern innerhalb von einfachen und multiplen Bruchflächeninversionen kon-

nte ich das multi-modale Mw 8,2 2021 South Sandwich Erdbeben characterisieren. Dieses be-

stand aus einem langen, flachen, langsam brechenden Beben entlang der gekrümmten Subduk-

tionszone, welches durch zwei kleinere, tiefere Brüche mit schnelleren Bruchgeschwindigkeiten

begrenzt wurde. Die Validierung mit Ergebnissen aus einer P-Wellen Back-Projection, der Clus-

teranalyse von Nachbeben und einer Tsunami-Modelierung zeigten eine hohe Konsistenz mit den

PDR-Resultaten.

Die Kombination von seismischen Daten und Oberflächendeformationen in einer multiplen

PDR-Inversion habe ich auch zur Analyse eines Beben-Triplets vom Juni 2022 im Südosten des

Irans genutzt. Die Inversionen konnten im Zusammenspiel mit relokalisierten Nachbeben einen

neuen Fall von vertikaler Haupt-/Nachbebenseparation auflösen. Während die großen Haupt-

beben im flachen Sediment stattfanden, sind die Nachbeben hauptsächlich entlang der tieferen

Grenzfläche zwischen Sediment und kristallinem Grundgebirge aufgetreten. Eine Erklärung dafür

ist das duktile Fließen einer vorhandenen Salzschicht auf der Grenzfläche, ausgelöst durch Span-

nungsänderungen im Zuge der Hauptbeben.

Die Anwendungen konnten die Vielseitigkeit der PDR als simples Quellmodel innerhalb von

seismischen Quellinversionen zeigen. Limitierungen der Inversion, wie der augenscheinliche Fokus

auf den Hauptverschiebungsbereich eines Bebens, werden in dieser Arbeit genauso diskutiert wie

die Einordnung der PDR im Vergleich zu anderen ausgedehnten Quellmodellen.
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1 | Introduction

This chapter introduces basic concepts and parameters of seismic source modeling and the
earthquake rupture, and reflects on the currents status of seismic source modeling. The challenges
related to earthquake modeling and inversion are introduced, especially when performed within
a short time after the earthquake. The possible benefit and potential to include geodetic data
in joint inversions, e.g., by combining seismic and satellite based continuous (e.g., GNSS) or
snapshot data (e.g., InSAR) is briefly described.

How source modeling can be considered in rapid response activities is mentioned in the
framework of the DFG funded EWRICA project, which I have been involved in during my
doctoral studies. Within the EWRICA project also links to tsunami modeling and ground motion
estimates were developed. The chapter is closed with a short outline of my research objectives
and the structure of the thesis, including a description of my contribution to publications included
in this cumulative dissertation.

1.1 Seismic source modeling

Large earthquakes with a magnitude equal or greater than Mw 6 activate faults or fault systems
in the whole brittle crust, or even deeper within subducted lithospheric plates beneath oceanic
trenches. The rupture front starts at a nucleation point (hypocentre) and then propagates rapidly
in a circular, bi- or unilateral direction across the fault (Fig. 1.1). The rupture propagation speed
vr often varies between 50% and 90% of the shear wave velocity, although extremely slow or fast
rupture velocities occasionally occur. Slip between the fault planes (shear dislocation) occurs
immediately after the rupture front passes a point on the fault and then continues to grow
until the rupture undergoes friction-controlled healing (slip pulse model, e.g., Brune, 1970, 1971;
Dunham et al., 2011a, 2011b) or until the rupture front stops propagating (crack model, e.g.,
Sato & Hirasawa, 1973). The rupture nucleation is often associated with a strong stress anomaly
(asperity) (e.g., Hicks et al., 2012; Zhao & Negishi, 1998), while the stopping of the rupture front
is either related to a high-strength segment of the fault (barrier) (e.g., Aki, 1979), fault step
overs (e.g., Bai & Ampuero, 2017; Wesnousky, 2006), or to the pre-existing shear stress on the
fault becoming progressively lower (e.g., Weng & Ampuero, 2022).

Earthquakes can cause significant primary and secondary damage, affecting both the popu-
lation and society. Primary damage to buildings and infrastructure is often linked to site effects,
e.g., strong ground motion or soil liquefaction. Secondary damage may be caused by landslides,
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Schematic overview of common rupture parameters used to describe a kinematic
rupture process. They define a kinematic rupture model with its orientation (strike, dip), its
dimensions (length, width), the distributed slip along the rupture plane and the derived strength
of the earthquake, and the rupture propagation pattern. The latter is controlled by the nucleation
point and the rupture propagation velocity (vr).

tsunamis or slow movements of the fault system persisting for months or years after the earth-
quake (post-earthquake slip, viscoelastic response). Earthquakes redistribute elastic stresses in
fault systems, potentially triggering aftershocks or priming stresses for the generation of new
strong earthquakes. In order to understand the earthquake rupture processes and mitigate po-
tential damage and hazards, it is important to define and evaluate the parameters that describe
the location, mechanics and rupture of the earthquake (Fig. 1.1). The source parameters and
their uncertainties must be evaluated within a short time after rupture so that they can be used
to assess primary and secondary hazards or be used in early warning systems, e.g. for tsunamis.

Numerous source models and rupture modeling or inversion approaches have been developed
over the past decades, each of them constructed to estimate certain event parameters with
specific performance requirements in mind. A rather simple but quite robust approach is the
moment tensor point source model (MT). The model is established for routine source analysis
(e.g., Dziewoński et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012, or the GEOFON data centre) and often
contributes to rapid response and early warning systems. In a point source approximation the
whole earthquake rupture is described by six force couples acting in a single point, the so called
centroid (Gilbert, 1970). The temporal rupture process is described with a single scalar source
time function. The point source approximation is sufficient to explain the radiation and strength
of low-frequent seismic waves in some distance to the rupture fault segment. Choosing the MT
allows to obtain very valuable first order parameters as the moment magnitude of the earthquake
Mw (Hanks & Kanamori, 1979), or the possible orientation of the fault and the auxiliary plane
of the earthquake, the style of faulting (normal, reverse or strike-slip) and the location of the
centroid characterized by the centre of the released moment on the fault (Gilbert, 1970). Also,
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

information on volumetric changes (Müller, 1973) or an increased complexity of the rupture (e.g.,
Kuge & Lay, 1994) can be represented using isotropic or the volumetric compensated linear vector
dipole (CLVD) components of the MT. The strength of this model lays in its very few parameters
resolved from very low-frequent waveforms, hence being insensitive to small scale inhomogeneities
of the earth structure. Thereby, inversions with this model yield rather stable results with only
rough knowledge of the earths interior. Details of the rupture and their kinematic and dynamic
properties can not be resolved, though.

This gap is filled with extended fault models. They additionally parametrize the nucleation
and propagation of the rupture front, the dimensions and geometry of the ruptured fault segment,
and the slip rate and slip distribution on the fault as a function of time and space. The various
models differ in terms of the number of free parameters, the complexity and geometry of the fault
and rupture process, the constraints and assumptions introduced, and the computation speed
for a forward calculation or inversion for source parameters. The approaches may also handle
and determine uncertainties differently. Two general approaches are usually distinguished:

1. Kinematic rupture models: They estimate the slip rate and slip distribution within
data-driven inverse problems (e.g., Delouis et al., 2002; Dreger et al., 2005; Hartzell &
Heaton, 1983; Heimann, 2011; Shimizu et al., 2020; Vasyura-Bathke et al., 2020; Zhang
et al., 2014), only based on observed kinematic ground motions. No assumptions on the
stress state or the frictional strength on the fault are made. Today, kinematic rupture
models are often parameterized by many free parameters and therefore require constraints
on the slip smoothness (e.g., Vasyura-Bathke et al., 2020) or the shape of the source time
function (e.g., Tinti et al., 2005). The models are flexible and can tackle complex slip
patterns but often require a predefined fault plane geometry to reduce the number of free
parameters and thus the computation time of an inversion (e.g., Zhang et al., 2014).

2. Dynamic rupture models: These models target at the reproduction of the physics
causing and governing the rupture process (e.g., Brune, 1970, 1971; Dunham et al., 2011a,
2011b; Fang & Dunham, 2013; Gabriel et al., 2013; Ruiz & Madariaga, 2011; Sato &
Hirasawa, 1973; Ulrich, Vater, et al., 2019; Ulrich, Gabriel, et al., 2019). Often the stress
state, frictional fault properties, the rupture geometry, its roughness, or other complexities
on the fault are predefined for such models. The number of free parameters is often
even larger than for kinematic modelsdespite the model by Ruiz and Madariaga, 2011.
Therefore, dynamic models are rarely used for rapid response activities or implemented
into probabilistic inversion schemes preventing from tracking parameter uncertainties with,
e.g., bootstrapping.

Although both classes of finite fault models allow detailed insights into the slip distribution,
the rupture propagation or the stress release (from dynamic modeling), they often need to be
stabilized to deal with the large number of free parameters and the high non-uniqueness of the
inversion (e.g., Beresnev, 2003; Mai et al., 2016). Stabilizing constraints as, e.g., on the roughness
of the slip (e.g., Dreger et al., 2005; Fukuda & Johnson, 2008; Zhang et al., 2014), the source
time function (e.g., Heimann, 2011; Tinti et al., 2005), the rupture propagation (e.g., Haskell,
1969), the rupture geometry (e.g., Ulrich, Vater, et al., 2019; Ulrich, Gabriel, et al., 2019), or
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

the mechanism reflect the a priori knowledge on the rupture processes. Stabilizing constraints
improve the robustness of the inversion and lead to meaningful results (e.g. Jónsson et al., 2002),
but also bear the risk of introducing unphysical constraints that may bias the solution.

The pseudo-dynamic rupture model (PDR), which is presented in my work, is different to
the two approaches mentioned above. The PDR allows to independently model slip and slip rate
on each sub-fault but links the slip distribution to the instantaneous geometry and stress of the
ruptured fault segment, defined by the progressing rupture front. The relation between stress
drop and slip is established by solving the boundary value problem for the fractured segment
at discrete time steps using a numerical boundary element method (BEM). The rupture front
is estimated using a simplified rupture-wave analogy. Interestingly, predefined sub-fault source
time functions are not required, as the boundary value approach automatically generates them.
By introducing physical constraints (boundary value problem and rupture front propagation) the
number of free parameters is significantly reduced. This enables using the PDR in a probabilistic
inversion to determine source parameters and the associated uncertainties.

Another potential advantage of the PDR is, when implemented in a software toolbox, that
multiple types of data can be used as input for separate or joint inversions. Joint inversions of
seismic broad band with continuous GNSS ground motions, static GPS measurements, or InSAR
ground deformation maps have already been used in numerous studies like the characterization of
induced events (e.g., Grandin et al., 2017), slow slip events (e.g., Vallée et al., 2013), earthquake
sequences (e.g., Daout et al., 2020), the evaluation of moderate events (e.g., Steinberg et al., 2020;
Steinberg et al., 2022), or the analysis of large earthquakes like, e.g., the Mw 7.3 1992 Landers,
California, USA, earthquake (e.g., Hernandez et al., 1999), the Mw 7.5 1999 Izmit, Turkey, event
(Delouis et al., 2002), the Mw 7.9 2015 Gorkha, Nepal, earthquake (e.g., Grandin et al., 2015),
or the recent 2023 Türkiye, Turkey, doublet (e.g., Goldberg et al., 2023). Fault traces mapped
from InSAR deformation snapshots (e.g., Mai et al., 2023) or intensity data (Goldberg et al.,
2023) can also be used as a priori information pre-constraining activated faults within a pure
seismic inversion.

The joint inversion allows capturing more features of an earthquake. The static ground
displacement, as recorded by InSAR, help constraining the location of the rupture, the mechanism
and the slip distribution (e.g., Hernandez et al., 1999). The temporal evolution of the rupture
process as its source time function, the rupture origin, or the rupture propagation is resolved by
the seismic data. Thereby, source modeling using static and dynamic data types may help in
stabilizing the estimates and reducing the uncertainties (e.g. Delouis et al., 2002; Delouis et al.,
2000; Hernandez et al., 1999).

The joint inversion gives the opportunity to combine static GPS and InSAR data sets reducing
data uncertainties ( e.g., Feigl et al., 2002; Jónsson et al., 2002; Pedersen et al., 2003; Sudhaus
& Jónsson, 2009). With GPS being more accurate on its horizontal components and the highest
sensitivity of InSAR to vertical deformations both methods are complementary (Pedersen et al.,
2003). Thereby, slip distributions and fault geometries can be estimated in more detail and with
less uncertainties, if appropriate data weights are chosen (e.g., Sudhaus & Jónsson, 2009).
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 Challenges to use extended fault models for rapid information

and rapid response activities

Fitting extended rupture models in a (near-)real-time application is demanding due to the large
number of free parameters fostering overfitting (Beresnev, 2003; Cesca et al., 2010) and also
increasing the computation time. Therefore, finite fault estimates often reduce the tested pa-
rameter space by assuming homogeneously shaped source time functions of the sub-faults with
a constant duration or rise times (Dreger et al., 2005) or by defining the rupture plane based
on known faults (e.g., Diao et al., 2016; Hoechner et al., 2008) or the fault and auxiliary plane
provided by a preceding MT inversion (e.g., Zhang et al., 2014). This approaches give rather
accurate slip models within a short time, as shown, e.g., by Diao et al. (2016), Zhang et al.
(2014), and Zheng et al. (2020).

One challenge of rapid finite fault modeling is the estimation of the source parameter uncer-
tainties. This issue was addressed in the EWRICA project (Early-Warning and Rapid ImpaCt
Assessment with real-time GNSS in the Mediterranean), I was participating in. The project
provides displacement data streams derived from high rate GNSS sensors in the Mediterranean
region along with broad band and accelerometric data for further applications within a joint,
more probabilistic point and extended seismic source inversion approach using the probabilistic
inversion tool Grond (Heimann et al., 2018). Models tested within the inversion were defined
based on a priori data. A part of the project and my work package was the implementation and
testing of the PDR as a rapid source model.

The EWRICA project also focusing on ground motion prediction using neural networks
(Lehmann, Ohrnberger, et al., 2023). Their work used source ensembles with associated misfits
generated from the source inversion to model, e.g., peak ground displacements.

1.2.1 Multiple source modeling

Assuming a simple rupture geometry and rupture model as the PDR with few parameters is
appropriate for most applications in earthquake modeling when earthquakes release its seismic
moment only/predominantly on one fault. In the case of multiple activated fault segments
advanced modeling is required. Examples include multi-modal or segmented ruptures (e.g.,
Barka & Kadinsky-Cade, 1988; Biasi & Wesnousky, 2016; Segall & Pollard, 1980) with the
Mw 7.8 2023 Pazarcik, Turkey, earthquake as a recent prominent case (e.g., Abdelmeguid et al.,
2023; Mai et al., 2023; Okuwaki et al., 2023; Petersen et al., 2023). Therefore, it is interesting
for my work to investigate the flexibility of the PDR and whether a combination of several PDR
sources is suitable to represent a complex rupture. One advantage can be that such a combined
multiple source model still requires fewer parameters than a conventional lattice approach, and
could therefore also be interesting for a probabilistic inversion. The goal of a multiple source
lays in the characterization of all rupture segments with major seismic moment contributions for
a more complete understanding of the rupture (Steinberg et al., 2020).

Different source modeling strategies are used to analyze such complex ruptures. One solution
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

provided by the iterative deconvolution and stacking approach (Diao et al., 2016; Zhang et al.,
2014) iteratively stacks apparent source time functions of the sub-faults. The SliP rapid finite
fault inversion method (e.g., Goldberg et al., 2022; Goldberg et al., 2023; Ji et al., 2002; Koch
et al., 2019) uses a wavelet transform to separate the spatial and temporal slip evolution. Both
mentioned approaches require a priori information on the fault orientations and locations, the
hypocentral time and location, and the magnitude of an earthquake to give fast slip estimates.
Pure geodetic inversions also require a priori knowledge from seismic moment tensor inversions
to constrain the fault plane orientations (e.g., Yang et al., 2023).

Another fault estimation strategy inverts for the sub-source locations and their mechanisms
(e.g., Carrillo Ponce et al., 2023; Carrillo Ponce et al., 2021). The inversion is, hence, less
constraint with more degrees of freedom. Therefore, such inversion approach may take longer to
converge to a final solution compared to the fast source estimation appraoches mentioned above.
The subevent method (e.g., Jia, Shen, et al., 2020; Jia, Wang, et al., 2020; Zhan et al., 2014)
works similarly to the approach by Carrillo Ponce et al. (2023), Carrillo Ponce et al. (2021), but
requires guesses on initial model parameters. This method is rather versatile and can cope with
a different number or different kinds of subsources (simple point or rectangular source models).

1.3 Objectives and outline

My doctoral studies focused on the development and application of a new finite fault inversion
method, based on the the pseudo-dynamic rupture model (PDR). The PDR connects the shear
slip on the fault plane with the stress drop via a boundary element method. Thereby, physical
estimates of the static shear dislocation are obtained on the rupture plane without further con-
straints. As the rupture velocity is scaling linearly with the predefined shear-wave velocity, the
PDR relies on few parameters only (Chap. 2.1).

1.3.1 Objectives of my thesis

Objectives of my thesis were defined as follows:

How does the pseudo-dynamic rupture model perform compared to other
known kinematic and dynamic models?

While kinematic models aim to resolve the kinematic properties of the rupture,
dynamic models obtain details on the physical causes of the rupture process, as
described in Section 1.1. I want to understand, to which extent PDR modeling
with its simple parameterization is comparable to results from other kinematic or
dynamic models. I will refer to the model initialization and the required parameters
and background information, but also compare my results e.g. from static slip or
source time function modeling to known models (Chap. 2.1, but also 3 and 4).
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To which extent can the usage of the pseudo-dynamic rupture model provide
insights into complex rupture processes, e.g., their slip distributions, rupture
speeds or rupture depths?

The question arises, if and how well we can resolve simple or complex rupture ge-
ometries and processes with the PDR. I test different approaches including seismic
(broadband and accelerometric data) and geodetic inversions of single and multiple
PDR sources in different tectonic regimes (Chap. 3 and 4). I analyze both the capa-
bilities and limits of the PDR model when applied on complex earthquake ruptures..

What are gains and limits of the pseudo-dynamic rupture model when imple-
mented in the open-source toolboxes Pyrocko and Grond?

Open-source software can contribute significantly to spreading scientific knowledge.
We have decided to include the PDR into the open-source Python packages Py-
rocko and Grond. I will elaborate how this affects the current value of the PDR for
the scientific community in terms of reproducibility of results and further develop-
ments with respect, e.g., to multi source inversions (Chap. 3 and 4).

1.3.2 Outline of this thesis

My thesis includes a workflow from methodological developments and first tests towards a fully
integrated source model, that is easy to install along with widely used seismological toolboxes and
ready to use within inversions. The general outline of this dissertation is shown in Figure 1.2. In
Chapter 2, the theoretical foundation of the PDR is explained and its numerical implementation
in an easy-to-use software toolbox is described. Details are provided in Chapter 2.1 together
with first forward modeling applications. Further refinements of the pseudo-dynamic rupture
done through its’ implementation within Pyrocko (Heimann et al., 2017) and Grond (Heimann
et al., 2018) are presented in Chapter 2.2. Two applications of single and multi-source waveform
and satellite deformation inversions in rather different tectonic environments are shown: One at
the South Sandwich subduction zone in the SE Atlantic (Chap. 3) and a second one from the
Arabian-Eurasian continental collision zone in SE Iran (Chap. 4).

I also want to discuss my work with respect to available models (Chap. 5) and give ideas for
new and further developments based on the PDR (Chap. 6).

The cumulative dissertation comprises of three main publications, which answer my research
questions (Sec. 1.3) and also highlight the workflow of the pseudo-dynamic rupture model imple-
mentation (Fig. 1.2). The first publication (Chap. 2.1) yields detailed insights into the theoretical
foundation of the pseudo-dynamic rupture. It provides results from simple planar-fault and het-
erogeneous stress forward-modeling cases. The implemented pseudo-dynamic rupture source
model is used within an inversion frame work. It allows to utilize seismic and joint seismic and
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Figure 1.2: Workflow through this dissertation highlighting the different stages of the pseudo-
dynamic rupture model (PDR) generation. Major targets of each step are indicated as well as
the relevant chapters of my thesis.

static ground deformation. Inversion results for two earthquake sequences characterized by dif-
fering tectonic settings are presented in the Chapters 3 and 4. While Chapter 3 focuses on the
complex multi-modal 2021 South Sandwich earthquake within the subduction zone, Chapter 4
resolves features of the continental collision zone of SE Iran from the 2022 seismic unrest in the
Hormozghan Provence. Here, also novel multi-source inversion approaches are discussed.
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S U M M A R Y
The investigation of stresses, faults, structure and seismic hazards requires a good understand-
ing and mapping of earthquake rupture and slip. Constraining the finite source of earthquakes
from seismic and geodetic waveforms is challenging because the directional effects of the
rupture itself are small and dynamic numerical solutions often include a large number of free
parameters. The computational effort is large and therefore difficult to use in an exploratory
forward modelling or inversion approach. Here, we use a simplified self-similar fracture model
with only a few parameters, where the propagation of the fracture front is decoupled from the
calculation of the slip. The approximative method is flexible and computationally efficient.
We discuss the strengths and limitations of the model with real-case examples of well-studied
earthquakes. These include the Mw 8.3 2015 Illapel, Chile, megathrust earthquake at the plate
interface of a subduction zone and examples of continental intraplate strike-slip earthquakes
like the Mw 7.1 2016 Kumamoto, Japan, multisegment variable slip event or the Mw 7.5 2018
Palu, Indonesia, supershear earthquake. Despite the simplicity of the model, a large number of
observational features ranging from different rupture-front isochrones and slip distributions
to directional waveform effects or high slip patches are easy to model. The temporal evolution
of slip rate and rise time are derived from the incremental growth of the rupture and the
stress drop without imposing other constraints. The new model is fast and implemented in the
open-source Python seismology toolbox Pyrocko, ready to study the physics of rupture and to
be used in finite source inversions.

Key words: Earthquake dynamics; Earthquake ground motions; Earthquake hazards; Earth-
quake source observations.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Earthquake rupture, a sudden failure of rock along faults releasing
internal stresses, is a complex, multifacetted process that involves
a broad range of temporal and spatial scales. The study of rupture
gives insights to several key parameters in seismology. It allows to
discriminate the fault and auxiliary plane (e.g. Cesca et al. 2011a,b;
Lopez-Comino & Cesca 2016) and helps to identify active faults.
It can lead to estimates of stress and stress gradients on buried
faults (e.g. Dahm et al. 2010, 2015; Lui & Huang 2019) , and
possibly identify asperities and barriers where large variations of
stress or strength occur (e.g. Meng et al. 2018). The slip and slip rate,
and directional effects associated with the rupture affects ground
motions generated by earthquakes (e.g. Somerville et al. 1997),
and thus impacts the assessment of seismic hazard in a region (e.g.
Rowshandel 2006) .

The rupture nucleation at the microscopic level is confined
to a small volume surrounding the future nucleation point (e.g.

Ohnaka 2013). It is a slow process that can take weeks or months
prior to the earthquake. The co-seismic fracture itself is fast and
propagates almost at the speed of elastic shear waves over long
distances of the fault. Immediately after the fracture front has
passed a point on the fault, the co-seismic dislocation (slip) of
the two adjacent (cut) blocks is starting to grow over some time,
at maximum until the rupture front has stopped everywhere to
propagate. After the earthquake, post-seismic slip may still oc-
cur over the whole plane in the following weeks or months.
Earthquake rupture studies aim to resolve this complex process
and to simulate, or estimate, the slip on the rupture plane as
a function of space and time at all scales, from microseconds
to months and from a few centimetres to several hundreds of
kilometres.

Simulating the radiating waves from a kinematic rupture model
is straight forward. For instance, the assumed fault plane is gridded
in rectangular or triangular subfaults and for each oriented sub-
fault the slip magnitude and orientation as a function of time is
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prescribed. Each subfault is considered as point source which ra-
diates waves, by means of a Green’s function approach, and the
overall wave propagation towards a station is the superposition of
all subfault contributions. The kinematic modelling can be turned
into an inversion approach, to retrieve time-dependent slip distribu-
tions from observed waveforms and displacements. Although this
is formally possible if the data cover a sufficient range of azimuth
and distance, the inversion is often highly non-unique (underdeter-
mined) and therefore interpretation and comparison is problematic
(e.g. Beresnev 2003; Mai et al. 2016). A common approach to re-
solve the non-uniqueness is to minimize the length of the solution
and to introduce Laplacian smoothing, slip positivity, sparsitivity
and other constraints. However, unphysical constraints and a pre-
defined geometry do impact the best models and their uncertainties.
Although several Bayesian inversion approaches were recently de-
veloped to handle the uncertainties in finite fault inversion (e.g.
Minson et al. 2013; Shimizu et al. 2020, Heimann et al. 2018),
including uncertainties related to Green’s function (Yagi & Fuka-
hata 2011, Vasyura-Bathke et al. 2021), the effort of such methods
is usually large which limits the approaches to the later detailed
analysis long after the events.

Physics-based dynamic rupture models, which rely on few pa-
rameters only, are needed to allow a realistic forward modelling
and to reduce the effort and non-uniqueness of the inversion. Our
study develops a simplified, dynamic, semi-analytical rupture model
suited for wavefield simulation and inversion. The rupture builds
on the class of self-similar crack models (Kostrov 1964; Nielsen &
Madariaga 2003). On one hand it is approximative as it neglects in-
ertia and so far the details of frictional effects, and treats the rupture
front growth in a simplified way. On the other hand, it is complete
as the slip fulfils the boundary condition on the broken plane for
every instantaneous rupture front geometry and applied stress.

A simple dynamic rupture model has first been suggested by
Brune (1970, 1971). It considers the sudden application of a shear
stress pulse to a circular fault, but no rupture propagation. The in-
stantaneous shear stress drop in the fault generates a plane SH wave
propagating with velocity vS perpendicular to the fault plane. Brune
estimated the far-field displacement of the S wave, ensuring that the
low-frequency spectrum resembles the one of a double couple point
source, and equated the amplitude spectra as a function of frequency
and radius of the circular fault. The Brune’s spectrum is used still
today as a reference for estimating the size of an earthquake from
the spectra of body waves. A more realistic circular crack rupture
model was presented by Sato & Hirasawa (1973). The authors as-
sumed that the rupture propagates from the centre to the final radius
of the fault with constant velocity vr. The slip is a function of stress
drop and size of the growing circular crack. They assumed that slip
has at any time the same form as that of a static crack with the
size defined by the instantaneous rupture front. The model ensures
that the final slip is consistent with a fracture mechanical static
solution. Additional, variations of body-wave pulses in different
directions to the fault and slip vector, the so-called directivity ef-
fects, are explained. Brune’s amplitude spectra is reproduced for a
far-distance station perpendicular to the plane, or by means of the
average spectrum from all directions.

Numerical solutions to 3-D dynamic rupture problems commonly
in use comprise finite difference (e.g. Madariaga et al. 1998), finite
elements (e.g. Duan 2010), spectral elements (e.g. Kaneko et al.
2010) or unstructured discontinuous element methods (e.g. Tago
et al. 2012). Such advanced modelling techniques are successfully
used to study key aspects of ruptures, as for example the nucleation
and arrest of induced earthquakes at reservoir level (e.g. Gallis

et al. 2017; Buijz e et al. 2019). However, the exploitation of the
model space with purely numerical approaches is computationally
expensive. Our approach is to implement a semi-analytical, sim-
ple scheme efficient for fast simulations. We extend the simplified
model by Sato & Hirasawa (1973), where we relax the assumption
of a constant rupture velocity and allow for arbitrary nucleation
points and shapes of the rupture front. We calculate wave radia-
tion in a layered half-space Earth model instead of a homogeneous
full space, so that realistic rupture scenarios can be simulated. The
extended model needs only few parameters in addition to a point
source model.

Such a simplified rupture approach allows the simple and fast
simulation of scenarios that can support our understanding of the
physics of rupture. We show that the self-similar rupture model
can reproduce the integrated waveform and parameters which are
predicted by much more complex dynamic rupture models. So the
seismic moment (Aki 1966), which is a product of average slip and
area of the rupture plane, is robustly predicted. The source time
function (STF), and derived parameters as the corner frequency and
station specific apparent rise times of the STF, reproduce observa-
tions from real earthquakes without any constraints on rise time
or rupture mode. Directivity effects and changes in apparent rup-
ture velocity as a function of distance to the nucleation point can
be explained, up to the extreme of apparent super-shear ruptures.
The model can explain patches of high slip, as well as the back-
propagation and reflection of slip at positions where stress changes.
The energy of the rupture and the fracture toughness can be esti-
mated as a function of time, allowing for future extensions to full
fracture dynamic modelling.

2 T H E O RY

Fig. 1 shows two end-member kinematic shear rupture models to
illustrate different modes of crack growth. A so-called crack-model
is realized for a circular rupture with constant rupture velocity vr

(Fig. 2a; Sato & Hirasawa 1973). The dislocation �u(rh, t) (slip)
is growing as long as the rupture front propagates. It is largest at
the centre of the crack and has an elliptical shape towards its tips.
The slip rate �u̇(rh, t) is non-zero at any time from the start to
the stop of the rupture and everywhere on the ruptured pane. It is
largest at the tip of the propagating crack and decreases towards
the centre of the crack (Fig. 1a). A slip-pulse model is illustrated
for a uni-directional rupture on a rectangular fault (Fig. 2b; Haskell
1964, 1966, 1969). In this model the slip rate is assumed to become
zero at some distance behind the rupture front, so that the fault is
at rest (heals) behind the rupture front and the slip reaches there its
maximum value long before the rupture has stopped. The spatial
pulse width can be defined by a constant rise time Td times the
rupture velocity. For instance, the self-healing on an infinite fault
is modelled as a result of friction (e.g. Nielsen & Carlson 2000;
Nielsen & Madariaga 2003).

The self-similar model developed in this paper combines both
end-member rupture modes in a physical manner without imposing
a frictional law and without any constraints on a rise time or healing
front. We extend the concept of the self-similar circular crack of
Sato & Hirasawa (1973) to arbitrary geometries of finite faults. For
the modelling, we treat the rupture front estimation independent of
the slip model, and base the approach on two main assumptions:

(1) the shape of the rupture front can be approximated by the solu-
tion of the Eikonal equation with rupture velocity as field parameter;
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Figure 1. Sketch of two end-member kinematic shear rupture models. (a) Crack-model: circular rupture with constant rupture velocity vr on a circular fault
in the ξ1–ξ2 plane with radius a (Sato & Hirasawa 1973). The radial direction in the plane is rh. The azimuth of the time-dependent dislocation �u (slip) can
have any but constant angle. The diagrams above the crack illustrate a snapshot of the slip and slip rate (�u̇(t)) as a function of rh at the time of the reddish
rupture front. (b) Slip-pulse model: uni-directional rupture in ξ1 direction on a rectangular fault in the ξ1–ξ3 plane with length L and width W (e.g. Haskell
1964, 1966, 1969). The rupture front is a straight line. Slip and slip rate are plotted accordingly for a snapshot of a pulse-like rupture where only the grey band
on the plane moves. The spatial centroid coordinates of both models are at ξ = (0, 0, 0)T.

Figure 2. Illustration of the transition from crack-like growth to slip pulse growth for a vertical, rectangular crack. (a) Geometry of the rupture plane with width
W and length L. The grey lines and labels indicate the gridding for numerical implementation. Instantaneous rupture front isochrones are shown by coloured
lines at different times t/Tr during rupture, where Tr = 0.5W/vr and vr is the rupture velocity. During first phase (circular growth until rh = W/2) the rupture
front is circular. During the second phase (unilateral growth, rh � W) the rupture front in the centre of the crack propagates only in x1 direction. (b) Quasi
analytical solutions for the normalized dislocation �u (slip) and slip rate �u̇. The factor f is based on the mode-II Griffith crack model and is 2(1 − ν)/N ,
where ν is the Poisson ratio and N the shear modulus. For ν ≈ 0.45 the factor of a circular crack equals the factor of an infinite Griffith crack—otherwise there
is a small difference (not considered in the plot).

(2) the slip on the rupture plane is controlled by the instantaneous
shape of the crack and the local, resolved shear stress.

As a first step, the fault orientation and the scalar moment are
selected or estimated from the low-frequency content of waves
in a centroid moment tensor point source inversion (e.g. Jost &
Herrman 1989; Dahm & Krüger 2012, for review). The rupture
front isochrones are calculated by iteratively solving the Eikonal
equations of plumose lines in the rupture plane (Müller & Dahm
2000; Heimann 2010), equivalent to the solution of seismic rays in
2-D problems. Imposing the rupture velocity and shear stress on
the rupture plane in advance, the self-similar crack model has only
three free parameters, which are the time and 2-D location of the

nucleation on the fault. For simplicity, we here set the rupture ve-
locity proportional to the shear wave velocity in the rock (Heimann
2010).

The distribution of slip during rupture is calculated from the in-
stantaneous size and shape of the already broken segments, which
is defined by the position of the rupture front. We implement a nu-
merical 3-D boundary element method (BEM), prescribe the stress
drop (�σ ) and invert for dislocation (�u). Since inertia effects on
slip are neglected, and only the time-independent effect of friction
is considered, the dynamic slip distribution is approximative. The
BEM is fast and flexible to consider a wide range of shapes of the
3-D rupture.

Fig. 2 illustrates the concept for a rectangular rupture plane with
vertical width W and length L, assuming a constant stress drop
�σ on the plane and a zero stress drop behind the margins of the
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plane. We use the analytical solutions of a circular and an infinite
long Griffith crack (e.g. Pollard & Segall 1987) to illustrate the
slip distributions on the x1 axis in different stages of the rupture.
The rupture starts at a point located at half the fault width. It is
growing in the first phase in a self-similar manner with a circular
rupture front at steadily increasing distance to the nucleation point
in the centre. The slip in the circular growing phase is of elliptical
shape with its maximum at the nucleation point (Fig. 2b). The slip
rate is non-zero everywhere but largest a close distance behind
the rupture front (Fig. 2b). As soon as the rupture front hits the
upper and lower margin of the fault, it propagates mostly horizontal
in x1 direction (Fig. 2a). In this bi- and uni-lateral propagation
phase the crack opening is approximated by the solution of a 2-
D Griffith crack which is infinite in x1 direction. Note that the
maximum slip of a Griffith crack is slightly larger than the maximal
slip of a circular crack, which is not considered in this example
for illustration. Where the rupture front has reached its full vertical
length (W) the slip does not increase with further rupture growth in
x1 direction. At this stage, the slip rate is still largest at the front of
the ongoing rupture, but ceases to zero behind the front where the
crack has touched the upper and lower margin of the rupture plane
(Fig. 2b). In other words, a slip pulse rupture mode develops at the
transition from circular to unilateral growth, without imposing any
friction or other constraints. The rise time of the slip is controlled
by a combination of the rupture velocity and the geometrical shape
of the rupture front. Although the illustration is approximative,
the example demonstrates the principle concept. The numerical
implementation considers the finiteness of the plane and arbitrary
rupture fronts. The following two subsections describe the details
of implementation (see also flowchart in Supporting Information
Fig. S1).

2.1 Rupture front simulation

The analogy of rupture processes to wave propagation is moti-
vated by studies of rupture plane morphology, showing that curved
plumose and conchoidal lines are typically orthogonal to each other
(e.g. DeGraff & Aydin 1987; Helgeson & Aydin 1991; Kulander
& Dean 1995; Weinberger 1999). Observation on rupture propaga-
tion and arrest on cracks, produced in plexiglas (Rummel 1987),
confirm the relation of conchoidal lines representing snapshots of
rupture fronts and the orthogonal plumose lines, indicating direc-
tion of rupture propagation. Detailed video analyses of the rupture
development of mode I desiccation cracks in the laboratory, together
with in situ measurements of elastic properties of the probes, could
verify that the rupture front is related to a spatially variable rupture
velocity on the rupture surface (Müller & Dahm 2000). Therefore,
Müller & Dahm (2000) suggested to apply 2-D ray tracing methods
to approximate the rupture front development in isotropic media
with smoothly varying rupture velocity. The authors also pointed to
important differences between seismic ray theory and rupture front
development, as rupture propagation does not follow from first prin-
ciples as an equation of motion. While wave velocities are material
properties, the rupture velocities depend on material properties and
the state of stress, pore pressure and the presence of fluids. Seismic
wave and rupture fronts may both interfere and interact, but wave
fronts never join as rupture fronts may do. If the strength contrast
is large, the rupture front may even become discontinuous. The
analogy of rupture and wave fronts is therefore only approximate
in media with small strength differences, and may occasionally be
even wrong. On the other hand, the analogy is suited for the purpose

of defining a theoretical rupture model resembling key features of a
physical rupture. It can be of benefit for efficient inversion strategies
obeying only few parameters.

In order to keep the calculation of rupture fronts simple, we
assume that the rupture occurs on a single plane. The orientation
and size of this plane can be selected. The rupture velocity is a
function of coordinates of the plane, that is, vr = vr(ξ 1, ξ 2). For the
sake of simplicity, we assume in the present study that the rupture
velocity scales linearly with the shear wave velocity in the medium,
where the scaling factor is taken as free parameter. The point of
rupture nucleation is at (0, 0). Then, the traveltime function T =
T(ξ 1, ξ 2) is provided by the Eikonal equation in 2-D,
(

∂T

∂ξ1

)2

+
(

∂T

∂ξ2

)2

= 1

v2
r

. (1)

The approach has been tested in a kinematic inversion proce-
dure by Heimann (2010) using the fast marching level set method
of Sethian (1996) to solve the Eikonal equation. Here, we reim-
plemented the algorithm in the C programming language and with
bindings for Python. For reusability, we integrated it as an inde-
pendent module into the open-source seismology toolbox Pyrocko
(Heimann et al. 2017)1. The algorithm is numerically very effi-
cient and stable. Computations are carried out on a rectangular grid,
where grid spacing �d in all dimensions is equal. A first-order fi-
nite difference scheme is sufficient in our application. Maximum
errors in the calculated rupture front arrival times are on the order
of �d/vr, so we can choose the grid spacing fine enough for any de-
sired accuracy. The implemented tool was verified using analytical
solutions and by comparison to ray tracing routine Cake in Pyrocko.

2.2 Calculation of the slip distribution

The slip is calculated sequentially using a quasi-static crack ap-
proach. In order to keep the calculation simple, we replace the
physical rupture plane by a fictive planar, infinite plane. After eq.
(1) has been solved for a given nucleation point, the snapshots of
rupture fronts are available to define time-dependent fracture shapes
(e.g. Fig. 2a). The stress drop �σ realized during rupture depends
mainly on the available shear and normal stress on the fictitious
rupture plane and the cohesion of friction. We assume that �σ is
a fraction of the resolved shear stress on the true rupture plane
with given orientation and depth. In order to keep the number of
free parameter small, we suggest for future applications to esti-
mate the shear stress from a combination of the world stress map
model (Heidbach et al. 2018) with a simple mantle rheology, and
keep the scaling factor between stress drop and shear stress as free
variable. Known scaling laws between magnitude and stress drop,
as given by Kanamori & Anderson (1975) and Kanamori (1994),
are also used to estimate the stress drop. However, at a later stage
of the implementation, or if better stress models are available, the
stress drop function can be adapted by users choice. For instance,
a seismicity model may be easily incorporated into the stress drop
model to account for the stress release during previous major earth-
quakes or a coupling model to account for creeping segments on
a plate boundary (e.g. Kaneko et al. 2010) or a rheologic model
of the lithosphere. Such different models can be combined into a
comprehensive stress drop model.

We employ a boundary element method (BEM) to calculate
the slip distribution during rupture. The rupture plane is gridded

1Pyrocko module pyrocko.eikonal ext
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into rectangular boundary elements (Fig. 2a). Boundary values
(b), the stress drop components in ξ 1, ξ 2 and optional ξ 3 direc-
tions (strike-parallel, dip-parallel and plane-normal), are allocated
to the midpoints of the boundary elements. The dislocation vector
�u (slip) has three components in ξ 1, ξ 2 and optional ξ 3 direc-
tion (in-plane tearing, shearing and opening, respectively). Any
dislocation occurring at one boundary element of the plane gener-
ates a stress drop contribution at all other boundary elements and
vice versa.

Influence or Green’s functions g are calculated between each of
the boundary elements and for all possible directions and stress
drop–dislocation pairs. They need to be calculated only once, when
the problem is set up. The Green’s functions describe the sen-
sitivity to generate a stress drop at the midpoint of one bound-
ary element in response to a dislocation at any other bound-
ary element. So far, we use Green’s functions for displacements
and their spatial derivatives based on closed analytical expres-
sions for dislocations on a rectangular elementary fault within
a homogeneous half-space (Okada 1992). The Green’s functions
implemented so far do not contain elastodynamic terms. There-
fore, the derived rupture scenarios are approximate and cannot be
used to simulate the rupture-wave interaction. Additionally, we
so far do not consider BEM Green’s functions of layered me-
dia, although this could be implemented in a future release of the
software.

For illustration, we map the 2-D matrix problem for the two
spatial components into a 1-D vector equation (Fig. 3):⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

b1

b2

...
bK

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

g11 g12 . . . g1K

g21 g22 . . . g2K

...
...

. . .
...

gK 1 gK 2 . . . gK K

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

�u1

�u2

...
�uK

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (2)

where unknowns (�uj), boundary values (bi) and Green’s functions
gij are only associated by indices and without spatial dependences.
Note that gii �= 0 (no summation convention here). K is the number
of individual stress drop or dislocation components (number of
boundary elements times number of directions). We use a linear
least-squares inversion to obtain the dislocation response fulfilling
the prescribed boundary values (Menke 1989):

�uest = [
gTg

]−1
gTb. (3)

Neither damping nor weighting is applied.
To model the dislocation field during the development of the

earthquake rupture, all elements enclosed by the rupture front are
determined for each increment of rupture time. They are labelled
as active elements. A subset of equations from the pre-set eq. (2) is
extracted for the active elements and is used in the dislocation in-
version (3). Thus, for each time increment a quasi-static dislocation
snapshot is obtained. A series of these snapshots between the start
and stop of the rupture samples the dislocation at each grid point as
a function of time.

The BEM method is implemented as a tool in the Pyrocko Python-
toolbox for seismology (Heimann et al. 2017). To define boundary
elements, a rectangular grid is automatically selected from the geo-
metrical dimensions of the instantaneous rupture area and the small-
est vr. The grid size can be adjusted, but is usually much coarser
than that used for the computation of the rupture front isochrones.
For instance, in the examples below the number of boundary el-
ements can be a factor of 100 smaller than the number of cells
to solve the Eikonal equation, to still produce acceptable accurate

solutions for the slip distribution. By comparison with analytical
crack solutions, Metz (2019) studied the influence of the grid size
on the precision of the solutions. Largest deviations occur close to
the tip of fracture, where both the slip gradient and slip rate gradi-
ent are largest. Sparser grids increase the errors. For most typical
applications, the frequencies under study are only a factor 2 or 3
larger than the corner frequency of the rupture. From the extensive
numerical tests we concluded that a grid size of 50 × 20 is sufficient
to model the temporal-spatial evolution of the dislocation on a 50
× 20 km sized fault plane due to a homogeneous stress drop. In
terms of computational efficiency, the BEM method implementa-
tion has been optimized using CPython extensions and leveraging
parallelization. For example, using a fault of 50 × 20 km length and
a grid size of 50 × 20 boundary elements, the calculation of the
Green’s functions takes 1.8 s and the following estimation of 16 slip
snapshots needs 4.7 s on a computer with 6 threads. So a complete
forward modelling scheme using the named model parameter takes
6.5 s.

The final size of the rupture is determined by the positions
where the stress drop or available shear stress becomes zero or
negative, as the slip will die out within a short distance after
entering such layers. Fig. 4 illustrates the concept. In a forward
modelling problem the location, orientation and size of a fault
plane is usually pre-defined. For instance, these regions are de-
fined for crustal earthquakes by a superficial layer at the free sur-
face and at depth by lower boundary of the seismogenic depth
or by the temperature-controlled brittle-ductile transition. For sub-
duction zone events a zero stress may be assigned to the volumes
outside the slab. In practice, the rupture front isochrones are cal-
culated a little into the regions of zero stress (Fig. 4) accord-
ing to a defined skin thickness. The same skin thickness can be
considered to define active elements in the BEM calculation of
slip.

In an inversion problem, a key question is where and when to
stop the rupture. While the free surface or brittle-ductile bound-
aries can be easily integrated in a pre-defined, rheological stress
model, the lateral extent of the rupture within the seismogenic zone
is constrained by the observed seismic moment M0 of the earth-
quake. Here, a specific feature of the self-similar model is employed.
While the time-development of rupture and slip-rate (the directivity
effects) will depend on the selected nucleation point (e.g. Fig. 4),
which is unknown in the inversion problem, the final slip distribution
after the arrest of the rupture is independent on where the rupture
nucleated. In a first exploratory run we consider rupture growth
directly at the centroid location of the moment tensor solution. The
calculated seismic moment steadily increases with each step-wise
expansion of the rupture front. The calculation is then stopped at
the position of the rupture front where the difference between calcu-
lated moment and the observed M0 is minimal. The geometry of this
particular solution explains the low-frequency radiation of observed
waves and has the same numerical centroid location as the observed
earthquake assuming a well-defined stress drop field (Fig. 4). Note
that a small shift between numerical and observed centroid maybe
considered at this stage. After the geometry of the rupture plane
has been defined by this first calculation, all other possible scenar-
ios of different hypocentres can be tested to explain the observed
directivity effects by matching the observed final slip distribution
(seismic moment and centroid location). Fig. 4 also illustrates that
small-scale heterogeneities in rupture velocity and stress drop (bar-
riers and asperities) can be additionally considered in the modelling
geometry.
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Figure 3. Illustration of the time dependent slip calculation of our model. For a time t1 the rupture front encloses the centre points of three boundary elements.
The pre-calculated Green’s functions (gij) are then used to estimate the traction based on the slip or invert the slip from known traction boundary values. For
a later time t2 the rupture front passed also the centre of boundary element 4. Thus, the described procedure is repeated including all four boundary elements
and new slip or traction distributions are obtained.

Figure 4. Setup of a fault rupture model. Given is the strike, dip and centroid location (star) of the fault. The rupture velocity (blue grid image, velocity
increases with depth) is defined as a fraction of the shear wave velocity structure in the region. A background stress drop model is fixed before modelling,
where the regions above 2 km below surface and below the brittle-ductile transition in 37 km depth are tapered to zero stress drop, �σ = 0 (green clipped
path). Two circular heterogeneities (A=asperity, B=barrier) are included as examples (colours indicate increase and decrease of rupture velocity, see Section
3.3. for more explanation). The nucleation point used for computation of rupture front isochrones (coloured contour lines) is given by the red circle.

3 A P P L I C AT I O N S A N D C A S E S T U D I E S

We demonstrate the model with two case studies of fault settings:
(1) thrust faulting along an interplate subduction zone interface, and
(2) the strike-slip rupture on an intracontinental, crustal subvertical
fault. While the impact of the free surface, vertical and lateral
variation of the rupture velocity, and stress heterogeneity on slip
rate and pulse duration are illustrated, the examples demonstrate
the flexibility and computational efficiency of the approach.

3.1 Subduction zone interplate earthquakes

We use the Mw 8.3 2015 Illapel, Chile, earthquake as an example of
a shallow dipping earthquake rupture. In such a setting, the rupture
velocity typically increases in downdip direction from very small
values of less than 2 km s−1 at the tie of the subducting plate to
more than 4.5 km s−1 at the lower end of the seismogenic zone. The
Illapel earthquake has been studied in several papers (e.g. Fuentes
et al. 2016; Melgar et al. 2016; Okuwaki et al. 2016; Ruiz et al.
2016; Tilmann et al. 2016; Ye et al. 2016; Hayes 2017; Herman et al.
2017; Meng et al. 2018). Although the high-frequency wave radi-
ation of the Illapel 2015 earthquake indicates a complex rupture
with the involvement of multiple asperities and complex rupture
patterns along both dip and strike directions (e.g. Okuwaki et al.
2016; Ruiz et al. 2016; Tilmann et al. 2016; Meng et al. 2018), the
low-frequency radiation is overall simpler. We basically refer to pa-
rameters reported in Tilmann et al. (2016), a study where continuous
GNSS, broad-band seismological, teleseismic arrays and regional
accelerometer data have been combined for a joint kinematic source
inversion.

The megathrust earthquake ruptured a 220 km long and about
145 km wide segment of the interface between the Nazca and South

America plate. The rupture nucleated downdip in a depth of about
40 km (Table 1).

The rupture velocity is 1.6 km s−1 in the shallow segments and
increases downdip up to 2.2 km s−1 (see Melgar et al. 2016; Tilmann
et al. 2016; Ye et al. 2016). If we base vr on a shear wave velocity
model combining CRUST2.0 (Bassin et al. 2000), AK135 (Ken-
nett et al. 1995) as used by Cesca et al. (2016) with refined wave
velocities and densities based on Contreras-Reyes et al. (2017)
and Maksymowicz et al. (2015), a scaling factor of 0.6 yields a
good fit to observed velocities. However, we implement an equiv-
alent, smoothed gradient model for the rupture velocity along the
slab interface, instead of first-order discontinuities as described in
CRUST2.0. Uniform boundary tractions are prescribed at the fault
interface, with a stress drop of 0.8 MPa (compare to Kanamori
1994). The stress drop is estimated from the background tectonic
stress as, for example, given by Wortel & Cloetingh (1985). The
tectonic stress tensor is rotated to obtain the shear stress on the fault
plane (here 1.3 MPa). It consists of the stress drop during the earth-
quake and the remaining frictional strength. Using the stress drop of
0.8 MPa, which yield a good fit of the slip distribution, we estimate
a frictional strength of about 0.5 MPa. The rake angle of ∼80◦–90◦

(e.g. Tilmann et al. 2016) is retrieved from the projection of max-
imal shear stress in the rupture plane and is in agreement with the
direction of the maximum horizontal stress (Heidbach et al. 2018).
Only mode II and III rupture and no opening is assumed. Further-
more, shear stress is tapered to zero between 5 km depth and the
surface, where unconsolidated sediments near the trench are present
(Maksymowicz et al. 2015; Contreras-Reyes et al. 2017).

Fig. 5 shows simulation results in comparison to Tilmann et al.
(2016). The centroid location and lateral extend of the rupture plane
have been fixed following the procedure described in Fig. 4. The
final static slip distribution shows a maximum slip of 5–5.5 m in
the centre of the rupture along strike and in the upper half of the
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Table 1. Pre-defined parameter used for the Mw 8.3 2015 Illapel earthquake. The coordinates of the anchor of the
fault with normal vector n are defined at the surface in its midpoint. l and w give length along x and width along y
of the plane; z refers to true depth. If more than one stress model is defined, the values overwrite the stress from the
upper line. The CRUST2.0 model refers to the nomenclature given in Bassin et al. (2000). Earthquake parameters
were defined with reference to USGS (https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/us20003k7a), Cesca
et al. (2016), Fuentes et al. (2016), Melgar et al. (2016), Tilmann et al. (2016), Hayes (2017), and Herman et al.
(2017).

Fault geometry and orientation

lat/lon/strike/dip length/width n [ned]

–31.0◦ / –72.6◦ / 5◦ / 20◦ 300 km/150 km [ −0.03, 0.341, −0.94]
Nucleation Initial centroid

lat/lon/z/x/y M0 lat/lon/z/x/y

−31.55◦/–71.55◦/ 3.5 × 1021 Nm −31.13◦/−72.09◦/
38.0 km/−52.7 km/111.2 km 18.1 km/−10.3 km/52.8 km
Stress model
|[tx, ty, tz| = |t| range rake [ned]

|[0.0, 0.0, 0.0]| = 0.0 MPa 0 km <z ≤ 5 km 93◦, [0.03, −0.939, −0.342]
|[ − 0.04, 0.799, 0.0]| = 0.8 MPa 5 km <z 93◦, [0.03, −0.939, −0.342]
Velocity model Boundary elements

CRUST2.0 ID γ nx/ny

R2 0.6 35 / 20

Figure 5. Comparison of the final static slip results from Tilmann et al. (2016) (a) (finite fault modelling using GPS) to our results (b) for the 2015 Illapel
earthquake. Slip is colour-coded and contour lines indicate the rupture front arrival time. Arrows scaled by the total slip show both slip direction. The red point
highlights the nucleation point, the red star the centroid given by GCMT (a) and using our self-similar rupture model (b). The red square in (b) indicates one
boundary element, whose moment rate function is shown in Fig. 6(c). The main asperity is located in both cases on the upper segment of the fault plane with
a maximum slip of 5–5.5 m. Also the areas of larger slip match well. Tilmann et al. (2016) derive a more pronounced asperity though. Their rupture front
velocities are in the same range as our results obtained with the Eikonal equation.

fault up to the trench, corresponding to a depth range of 15–20 km.
The estimated length, width and slip distribution is consistent with
the results of Tilmann et al. (2016) and other studies. The modelled
seismic moment of 3.284 × 1021 Nm is very similar to the M0 =
3.488 × 1021 Nm estimated by Tilmann et al. (2016). The small
misfit indicates a good accuracy considering the sparse boundary
element grid and time sampling. High slip patches on a rupture
plane are often interpreted as regions where elevated stress levels
existed before (e.g. asperities and barriers) and led to higher slip
during rupture. However, in our modelling a homogeneous stress

drop model has been used, and the concentration of slip in the upper
half of the centre of the fault is controlled by the shape of the fault
and the free surface.

Fig. 5 also indicates the estimated direction of slip. Smooth vari-
ations of slip directions are found in the outer region of the fault,
very similar to the slip variations resolved in the kinematic inversion
by Tilmann et al. (2016). The mean slip direction is in agreement
with the direction of the maximal shear stress resolved on the given
plane. This is not unexpected, but demonstrates that starting from
plate convergence models and the orientation of the subducting
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slab can lead to a reasonable modelling of the static features of the
rupture including variability of slip.

The rupture nucleation has been fixed to the hypocentre reported
in Melgar et al. (2016) and Tilmann et al. (2016). A fast propagation
of rupture fronts along the deeper tip of the rupture front and an
upward bending of fronts towards shallower levels is indicated by
the distance and curvature of the isochrones (Fig. 5b). A similar
pattern, but poorly sampled, is indicated in the kinematic inversion
of observed data (Fig. 5a).

It is interesting to look to predicted directivity effects and the
point source equivalent STF. As we do not forward-propagate wave-
fields in this study, we compare moment rate functions in single
points on the rupture plane, or sum them up to represent far-
field STF in specific directions. For instance, the STF developed
in Brune’s model is calculated for a ray perpendicular to the fault.
In our case, we sum ‘in-phase’ over all moment rate functions
(MRFs) at all boundary elements to obtain the STF equivalent to
the orthogonal ray. The self-similar rupture model shows a trian-
gular shaped moment rate function, similar to the one observed in
Okuwaki et al. (2016) and Tilmann et al. (2016), but with a slightly
larger peak of ∼ 1 × 1020 Nm s−1 (Fig. 6a). The peak of the STF
retrieved by Tilmann et al. (2016) arrives about 5 s earlier and shows
a slightly longer tail. A possible explanation can be a smaller stress
drop at the northern end of the ruptured segment, so that slip on
this segment would become smaller and the rupture plane would
be extended in our modelling to fit M0. For instance, Metois et al.
(2012) developed an interseismic coupling model for the central
Chilean subduction zone indicating strong segmentation along the
plate interface. However, the asymmetry of the STF of the 2015
Illapel earthquake is not confirmed in every study. For instance
Okuwaki et al. (2016) derives a symmetric STF very similar to our
solution (Fig. 6a). Therefore, we do not investigate this possibility
further. The far-field STF in Fig. 6(a) is the superposition of the
MRFs at single boundary elements. In Figs 6(b) and (c), we plot the
localized MRFs at the centroid location and at a deeper boundary
element on the fault with similar rupture arrival time. The MRF at
the centroid shows a slip pulse with a second peak 50 s after origin
time, and a strong decay after the peak. The second peak is caused
by the rupture arrival at the surface leading to larger slips and re-
rupturing at the depth of the centroid. The MRF at a deeper patch on
the fault is shorter in its duration and shows a stronger decay after
the peak (Fig. 6c). Due to the large depth hardly any re-rupturing
is recognized. The shorter duration and faster decay are explained
by the large distance to the free surface and a smaller rupture front
curvature at larger depth compared to the centroid location.

It is noteworthy that all the details on the MRF and STF are results
from the simulation by itself, without constraining any parameter as
rise time or friction. They are only controlled by the instantaneous
shape of the rupture front and the interaction of boundary elements
to maintain the balance of force equilibrium.

3.2 Subvertical plane intraplate earthquake

Intraplate earthquakes occur in different tectonic settings, as normal
dipping faults at graben systems, low angle continental thrust faults,
or on subvertical strike-slip faults where transformational strain ac-
cumulates and strike-slip earthquakes occur. We use a subvertical
fault as a case study. The ruptures are often confined to a vertical
width of 10 or 15 km, and the length of the rupture may have sev-
eral tens to several hundreds of kilometres if the earthquakes have
magnitudes above Mw 7. Rupture may involve different segments

of faults with varying strike and dip. Fault segmentation and fault
bending is often observed for intraplate earthquakes (and at sub-
duction zones), and may be recognized by teleseismic data that are
sensitive to changes in fault direction (e.g. Shimizu et al. 2020).
Often, the stress drop of intraplate earthquakes is in the range of
10 MPa and large compared to interplate subduction zone events.
Rupture velocity is typically small if the rupture is confined to shal-
low crustal depth, but some cases of fast rupture velocities above
the typical crustal S-wave velocity (super-shear velocity) have been
reported for strike-slip earthquakes with large extension. We first
discuss the rupture of a shallow, medium-size strike-slip earthquake
with vertical varying vr and lateral varying �σ , and then illustrate
the effect of long ruptures which break parts of the upper mantle.
The first case is in the style of the Mw 7.1 2016 Kumamoto, Japan,
earthquake with a dip of the fault plane of 66◦; the second in the
style of the Mw 7.5 2018 Palu, Indonesia, event. A final exam-
ple demonstrates the possibility to simulate small-scale stress and
velocity heterogeneities, the so-called asperities and barriers.

The 2016 April 15 Mw 7.1 Kumamoto, Japan, earthquake rup-
tured a 40–55 km long and about 15–25 km wide section of the
NNE trending Hinagu and NE trending Futagawa intracrustal fault
zone. The study of InSAR and near fault strong motion recordings
showed that the earthquake activated at least three fault segments
with slightly different strike and dip angles (e.g. Asano & Iwata
2016; Kato et al. 2016; Kubo et al. 2016; Ozawa et al. 2016; Yarai
et al. 2016; Moore et al. 2017). The slip was partitioned between
these segments, with a maximum slip of 4–5 m and surface rup-
tures up to 2 m in the central segment (e.g. Kubo et al. 2016). The
average stress drop of 4.5 MPa (Oth et al. 2017) accordingly varied
with largest values up to 9 MPa at shallow depths on the central
segment (Yarai et al. 2016) and about 1 MPa at the other segments
and in the lower crust (Moore et al. 2017). The inferred rupture
velocity is with 2.4 km s−1 relatively small (Asano & Iwata 2016;
Yarai et al. 2016). Other parameters of the modelling geometry of
the Kumamoto earthquake are provided in Table 2.

We use the CRUST2.0 shear wave velocity model at Kumamoto
to define vr with a factor of 0.6 vS (Fig. 7). The seismogenic zone
is defined from 0 to 18 km depth. Below the seismogenic zone, the
stress drop is set to �σ = 0. However, the fault model is reach-
ing a depth of 22.8 km to investigate the slip in the underlying
zone of zero stress. A free surface boundary condition has been
assumed. We define three segments in the seismogenic zone from
−25 to −10 km, −10 to 0 km and 0 to 25 km length, respectively,
with a stress drop of �σ = 7.5 MPa in the central segment and
2 MPa in the northern and southern segments (Fig. 7). The stress
drop variations are quite strong, and are regarded as demonstra-
tion. They can be caused be different orientation of and/or dif-
ferent frictional strength on the fault segments. The nucleation
point is selected at the southern upper end of the rupture plane
to simulate uni-lateral rupture mode as observed for the Kumamoto
earthquake. The fault segments differ in strike. We approximate
these strike changes by using slightly different rakes on the centre
and on both marginal segments (Table 2). Thereby the effect of a
changed segment orientation in the background stress field can be
assessed.

Fig. 7 shows the used velocity and stress model together with
rupture front isochrones. The rupture fronts are curved in the up-
per crust and lag behind an almost planar rupture front propa-
gating in the lower crust. The effect is similar to what is known
from diving and refracted waves in wave-propagation problems.
For the Kumamoto earthquake, the refracted rupture front is in
its initial phase and does not reach the surface. However, as we
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Figure 6. (a) Modelled source time function (STF) for the 2015 Illapel earthquake from Tilmann et al. (2016) (shaded area), from Okuwaki et al. (2016) (red
curve) and based on our quasi-static rupture model (blue dots). The plot is normalized to the maximum modelled moment rate. (b and c) Normalized moment
rate functions (MRF) for two selected boundary elements at the centroid point (b) and a boundary element at the lower edge of the rupture (c) with similar
rupture arrival time (red square in Fig. 5b).

discuss later, for rupture planes of longer length the apparent hor-
izontal rupture velocity measured at the surface may reach val-
ues close to lower crust and upper mantle shear wave velocities
and can explain the observation of apparent super-shear rupture
velocities.

Snapshots of the individual moment-rates of each boundary el-
ement are plotted in Fig. 8 for three times at 5, 10 and 15 s. The
slip-rate (not plotted) is linearly linked with the moment rate and
thus shows the same behaviour. The peak of the rate functions de-
lineate more or less the position of the rupture front. In the first 2.5 s
the rupture propagates in all directions and slip and slip rate contin-
uously increases with spreading rupture front (crack-like growth).
After the rupture has broken the full vertical width of the brittle zone
at the location of the nucleation point, a transition from crack-like
to pulse-like bi- and uni-lateral propagation mode is observed. The
transition begins about 5 s after rupture nucleation. The shape and
peak value of the moment-rate pulse do not change during the unilat-
eral growth, with the exception when entering and leaving the central
segment of high stress drop. Because of the difference in stress drop
in the forward- and backward-looking segment of the rupture plane,
the self-similar shearing of the fracture is distorted and the slip-rate
(or moment-rate) experiences an apparent reflection, as the fault

moves at positions behind the rupture front that were previously al-
ready at rest (Fig. 8). This apparent back propagation becomes more
visible when we plot the colour meshed slip rate as a function of
distance and time along a strike-parallel profile at medium fracture
depth (Fig. 9). At a distance of x < 25 km, after the fracture front
has entered the high stress drop region, the slip rate increases at the
fracture front but also behind along the already fractured segment
at x > 25 km where the slip pulse had already healed. The back-
ward spreading slip rate front seems to have the same speed as vr

(Fig. 9) but a much smoother onset. The apparent backpropagation
is interesting as it develops without imposing any dynamic fric-
tion. Other models have tried to explain a re-rupturing by frictional
re-triggering.

Interesting is also to look to patches close to the surface and in
the lower crust where we prescribed �σ = 0. The interaction of the
crack with the free surface leads to an increase of the slip-rate and
moment-rate close to the surface. As a result, also the final slip grows
asymmetrically with respect to the depth coordinate. This effect is
well known from physical crack models and covered by the BEM
modelling. Maybe more unexpected, Fig. 8 also shows that some
slip occurs in the lower crust below the brittle zone. This tapering
of crack growth into the weak zones of rock that do not carry shear
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Table 2. Pre-defined parameters for the Mw 7.1 2016 Kumamoto earthquake. The coordinates of the anchor of the
fault with normal vector n are defined at the surface in its midpoint. l and w give length along x and width along y
of the plane; z refers to true depth. If more than one stress model is defined, the values overwrite the stress from the
upper line. The CRUST2.0 model refers to the nomenclature given in Bassin et al. (2000). Earthquake parameters
were defined with reference to USGS (https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/us20005iis), Kubo et al.
(2016), Yarai et al. (2016), Asano & Iwata (2016), Yano & Matsubara (2016), Yarai et al. (2016), Moore et al.
(2017), Oth et al. (2017), AIST (2012), Ozawa et al. (2016), Yagi et al. (2016), Kato et al. (2016) and Lin et al.
(2016).

Fault geometry and orientation
lat/lon/strike/dip length/width n [ned]

32.8◦ / 130.85◦ / 224◦ / 66◦ 50 km / 25 km [0.63, −0.66, −0.41]
Nucleation Initial centroid

lat/lon/z/x/y M0 lat/lon/z/x/y

32.75◦ / 130.75◦ / 4.5 × 1019 Nm 32.85◦ / 130.88◦ /
6.4 km / 10.5 km / 7.1 km 4.4 km /−5.5 km / 4.9 km
Stress model
|[tx, ty, tz]| = |t| range rake [ned]

|[ − 1.76, −0.94, 0]| = 2 MPa 0 km <z ≤ 18 km 180◦, [0.72, 0.69, 0.0]
|[ − 6.6, −3.53, 0]| = 7.5 MPa −10 km ≤x ≤ 0 km −152◦, [0.77, 0.48, 0.43]
Velocity model Boundary elements

CRUST2.0 ID γ nx/ny

J1 0.6 50 / 30

Figure 7. Geometry and model to simulate the rupture of the Mw 7.1 2016 Kumamoto, Japan, earthquake. A rupture plane of 50 × 25 km is used. The rupture
velocity (blue grid), overlayed by regions of zero stress (green), is retrieved from the layer shear wave velocity model of CRUST2.0 and a factor of γ = 0.6.
Rupture front isochrones are plotted for rupture nucleation point (red circle) at the southern upper end of the plane. For the stress model �σ = 2 MPa is defined
in down dip direction between 0 and 19.7 km . In a northern central segment of the plane of 10 km length a high stress asperity of �σ = 7.5 MPa with slightly
different orientation of the maximal shear (Table 2) is assumed (whitened region with circle patter). Along strike, �σ = 0 (green boundary) constrains the area
of non-zero slip simulation. It has been defined by simulating a rupture spreading from the centroid point (red star) until M0 equals the moment of the point
source moment tensor inversion.

stress is partly observed in nature. It is explained in our model by
the self-stress created by the shearing of the planes of the fracture
(e.g. Dahm 2000).

The parameters in the modelling (Table 2) were selected follow-
ing the 2016 Kumamoto earthquake. We therefore compare the final
slip distribution and the total duration of the rupture modelling di-
rectly with results by Kubo et al. (2016). The final slip distribution
shows the largest slip in the shallow part of the central fault segment
(Fig. 10), similar to observations. Our model slightly overestimates
the near surface slip, in comparison to values given in Kubo et al.
(2016). This indicates that the shear stress at the fault has been
smaller in the uppermost layers close to the surface, a possibility we
did not account for in our model. A slight change in slip direction
is modelled by varying the direction of prescribed stress drop in the
central segment compared to outer segments (Table 2).

We determine the rupture velocity from the linear scaling as vr

= 0.6vs, which leads to velocities between 2.1 and 2.2 km s−1. That
is, 0.2–0.3 km s−1 smaller than proposed by Yarai et al. (2016)
and Asano & Iwata (2016). Therefore, our overall duration of the
rupture is with ∼ 18 s slightly larger than the one found by Kubo
et al. (2016).

The Mw 7.5 2018 Palu (Indonesia) earthquake is a left-lateral
strike-slip event that ruptured a 150–250 km long and about 30 km
wide segment of the vertical Palu-Koro fault with a modelled max-
imum slip of 5–8 m (e.g. Fang et al. 2019; Song et al. 2019;
Ulrich et al. 2019; Yolsal-Çevikbilen & Taymaz 2019; Okuwaki
et al. 2020). A fast rupture front propagation of 4 to possibly more
than 5 km s−1 was suggested by waveform modelling and back-
projection of teleseismic waveforms (Bao et al. 2019; Fang et al.
2019; Socquet et al. 2019; Ulrich et al. 2019; Yolsal-Çevikbilen &
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Figure 8. Snapshots of moment rate distributions for three different times: (a) t = 5 s, (b) t = 10 s and (c) t = 15 s. The red circle indicates the nucleation
point. (a) Circular to bilateral rupture growth with major moment release close to the rupture front, with moderate moment rates. (b) Highest moment rates, as
the rupture reached the high stress drop segment (compare Table 2). (c) Final stage of rupturing with lower moment rates, as the rupture front has left the high
stress drop segment. The zero-stress drop in the lower crust below 18 km leads to significantly reduced moment rates in this segment.

Figure 9. Colour meshed spatiotemporal evolution of the slip rate for
the 2016 Kumamoto earthquake model along a profile in 10.3 km depth
along strike from SW to NE. The dashed vertical line indicates the po-
sition of the focal point. The segment with high stress drop between
15 and 25 km is indicated by solid lines. The thin dashed line indi-
cates the slowness of a back-propagating pulse reflected at the high stress
segment.

Taymaz 2019; Okuwaki et al. 2020). We adapted the fault model
to the geometry of the Palu earthquake (Table 3) to simulate an
apparent super-shear rupture by using a conventional scaling factor
of vr/vs < 1.0. Shear stress has been prescribed over the uppermost
20 km of the crust (following Ulrich et al. 2019) with a zero stress
layer beneath representing the ductile part of lower crust. The lo-
cation and depth of the nucleation point was subsequently varied
in our modelling. Snapshots of slip rate and the final slip distribu-
tion are shown in the Supporting Information (Figs S2 and S3). We
assume an enlarged rupture width of 45 km to test if rupture front
refractions from the upper mantle could lead to apparent super-shear
arrivals at the surface.

In Fig. 11, we compare rupture front arrival times at the boundary
elements at the surface with the radiation times of high-frequency
energy on the fault inferred from the backprojection of teleseismic
waveforms by Bao et al. (2019). Similar to Bao et al. (2019) we
assume that the location and timing of imaged radiators represent
the arrival of the rupture front. The measured radiator times have a
large scatter and can on average be explained using γ = vr/vs = 0.95,
independent of the selected depth of the nucleation point between 19
and 28 km. The modelled arrivals times are plotted in a time-reduced
scale so that sub-shear propagation (vr < 3.9 km s−1, representing
the velocity between 21 and 32 km depth) is indicated by a positive
slope while super-shear propagation by a negative slope. In the
first 60 km the slope is negative independent of nucleation depths,
while it turns into a positive slope (sub-shear arrivals) between 60
and 100 km distance. At a distance larger than 100 km from the
nucleation point a shallow nucleation at a depth of 19 km continues
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Figure 10. Static slip results from Kubo et al. (2016) using (a) a curved finite fault model and (b) our modelled slip distribution for the 2016 Kumamoto
earthquake assuming a heterogeneous stress drop field. The slip is colour-coded and contour lines indicate the rupture front arrival in s after origin time. Arrows
show the direction of slip. The nucleation point and centroid locations used in the respective studies are indicated by red circles and stars respectively. The
overall slip distribution is similar, but we overestimate both the extension and absolute slip of the main asperity compared to Kubo et al. (2016).

Table 3. Pre-defined parameters for the Mw 7.5 2018 Palu earthquake. The coordinates of the anchor of the fault
with normal vector n are defined at the surface in its midpoint. l and w give length along x and width along y of
the plane; z refers to true depth. The CRUST1.0 model refers to the nomenclature given in Laske et al. (2013).
Earthquake parameters were defined with reference to USGS (https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpag
e/us1000h3p4), GMCT, Fang et al. (2019), Bao et al. (2019), Yolsal-Çevikbilen & Taymaz (2019), Laske et al.
(2013), Okuwaki et al. (2020), Ulrich et al. (2019) and Song et al. (2019).

Fault geometry and orientation
lat/lon/strike/dip length/width n [ned]

-0.66◦ / 119.84◦ / 348◦ / 57◦ 150 km / 45 km [0.17, 0.82, −0.54]
Nucleation 1 Nucleation 2

lat/lon/z/x/y lat/lon/z/x/y

0.01◦ / 119.81◦ / 0.02◦ / 119.86◦ /
19 km / 73.5 km / 22.5 km 28 km / 73.5 km / 33.75 km
Stress model (normalized)
|[tx, ty, tz]| = |t| range rake [ned]

|[0.97 − 0.26, 0.0]| = 1 MPa 0 km ≤z ≤ 20 km −15◦, [0.97, −0.06, 0.22]
|[0.0, 0.0, 0.0]| = 0 MPa 20 km <z −15◦, [0.97, −0.06, 0.22]
Velocity model Boundary elements

CRUST1.0 tile lat/lon γ nx/ny boundary elements

-0.5◦, 120◦ 0.95 50 / 5

the horizontal propagation with subshear velocities, while the deep
nucleation at 28 km turns again into a negative slope indicating
an apparent super-shear lateral propagation. We obtain a horizontal
velocity of up to 4.3 km s−1 due to the arrival of the refracted rupture
front from upper mantle depth. Backpropagation methods as the
one used by Bao et al. (2019) have almost no vertical resolution
and may falsely interpret the fast lateral propagation as super-shear,
while is actually caused by the involvement of deep fault segments
in rupturing.

The fast rupture of the 2018 Palu earthquake from north to south
was independently deduced from the observation of Rayleigh wave
Mach cones under azimuths of 134◦ and 220◦ (Bao et al. 2019,
their Fig. 3). It is therefore interesting to simulate and illustrate the
directivity of the apparent STF and of the radiated Rayleigh waves

with our rupture model, which are produced without imposing any
constraints on the rise time or friction. To calculate direction de-
pendent STF we sum the moment rate function at each boundary
element in the lower crust with a systematic delay of (xi − x0)γ /vS

where xi and x0 are the coordinate vectors of the boundary el-
ement with index i and at the centroid location, respectively. γ

is the direction cosine (unit vector) pointing from the centroid to
the (far-field) station. We use γ = [±1, 0, 0], so that the shape of
the full-space S wave pulse radiated in or against the direction of
rupture is simulated, respectively. The apparent STFs for the two
selected directions in Fig. 12(a) show a clear directivity pattern. The
station in direction of the rupture have a short pulse, high ampli-
tudes and a relatively short low amplitude tail. The station in op-
posite direction behind the propagating fracture front shows a long
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Figure 11. Illustration of the character of rupture fronts and horizontal (apparent lateral) rupture velocities as a function of the depth of the nucleation point
(dfp). The geometry is adapted to the 2018 Palu earthquake, where the given x coordinates along strike are measured from the rupture plane anchor point at
the northern rupture tip towards south. (a) Observed (green circles, from Bao et al. 2019) and modelled rupture front arrivals (lines) at the surface boundary
elements for a nucleation depth of 19 km (red) and 28 km (blue). Time axis has been reduced using a reduction velocity of 3.9 km s−1 (equivalent to rupture
front velocity between 21 and 32 km depth). (b) Example of rupture front isochrones on the rupture plane for a nucleation depth of 28 km.

(a) (b)

Figure 12. (a) Normalized, apparent source time function (STF) simulated in direction of the rupture front propagation (towards south, orange) and towards
north (blue dots). A shorter pulse with higher amplitudes is observed for stations parallel to the fault in line with the rupture front propagation. Stations
located away from the rupture front propagation show a broader (STF) with smaller amplitudes. (b) Simulated wavefield amplitudes at 400 km distance from
the centroid as a function of azimuth (envelope displacement, lowpass filtered at 0.05 Hz, CRUST2.0 Green’s functions, R component). Theoretical P and S
arrival times are indicated by dashed lines. The red cross within the source mechanism (lower hemispherical projection) indicates the position of the nucleation
point relative to the centroid at the centre of the focal solution. The strike of the rupture plane can be identified by the 350◦ striking time axis labels. The time
increases from the outer border of the circle to the centre so that P waves are seen at a larger radius than S waves.
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pulse and small amplitudes. The area under both pulses is equal.
The directivity effects of the apparent STF resemble theoretical
expectations.

Fig. 12(b) shows the simulation of the apparent Rayleigh wave
‘Mach cones’ using our subshear rupture model of the 2018 Palu
earthquake. The CRUST.2 waveform Green’s functions have been
used together with Pyrocko (Heimann et al. 2017, 2019) to simu-
late synthetic displacement seismograms at a regional distance of
400 km and various azimuths. The envelopes of lowpass filtered
seismograms on the radial component (R) are plotted. The simu-
lation shows strongly enhanced P and Rayleigh wave amplitudes
under azimuths of 135◦ and ∼220◦, but not in opposite direction.
This directivity pattern cannot be explained by the radiation pattern
alone.

3.3 Rupture heterogeneity

Despite the minimalistic parametrization of the fracture, the above
examples show the feasibility and flexibility of the approach to con-
sider very different settings and earthquake scenarios. So far, we
assumed a smooth, almost uniform stress drop and rupture propaga-
tion, which is well suited for the simulation of waveform effects at
regional or teleseismic distances. However, the high-frequency con-
tent of near-field ground motion data often indicates that earthquake
ruptures can be heterogeneous. An example for the 2015 Illapel
earthquake is provided in Ruiz et al. (2016). Okuwaki et al. (2016)
and Meng et al. (2018) used backprojection of high-frequency tele-
seismic body waves and showed that despite the simplicity of the
low-frequency radiation, the high-frequency component of the Il-
lapel’s earthquake slip rate must have been very complex. We
present two examples of how heterogeneities can be considered
in our model with only a few parameters. First, for illustration,
we simulate single, isolated asperities and barriers in circular form
and how they can perturb planar rupture fronts and moment-rates.
Asperities and barriers are described as areas on the rupture plane
where stress or strength is enhanced or in general perturbed. Kerkhof
(1969) studied the impact of isolated capillaries and circular, stiff
inclusions on the dynamic propagation of a planar rupture front
in glass. He employed a technique of ultrasonic modulation of the
instantaneous, rupture front orientation at equidistant time steps,
which is reflected in the resulting crack morphology (fractogra-
phy). In these experiments a capillary was a circular area on the
future rupture plane that was already broken, so that the stress (and
the stress drop) was zero there itself. At and in front of the tip of
the capillary, however, there were high stress singularities. The stiff
inclusion, in contrary, created a stress singularity along its tip with
opposite polarity, but with lower intensity. In Fig. 13, we plot the
isochrones of the rupture fronts obtained in the laboratory exper-
iments of Kerkhof (1969). All spatial and temporal perturbations
are normalized to the diameter of the circular perturbation (2r0)
and the characteristic time needed to traverse the circular region.
The velocity far before reaching the capillary is ∼ 150 m s−1. It
is accelerated when approaching the capillary but retarded in the
region behind the capillary until the rupture front is completely
healed (Fig. 13a). Within the capillary no rupture could be tracked,
as the patch is already broken. We interpret the sudden occurrence
of dense ‘isolines’ in Fig. 13(a) after half of the capillary has been
ruptured a result of frequency doubling from the nonlinear interac-
tion of the capillary with the rupture front. The lab experiments have
similarities to the 2015 Illapel earthquake, where a splitting of the
high-frequency rupture front into two subfronts running along the

rim of an almost circular patch, including some spots of enhanced
high-frequency radiation, and their coalescence behind the ‘asper-
ity’ was found (Meng et al. 2018). The effect of the stiff inclusion
on rupture velocity shows the opposite pattern—the rupture front is
strongly retarded just before reaching the circular, stiff barrier (high
strength) but accelerated at both sides of the inclusion when passing
the obstacle to generate a healed, undisturbed rupture front behind
the heterogeneity (Fig. 13b). The ‘roughness’ of rupture front is
overall smaller for the inclusion, because the rupture propagates
within the barrier with the same of even a slightly larger velocity.
The perturbation of the rupture front before entering the capillary or
inclusion is clearly distinct from the well-established observation of
unperturbed wave-fronts before entering structural heterogeneities.
It is a clear example for the break-down of the simple linear scaling
of rupture to shear wave velocity. The perturbation of vr slightly
outside the capillary or inclusion indicates that stress or stress gra-
dient can modulate the background rupture velocity controlled by
elastic modules

A stress modulation of vr is also suggested from theoretical
simulations and observations of quasi-static fracture growth in
the neighbourhood of the free surface (Rivalta & Dahm 2006),
or close to jumps and fringe zones in desiccation cracks (Müller
& Dahm 2000), which show that the rupture front is accelerated
when approaching the high stress (stress drop) region, and decel-
erating when leaving the high stress region or close to the high
strength boundary at the fault. We use the capillary example as a
model for an asperity to modulate the background rupture veloc-
ity as a function of stress around the asperity. The stress outside a
penny-shaped asperity (our capillary) is described to first order by

σ (r > r0) ∼ �σ
√

r0
1√

r − r0
, where r0 is the radius of the capil-

lary and �σ is the stress drop realized on the surface of the asperity.
Whether the change in stress leads to an acceleration or deceleration
of rupture front depends on whether the front propagates towards or
away from the high stress region. The rupture front is unperturbed
if the stress gradient is perpendicular to the gradient of the rupture
time (the propagation direction). The effect can be considered by
the dot product between the 2-D gradient of the rupture time and
stress. A linear or power-law scaling of vr to stress can be tried to
reproduce the observations in Figs 13(a) and (b). We use

δvr

vr
= f

[
∇̂|σ | · ∇̂T

]
|∇σ |p , (4)

where f and p are determined empirically. T(ξ 1, ξ 2) is the rup-
ture time, and σ (ξ 1, ξ 2) is the traction on the rupture plane, and
∇̂ is understood as unit gradient vector. The term [. . . ] varies
between −1 and +1 and accounts for the direction of the rup-
ture front. Far from the asperity, the stress perturbation is zero,
so that δvr → 0.

We used the expression in eq. (4) to define a perturbed rupture
velocity around the circular crack asperity. f was set to 0.5, p = 1/3,
and the maximal velocity perturbations were limited between [0.7,
1.3]vr. The same model was used to simulate the inclusion, except
that the polarity of the stress singularity was changed. Figs 13(c)
and (d) show the simulation of rupture fronts in the same normaliza-
tion as for the laboratory experiments by Kerkhof (1969). Starting
conditions in the Eikonal solver were set to realize a planar rupture
front propagating from left to right. The modelling exercise showed
that the parameter f and p are poorly constrained in our example, but
also not very critical. The largest effect is generated from setting
the rupture velocity inside the asperity to zero (or a small value), so
that the rupture front diffracts around the circular area and grows
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Figure 13. Observations and simulations of stress drop heterogeneities on the rupture front propagation. All features are normalized to the diameter and
characteristic time of the circular heterogeneity. (a) Lab experiments in glass probe with a capillary (diameter 0.065 mm, from Kerkhof 1969) showing frozen
undulations (solid lines) of the growing rupture plane at time intervals of one period of the harmonic, ultrasonic wave of 5.83 MHz. The rupture front propagated
from left to right with an average velocity before reaching the capillary of 150 m s−1. The dashed lines are interpreted as non-linear frequency doubling effect
resulting from the interaction of the capillary with the rupture front. (b) Results from an electronmicroscop picture of rupture fronts in Opal glass (not every
cycle could be measured) retarded by a spherical, stiff inclusion (CaF2, diameter = 3.8 μm). The harmonic ultrasonic modulation frequency was 1 MHz. The
rupture propagated from left to right, the undisturbed rupture velocity is about 70 cm s−1 (from Kerkhof 1969). (c) Asperity case: simulated rupture front
perturbation by assuming a circular, already broken region and a stress-dependent modulation of vr according to eq. (4), indicated by coloured contours. Inside
the asperity vr was set to a small value. (d) Barrier case: modelling result using a similar velocity perturbation outside the circular region but inverted polarity.
Inside the circle we used vr = 1.1v0.

together again behind it at an acute angle. This causes roughness in
slip rate, which has a stronger effect than the change of the stress
drops on the asperity itself.

In Fig. 14, we compare STF and their amplitude spectra of the
empirical asperity and barrier model to the spectrum of the un-
perturbed far-field STF. The STF of the homogeneous rupture is a
smooth function in the shape of a mirrored tail fin (Fig. 14a). Its
spectrum in a log–log plot resembles a typical Brune spectrum with
a low-frequency plateau, corner frequency (fc) and high-frequency
attenuation with a slope of −2 (Fig. 14b). We kept the stress drop
uniform in the asperity and barrier models so that the low-frequency
plateau is unchanged. Because of the acceleration and deceleration
of the rupture front across the obstacle, the asperity and barrier
models introduce high-frequency roughness of the STF. The effect
of the asperity is much larger than for the barrier Fig. 14(a) because
of the stronger curvature of rupture fronts and the cusp-like merging
behind the asperity. The late arrival of energy in the asperity model
is associated with the slow rupture within the asperity itself. The
roughness in the STF changes the amplitude spectra of the asperity
and barrier in comparison to the reference spectra. Especially for
the asperity model an increase in high-frequency content is seen
(Fig. 14b).

The simulation of an isolated asperity or barrier is interesting for
the theoretical understanding. However, more of practical interest
is the complexity of slip resulting from the distributed roughness
of stress drop and rupture velocity. As we show in the example
below, from a technical point of view, our rupture model can easily
consider such complexity. For realization of scenario earthquake

near-field ground motions often stochastic slip models are assumed.
In our model context, we will prescribe a stochastic variation of
stress drop on the fault, implement the vr–σ relation discussed
above, and simulate slip and slip rate and if necessary the resulting
seismograms at stations. Following the results of Mai & Beroza
(2002), which show that slip on earthquakes often assumes a fractal
distribution, we have chosen a fractal power-law approach with an
exponent of −2 to define spatial perturbations of the stress drop in
the range [1, 17.8] MPa. Perturbations of the rupture velocity are
estimated from stress drop perturbations according to (4), where
in this case an exponent of p = 1 and a factor f was selected to
map the velocity perturbations to the range between 1.1 and 3.6 km
s−1. Fig. 15 shows an example of the stochastic stress and velocity
distribution and the amplitude spectra of simulated seismograms in
direction of the rupture in a distance of 400 km and an azimuth
of 33.6◦. We note that the simulation of a stochastic rupture does
not need additional computing power. While the stress variations
alone have only a small influence on waveform complexity, the
correlated effect of stress and rupture velocity clearly shows high-
frequency energy above the nominal corner frequency of the source.
For instance, the high-frequency ground motion often observed in
near-field accelerograms (e.g. Ruiz et al. 2016, for Illapel) or in
the backprojection of high-frequency energy in teleseismic array
recordings (Okuwaki et al. 2016; Tilmann et al. 2016; Meng et al.
2018) may be modelled by such stochastic simulations. As the slip
rate complexity is often observed at the downdip end of faults, the
stress heterogeneity is possibly caused by the transition from locked
to creeping fault segments.
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Figure 14. Full space moment rate functions (a) and the associated amplitude spectra (b) measured in the far field orthogonal to a rectangular rupture plane
(20 km × 10 km). The background model (homo) had a uniform rupture velocity (v0 = 1 km s−1) and stress drop (�σ = 1 MPa). Modified faults (asperity
and inclusion model) consider a single, circular obstacle with a radius of 2 km. The rupture velocity has been modulated ahead of the tip of the circular region
(see eq. 4), while the stress drop was kept homogeneous (see Fig. 13). For the asperity, vr inside the asperity was set to 0.1 km s−1. The time and frequency
axes are normalized by the rupture duration tr = L/v0 = 20 s. The dashed line in (b) indicates the Brune spectra plateau and f−2 high-frequency attenuation.

Figure 15. Simulation of stochastic rupture models of a vertical strike-slip fault, where stress drop was varied isolated (a) or strongly correlated to rupture
velocity (b). For the latter, the scalar product of the traction gradient and the initial velocity vector is scaled to the given rupture velocity ranges and added onto
the initial velocity field. The initial model has a homogeneous traction of 10 MPa in strike direction and a homogeneous rupture velocity field of 2.25 km s−1.
The range of traction and velocity variations is given in the legend. (c) Shown are the amplitude spectra of displacement records (Z component) at a station
in direction of the unilatetal rupture in a distance of 400 km and an azimuth of 33.6◦ from the rupture top centre point. The unperturbed model spectrum is
plotted as grey region. For comparison, the individual effect of a complex traction only (red line) and a complex traction correlated to rupture velocity (blue
dashed line) are shown.

4 C O N C LU S I O N S

We implemented a self-similar fracture model for arbitrarily com-
plex forms of the fracture front, which decouples the propagation
of the fracture from the slip. The approach is computationally ex-
tremely efficient and comprises only three free parameters in addi-
tion to a point source earthquake model. At the same time it is very
flexible and capable of modelling fractures and earthquake ruptures
for different tectonic setting and faults in the crust and mantle. The
model uses approximate relations in some parts, while exact solu-
tions are used in other parts. For example, the propagation of the
rupture front is approximated by a wave-rupture analogy, which,
although not exact, is usually sufficient for the purpose of kine-
matic or dynamic fracture modelling. It is assumed that the rupture

velocity scales to the lithospheric shear wave velocity. The instan-
taneous dislocation and slip on the fault is modelled exactly by
means of a numerical boundary element scheme. The stress drop is
given as a static input field and can be retrieved from a background
stress model together with assumptions about the frictional strength
at a fault with given orientation. It was found that the self-similar
dynamic model explains the main low-frequency features observed
during the earthquake rupture, as for example,

(1) a self-development (without external input or constraint) of
circular, elliptical or rectangular ruptures with circular, bilateral or
unilateral propagation at the front;
(2) a natural transition from crack-like to pulse-like rupture slip-
mode in large crustal faults;
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(3) the development of high slip patches close to the surface or
within stress drop asperities;
(4) the penetration of slip into boundary layers of low or zero
stress because of the self-stressing effect of fractures;
(5) the effect of apparent backward propagation of slip where
stress drop heterogeneities exist;
(6) the development of curved and planar rupture fronts up to
refracted fronts propagating with an apparent horizontal super-shear
velocity;
(7) the directivity effects on waveforms including apparent
Rayleigh wave Mach cones;
(8) the natural development (without controlling parameter) of a
space-dependent rise time and source time function.

The method can also be used to study rupture complexity and
high-frequency energy radiation if the stress field prescribed on the
rupture plane is heterogeneous. We showed an example to simu-
late effects from isolated asperities and barriers. A second example
considers a stochastic slip model where we coupled stress hetero-
geneity to rupture velocity perturbations. Such approaches may be
interesting to study the high-frequency components of slip-rate, as
e.g. observed in near-field accelerograms.

The simplified dynamic source parametrization is suited for
fast numerical modelling and probabilistic inversion approaches
in source seismology. For this purpose, the model has been fully
integrated into an open source toolbox for seismology (Pyrocko,
https://git.pyrocko.org/pyrocko/pyrocko) and probabilistic source
inversions (Grond), which are directly linked to a system of
static and dynamic wavefield Green’s function databases. Exam-
ples of Python scripts are provided at https://pyrocko.org/docs/ un-
der pseudo-dynamic rupture. The applications are therefore easy
to implement and reproduce. The tools can be used for the study
of earthquakes, but also for other rupture and fracture phenomena
such as hydrofracking, magmatic dike intrusion or aseismic fracture
growth. We would like to point out that the strengths of the simpli-
fied model lie in its simplicity and the few parameters it comprises.
However, it cannot replace a complete dynamic fracture modelling,
which is necessary to understand the complexity of the rupture,
including the high-frequency emission of waves.
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model.
Figure S2. Comparison of moment rate snapshots for the 2018 Palu
earthquake assuming (a) a shallow (19 km) and (b) a deep (28 km)
nucleation point depth (see Table 3).
Figure S3. Final static slip results from the inversion in Jamelot
et al. (2019) (a) and our forward modelling results (b) for the 2018
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2.2 Numerical implementation of the PDR in a Python toolbox

for seismology

In order to use the PDR model for source inversion, it was implemented in the existing Python
toolbox Pyrocko (Heimann et al., 2017), and also in the Bayesian bootstrap optimization tool
Grond (Heimann et al., 2018). This allows for easy and flexible use of the PDR in an inversion
together with waveform data, or a combination of seismic waveform attributes and geodetic data
as continuous GNSS or LOS InSAR. This section highlights the different aspects of the numerical
implementation of the PDR in Grond.

Further details on the use of the PDR source model are given in the Pyrocko online doc-
umentation: https://pyrocko.org/docs/current/topics/pseudo-dynamic-rupture.html or https:
//pyrocko.org/docs/current/library/examples/index.html.

2.2.1 Forward modeling of the PDR

The Pyrocko Python library (Heimann et al., 2017), which is a widely used and well maintained
seismological toolbox, hosts the PDR. Pyrocko yields, besides, e.g., utilities for plotting and
seismic data handling, a module for synthetic waveform calculation from pre-calculated Green’s
Functions based on various seismic source definitions (Heimann et al., 2019). We adopted the
PDR as a source model for Pyrocko, a first step towards the implementation of the PDR into
the inversion tool Grond (Heimann et al., 2018).

Discretization of the PDR

Waveform forward modeling within Pyrocko (Heimann et al., 2019) requires a discretization of
the PDR into individual moment tensor point sources distributed along the rupture plane. The
goal is to generate synthetic waveforms, which include all kinematic and static rupture effects,
e.g., the rupture propagation with the maximum precision possible. Therefore, we defined a
discretization scheme for the extended rupture model that reduces aliasing effects caused by
large point source spacing (adopted from Heimann, 2011):

∆x = min (lpatch, wpatch,∆xgf ,∆depthgf ) (2.1)

∆l =
lpatch

⌈lpatch/∆x⌉+ 1
(2.2)

∆w =
wpatch

⌈wpatch/∆x⌉+ 1
. (2.3)

The maximum point source spacing ∆x is defined by the minimum of the dimensions of a
sub-fault patch lpatch, wpatch or the lateral (∆xgf ) and vertical (∆depthgf ) grid node spacing
of the used Green’s Function store. A sufficient number of point sources is used to cover all
details of small rupture planes. Using the same sampling as the Green’s functions store grid
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Figure 2.1: Discretization of the rupture plane and sub-faults into point sources. (a) shows the
initial setup with a fault consisting of four sub-faults with the respective center marked as grey
crosses. (b) indicates the retrieved regularly gridded point source locations (orange dots).

node spacing prevents from aliasing from to coarse sampling.
The calculation of the point source spacing along strike (∆l) or in down-dip direction (∆w)
increases the number of point sources per sub-fault to four or more. This results in a better
resolution and a reduced risk of aliasing. It also assures an even spacing of point sources along
the rupture plane (Fig. 2.1).
The contribution of each point source to the moment release of a sub-fault scales inversely
proportional with the number of point sources within each sub-fault (Heimann, 2011).

Definition of subsurface models used with the PDR

Within Grond, the PDR model requires two subsurface velocity models (elastic property models).
The first one is needed to calculate synthetic seismograms. It is usually defined when selecting
(or calculating) a database of pre-computed Green’s functions. A description is given in Heimann
et al. (2019). As a relatively new option, Green’s functions for continuous GNSS and InSAR
static displacements can also be considered. They also rely on the same layered velocity model
as the synthetic seismic traces.

We decided to base also the subsurface model used in the BEM model to construct dislocations
(instantaneous slip) to the velocity information provided in the seismic Green’s function database.
However, the BEM implemented in PDR today still uses a homogeneous half-space and cannot
consider layered Earth models. As a compromise, we calculate average velocities depending on
the position of the source.

Our implementation makes use of the analytical equations of Okada (1992) provided for an
elastic and homogeneous half-space. This equations are used to calculate the linear coefficients
linking stress drop and slip on the sub-faults (Chap. 2.1). Thereby, we can model effects as higher
near-surface slips (Metz, 2019). The elastic constants used within Okada (1992) are extracted
from a layered ground model. We decided to average them along the rupture plane in order to
obtain one valid pair of Lamés parameter. Thereby, elastic constants always mimic the ground
in the depth of the rupture (Fig. 2.2).
Both the rupture front and wave propagation are still controlled by the layered medium (Heimann
et al., 2018; Heimann et al., 2019, and Chap. 2.1)
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Figure 2.2: Idealized implementation of the homogeneous half-space as required by Okada
(1992) for the calculation of the coefficients. Different colors indicate two layers of the original
ground model, which are characterized by different elastic constants λ and µ. (a) shows the
initial setup with the sub-fault elastic parameters being assigned based on the ground model and
the sub-fault center depth. (b) shows the final result with constant, averaged elastic constants
along the whole rupture plane.

Activation scheme of the discretized PDR

When used within an inversion, PDR modeling and especially the calculation of the coeffcients
linking slip and stress drop can be computationally expensive. This effect increases with a higher
number of sub-faults. Reducing the number of sub-faults and, hence, the resolution of the PDR
increases the calculation speed. It also effects the activation time of the discretized point sources
and thereby influences, e.g., modeled synthetic waveforms. We allow for two modes within the
implemented PDR source model (Fig. 2.3)

• rough: All point sources within one sub-fault are jointly activated, when the rupture front
passes the center of the sub-fault. This mode is in line with the developments explained
within Chapter 2.1, but results in modeling a spiky moment release function, if the number
of sub-faults is to low compared to the dimension of the rupture (Fig. 2.4a).

• smooth: Each point source within one sub-fault is activated independently, when the rup-
ture front passes its location. Mimicing the rupture propagation in more detail compared
to the rough mode yields a smoother moment release function over time (Fig. 2.4b).

It is worth to mention, that the choice of any activation scheme does not affect static param-
eters as the final slip distribution or the moment release of the PDR.

2.2.2 Inversion

The PDR has been implemented into Grond, a bootstrap based bayesian optimization tool for
inversions of seismic and/or ground deformation data (Heimann et al., 2018). Grond estimates
best and mean models and provides information on parameter uncertainties, trade offs and
the quality of the inversion within a well maintained and broadly used environment. Adaptive
weighting schemes allow for a simple use of seismic and/or static deformation data. This section
aims to explain the settings made within the PDR inversion setup and provides more details
of the multiple source inversion implementation, which is used within the Chapters 3 and 4.
A schematic overview of the PDR inversion in Grond with its specific options is provided in
Figure 2.5.

Chapter 2.1 defines PDR earthquake modeling as a multi-step process:
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Figure 2.3: Rough (a, b), and smooth, (c, d) activation of the point sources discretizing the
PDR rupture plane shown for two discrete times t0 and t1. The rough mode activates all point
sources (orange dots) of a sub-fault at the time t1, when the rupture front passes the sub-fault
center (grey cross). Contrary, the smooth mode activates each individual point source, when the
rupture front passes its location.

Figure 2.4: Moment release function of a simple one-sub-fault PDR with a rough (a), and
smooth (b) activation of the point sources discretizing the PDR rupture plane. The cumulative
final moment is the same for both cases.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic overview of the PDR inversion implemented in the development branch
dyn_rupt of Grond with the required input data (left), assumptions made for a more performant
inversion (bottom), the optimized parameters and specific options within the Grond inversion
and an exemplary list of outputs (right) (modified after https://data.pyrocko.org/presentations/
pyrocko-workshop-dgg-2021/, last accessed 06 June 2023).

1. Definition of rupture plane dimensions and orientation,

2. Definition of the stress drop distribution along the plane,

3. Estimation of the activated sub-faults and the resulting final, static slip using a known
centroid location and moment release (e.g., from MT inversion),

4. Estimate of the quasi-dynamic rupture evolution based on a known nucleation point.

This procedure requires a profound knowledge on the centroid location and magnitude, the
fault orientation and the stress state. We estimate these parameters during the PDR inversion,
instead of using a priori knowledge. Therefore, different steps were made to enhance the PDR
performance within the Grond inversion frame work. These steps include the definition of the
stress drop, the estimation of the rupture dimensions and defining the linear adaptive sub-
sampling scheme.

At the time of writing this thesis, the PDR is available as a part of the development branch
dyn_rupt of Grond and will be added to the main branch in near future.

Assumption of homogeneous stress drop and peak slip

Opposing the forward modeling examples shown in Chapter 2.1 we are using a homogeneous stress
drop along the rupture plane in the PDR inversions with Grond (Fig. 2.6). This simplification
reduces the number of parameters within the inversion significantly. Instead of independent stress
drops and rakes for each sub-fault we only invert for two scalar values for rake and stress drop.
Normal stress is assumed to be constant and zero (see Chap. 2.2.2). The simplified approach
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of the stress drop distribution according to Chapter 2.1 (a) and the
implementation within Grond (b). Arrows show the amplitude and direction of the stress drop
defined by the rake. Rakes and amplitudes in (a) are variable and can be defined based on a
priori knowledge on the stress state. In (b) all rakes and amplitudes are constant to reduce the
number of free parameters within the inversion.

provides the user with the opportunity to exploit the linear relation between stress-drop, moment
release and the dislocation. Thereby, Grond inverts for the peak slip as a measure comparable
with other studies and models instead of the stress drop.

Assumption of a pure shear rupture

The linear coefficients between stress drop and dislocation need to be calculated for each PDR
source model (Sec. 2.2.1). Depending on the number of sub-faults, this can be computationally
expensive. To speed up the inversion, we can assume a shear rupture with no significant fraction
of opening within Grond. This allows to neglect the opening along the fault and, hence, to reduce
the number of required coefficients. This option is implemented into Grond as the pure_shear

switch.

Assumption of a rectangular rupture plane

The procedure defined in Chapter 2.1 requires to calculate the time-dependent moment contri-
butions of each discretized point source twice; once to estimate the rupture extends with curved
edges based on a known centroid location and once for waveform generation within the kinematic
modeling. Our implementation within Grond assumes the planar fault to be also rectangular.
Thereby, we can reduce the number of moment rate modeling runs required and, hence, increase
the speed of the inversion. Contrary to Chapter 2.1, this setup neglects curved rupture edges.

Linear adaptive sub-sampling

A PDR source model with denser sub-fault spacing can resolve the slip distribution in more
detail compared to one with a coarse sub-fault grid. However, such dense model will suffer from
decreased computation speeds compared to a coarser one because of the increased size of the
required coefficient matrix (Sec. 2.2.1 and 2.2.1).

The linear adaptive sub-sampling of the PDR within Grond allows to use both speed and
resolution advantages of the coarse and finer model, respectively (Fig. 2.7). The sampling refines
the number of sub-faults through the inversion between a given lower and upper limit. At first,
coarse models are used fitting majorly the low-frequent part of the waveform to constrain centroid
location, magnitude and the mechanism and orientation of the rupture. Later, models with a
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Figure 2.7: Exemplary for linear adaptive sub-sampling of the number of sub-faults through a
Grond inversion. It starts with a coarse sub-fault grid (a), which will be refined (b) through the
inversion depending on the iteration until the given maximum number of sub-faults (c).

higher number of sub-faults allow to capture details within the higher-frequency waveforms as
generated by the rupture propagation or the slip distribution.

Multiple source inversion

Complex rupture processes along curved faults or when containing several subevents can not be
modelled as a single seismic source because of their increased complexity. I discuss double and
triple PDR modeling techniques within the Chapters 3 and 4. The double DC and double PDR
source inversion methods in Chapter 3 rely on a development by Carrillo Ponce et al. (2023),
Carrillo Ponce et al. (2021). The double source inversions rely on a relative weighting scheme
between the sub-sources. This weighting scheme gives the distance, depth- and time-shift of
each sub-source from the common centroid location based on the relative moment contribution
of each sub-source to the joint moment release. Other parameters like the rupture orientation
are independent for each sub-source allowing to capture complex rupture processes, e.g., along
a curved fault plane.

The triple DC and triple PDR inversion schemes are designed to capture several distinct
rupture processes well separated in seismic signals, but with overlapping contributions within
the satellite deformation data (Chap. 4). Opposing to the double source implementation, all
sub-sources are solely defined by independent parameters. Thereby, each event is treated inde-
pendently with respect to the fit of the seismic data. The fit to the satellite deformation data is
always characterized by the summed static displacements of all sub-sources, though.
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1. Introduction
The Sandwich plate (SW) is located in the Scotia Sea in the southern Atlantic at the junction of the Antarctic 
(AN), Scotia (SC), and South America (SA) plates (Figure 1). It is confined by the East Scotia Spreading Ridge 
(ESR) to the west, strike-slip segments to the north and the south, and the westward subduction of the SA plate 
with a rate of 62–72 mm/yr at the South Sandwich Trench (SST) to the east (e.g., Beniest & Schellart, 2020; 
Larter et al., 2003; Thomas et al., 2003).

Effects of mantle inflow, the adjacent strike-slip systems, and the slab bending result in a complex stress field, 
which causes a change in dominant focal mechanisms from trench-perpendicular compressive in the central 
segment of the SST to oblique strike-slip and reverse mechanisms with variable strikes within 100–200 km of the 

Abstract On 12 August 2021, a >220 s lasting complex earthquake with Mw > 8.2 hit the South 
Sandwich Trench. Due to its remote location and short interevent times, reported earthquake parameters 
varied significantly between different international agencies. We studied the complex rupture by combining 
different seismic source characterization techniques sensitive to different frequency ranges based on teleseismic 
broadband recordings from 0.001 to 2 Hz, including point and finite fault inversions and the back-projection of 
high-frequency signals. We also determined moment tensor solutions for 88 aftershocks. The rupture initiated 
simultaneously with a rupture equivalent to a Mw 7.6 thrust earthquake in the deep part of the seismogenic zone 
in the central subduction interface and a shallow megathrust rupture, which propagated unilaterally to the south 
with a very slow rupture velocity of 1.2 km/s and varying strike following the curvature of the trench. The slow 
rupture covered nearly two-thirds of the entire subduction zone length, and with Mw 8.2 released the bulk of the 
total moment of the whole earthquake. Tsunami modeling indicates the inferred shallow rupture can explain the 
tsunami records. The southern segment of the shallow rupture overlaps with another activation of the deeper 
part of the megathrust equivalent to Mw 7.6. The aftershock distribution confirms the extent and curvature 
of the rupture. Some mechanisms are consistent with the mainshocks, but many indicate also activation of 
secondary faults. Rupture velocities and radiated frequencies varied strongly between different stages of the 
rupture, which might explain the variability of published source parameters.

Plain Language Summary The earthquake of 12 August 2021 along the deep-sea trench of 
the South Sandwich Islands in the South Atlantic reached a magnitude of 8.2 and triggered a tsunami. The 
automatic earthquake parameter determination of different agencies showed very different results shortly 
after the earthquake and partially underestimated the tsunami potential of the earthquake. A possible reason 
was the complex rupture process and that the tsunami was generated by a long and shallow slow slip rupture 
sandwiched between more conventional fast slip subevents at its northern and southern ends. In addition, the 
fault surface, which extended over 450 km, was highly curved striking 150°–220°. We investigated the different 
components of the seismic wavefields in different frequency ranges and with different methods. The analysis 
shows how even complex earthquakes can be deciphered by combining analyzing methods. The comparison 
with aftershocks and the triggered tsunami waves confirms our model that explains the South Sandwich rupture 
by four subevents in the plate boundary along the curved deep-sea trench. Here, the depth, rupture velocities, 
and slip on each segment of the rupture vary considerably. The method can also be applied to other megathrust 
earthquakes and help to further improve tsunami warnings in the future.
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northern and southern edges of the SST (e.g., Abe, 1972, 1981, 1982; Forsyth, 1975; Giner-Robles et al., 2009; 
Leat et al., 2004; Purcaru & Berckhemer, 1982).

Only few large earthquakes with Mw ≥ 7.5 have been reported for the region before 1975: the shallow extensional 
Mw 8.1 1929 event close to the northern tip of the SST, the large shallow Mw 7.4–7.5 1933 earthquake of unknown 
mechanism type and the deep extensional Mw 7.8 1964 earthquake in the subducted slab (e.g., Abe, 1972, 1981; 
Bondár et al., 2015; Forsyth, 1975; Okal & Hartnady, 2009; Wilson, 1940). In addition to these, Global CMT 
(further GCMT) reports an Mw 7.5 thrust event at the northern edge of the SST in 2016 (Figure 1).

After over 90 years since the last great South Sandwich earthquake with Mw ≥ 8, a complex earthquake hit the 
eastern margin of the SW on 12 August 2021 (Figure 1) with short interevent times between reported subevents. 
The seismic records were complex and indicated a complex rupture process. For instance, the teleseismic body 
and Rayleigh waves at the broadband station BFO have a very different appearance at high and low frequencies 
in comparison to an aftershock with similar mechanism and location (Figure 2). Strong low frequency waves 
appear much more extended and with different patterns, suggesting that different subevents possibly ruptured 
after the first earthquake generating more complex coda waves, causing major difficulties in the semiautomatic 
earthquake analysis (Hubbard, 2021). This may explain the unusual variety of focal mechanism solutions and 
magnitude estimates between different agencies as USGS, GEOFON, and GCMT (Table 1). GCMT first reported 
the doublet as two separate earthquakes with Mw 8.3 and 7.9 for the first and second events, respectively (see e.g., 
Jia et al., 2022, for the originally distributed GCMT estimates), but later switched to a single long duration (300 s) 
earthquake with Mw 8.3. The solutions of USGS and GEOFON assume an earthquake doublet with magnitudes 
of Mw 7.5–7.7 for the first and Mw 8.0–8.2 for the second subevent. Global catalog depths range from very shal-
low (i.e., ≤20 km for GEOFON and GCMT) to depths of 35–50 km (USGS CMT). Proposed focal mechanisms 
agree on a thrust mechanism with one very shallow dipping plane (average dip 17°), as expected for plate inter-
face events. The strike direction varies significantly both between the two subevents and for the same subevent 

Figure 1. Seismicity and moment tensor (MT) solutions of the 12 August 2021 earthquakes are plotted together with 
bathymetry and outlines of the Sandwich plate (SW) in between the Scotia (SC), South America (SA), and Antarctic (AN) 
plates. Plate boundary labels indicate: NSR, North Scotia Ridge; SSR, South Scotia Ridge; SST, South Sandwich Trench; 
ESR, East Scotia Spreading Ridge (from Bird (2003); except that the SST was manually adjusted according to the location of 
the deformation front in bathymetry (minimum in EW profiles) between 58°S and 60.6°S as its location is rather uncertain 
according to Thomas et al. (2003), and the SST in Bird's plate model did not match bathymetry). Pre-event seismicity is 
plotted by circles (1,013 earthquakes, Mw > 5.0, 1976—11 August 2021, from GCMT; depth color-coded). Deviatoric 
MT solutions from different agencies for two main shocks of the 12 August sequence are plotted in lower hemispherical 
projections (see legend for color coding and Table 1). Labels Mwc indicate centroid MTs, Mww the W-phase MT, and numbers 
1 and 2 the first or second events, respectively. Note that the final GCMT solution is only a single long period MT solution 
representing the whole rupture.
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between different agencies though. The earthquake caused a tsunami with amplitudes ranging from 10 to 64 cm, 
e.g., recorded at tide gauges at King Edward Point on South Georgia Island, Stanley on the Falkland Islands and 
Antarctica Base Prat on the South Shetland Islands (Flanders Marine Institute (VLIZ), Intergovernmental Ocean-
ographic Commission (IOC), 2021). Due to the absence of any tsunami early warning system for the Atlantic 
coasts of Africa and South America, no tsunami information was released for these regions, and an information 
statement was issued only for the Caribbean and North American shore lines by PTWC (https://tsunami.gov/
events/PHEB/2021/08/12/21224001/2/WECA43/WECA43.txt, last visited 29 March 2022).

A multiple event inversion combining centroid moment tensors (MTs) and a simplified extended rupture model 
applied to the complex rupture (Jia et al., 2022) yielded a total of five subevents, where the dominant subevent 
indicated very shallow and very slow southward rupture propagation with a rupture velocity of ≈1 km/s. Their 

Figure 2. Comparison of vertical broad band waveforms of the main shock sequence (red) and an aftershock (blue) recorded 
at station GE.BFO.00 in 12,150 or 12,420 km epicentral distance from the main and the aftershock origin, respectively. 
Velocity traces were restituted (top) and additionally filtered in very low (middle) and intermediate frequency range (bottom). 
Time is given relative to the epicentral time of the earthquakes given in the top left. The gray box highlights the Rg surface 
wave phase. Each trace is normalized to its maximum absolute amplitude (value and time indicated by Apeak for each trace).

Agency Method Periods Time Lat, lon Depth (km) Mw Dip (°) Duration

Single event

 GCMT C + W 450-50 s 18:35:25 −59.48°, −24.34° 20 8.29 14 300 s

Event 1

 GEOFON E 600-40 s 18:32:50 −57.64°, −25.33° 13 7.70 11 —

 USGS W 500-150 s 18:33:31 −57.70°, −25.19° 51 7.50 26 29 s

Event 2

 GEOFON E + W 600-40 s 18:35:22 −58.42°, −25.21° 11 7.98 12 —

 USGS W 1,000-200 s 18:36:56 −60.81°, −23.16° 36 8.13 11 133 s

Note. Origin times reported by USGS are 18:32:52 and 18:35:17 for the first and second events, respectively. GEOFON does 
not report centroid times or locations, and origin times and location are reported in this table.
Inversion methods: E—epicentral MT inversion (body and surface waves); W—W-phase MT inversion; C + W—joint body, 
surface, and W-phase centroid MT inversion; E + W—joint body, surface, and W-phase MT inversion at the epicenter.

Table 1 
Selected Standard Centroid Moment Tensor (MT) and W-Phase Inversion Results Published From Different Agencies for 12 
August 2021 South Sandwich Earthquakes
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results thus indicate a typical tsunami earthquake behavior (as explained by Bilek and Lay (2018)) with a tsuna-
migenic slow rupturing event in the shallow conditionally stable domain of a subduction megathrust.

The 12 August 2021 rupture represents the largest moment release along the SST in the instrumental period. The 
simultaneous occurrence of fast and slow rupture modes as stated by Jia et al. (2022) is rarely observed so clearly, 
but led to an increased complexity of the rupture process of the earthquake. This complexity makes it challenging 
to reconstruct the rupture processes and estimate its tsunamigenic potential from standard seismological analysis 
approaches, even more so as no near field GNSS observations are available.

With this study we aim to resolve the static properties and kinematic processes of both the fast and slow ruptures 
from seismic source inversion and back-projection. We use Bayesian inversion techniques for both MTs and 
extended seismic source inversion. That allows to quantify also the uncertainties of our solutions for both derived 
rupture mechanisms but also the location. Furthermore, we explore the implications of the rupture model for 
tsunami excitation by forward modeling and comparing to the observed tide gauge records from several island 
stations and the coast of South America. The rupture characterization is complemented by an analysis of the 
locations and mechanisms of the largest aftershocks.

In the following we will refer to the different stages of the complex rupture as subevents of the earthquake.

2. MT Inversions of the Main Shocks and the Aftershocks
Individual centroid MT inversions have been performed using the Grond software (Heimann et al., 2018) for 
the two main shocks (as indicated by GEOFON) and 88 aftershocks recorded until end of August 2021. In this 
approach, the MT components (full for the main shocks and deviatoric for the aftershocks), the centroid location, 
time, and duration are estimated from waveform records, mostly Rayleigh and Love waves, assuming a simple 
half sinusoidal source time function. The inversion uses a particle swarm method paired with bootstrapping to 
estimate nonlinear uncertainties for all parameters. Each inversion fitted displacement waveforms in the time 
domain. All observed waveforms were visually inspected and noisy, saturated, clipped, or incomplete traces 
were removed. Filter and taper applied within the inversion used cosine tapers in frequency and time domain. 
Frequency ranges given in the following confine the flat part of the cosine taper. Further information on the tapers 
is given in Appendix A and Tables A1 and C1.

For estimation of the MT source parameters for the two main shocks as referenced by GEOFON (referred to as 
CMT inversions of subevents A and D), bandpass-filtered (0.01–0.03 Hz) teleseismic records (2,500–10,000 km 
epicentral distance) at 64 stations with good coverage in azimuth and distance were fitted on the vertical and 
transverse components.

In addition, we carried out a very low frequency inversion of the W-phase signals (referred to as CMT inversion 
of subevent B) from 0.001 to 0.01 Hz on the vertical and radial components with the aim to constrain the total 
magnitude of the event (following Kanamori and Rivera (2008) and Duputel et al. (2012)). Due to the very long 
period nature of the W-phase, we expect to characterize the whole complex earthquake. A second full-waveform 
low frequency (0.001–0.01 Hz) inversion considering longer time windows (referred to as CMT inversion of 
subevent C) was performed to capture all characteristics of the rupture. For all inversions, the AK135 Earth model 
from Kennett et al. (1995) was assumed.

The same inversion method was applied to 88 out of the 202 globally recorded aftershocks with Mw  ≥  5.0, 
but with different parameters. Here, waveforms from 200 to 2,500 km epicentral distance were used to ensure 
good signal-to-noise ratios and exclude saturated data. For the 114 excluded events, high seismic noise levels 
or waveform overlap with stronger events prevented robust MT inversion. Bandpass-filtered (0.02–0.04 Hz for 
best signal-to-noise ratios) full waveforms were fitted on the vertical, transverse, and radial components. The 
obtained MT solutions and those for five additional earthquakes from the GEOFON MT catalog were clustered 
(Cesca, 2020) based on the similarity of their focal mechanisms, using the Kagan angle (Kagan, 1991) as metric. 
Clusters are recognized if there are at least two other earthquakes with mutual Kagan angles ≤30°. Further details 
and waveform fits can be found in Appendix A and B.
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3. Finite Fault Dynamics From Self-Similar Dynamic Extended Rupture Model
The self-similar dynamic rupture model (or pseudo dynamic rupture model—PDR) utilizes a flexible 3D bound-
ary element method to invert for the instantaneous slip caused by a prescribed stress drop on each activated 
patch of an extended rupture, defined by the area behind the rupture front (Dahm et al., 2021; Metz, 2019). As a 
first-order approximation, the rupture speed scales linearly with the S wave velocity extracted from the layered 
AK135 Earth model (Kennett et al., 1995). With a prescribed rupture speed model, the rupture front at each time 
step is approximated using the 2D Eikonal equation.

We integrated the PDR into the Bayesian inversion scheme of Grond (Heimann et al., 2018) as a source option. In 
our realization, the PDR assumes a planar fault, a constant stress drop, and constant rake along the whole plane, 
which reduces the number of free parameters within the inversion significantly compared to individual rakes and 
stress drops on each subfault. Due to this simplified scheme, we expect the PDR inversions to focus on the major 
slip patches.

We do not fix the orientation of the fault, the slip direction (governed by the rake) nor centroid and origin location 
prior to the inversion, but leave them as parameters in the inversion. Thereby, 13 free parameters are estimated: 
length, width, strike, and dip of the fault plane; origin time and location, both absolute and relative to the fault 
plane; and rake angle, stress drop, and the scaling coefficient vr/vs between the rupture speed vr and the S wave 
velocity vs. Any deviation between the S wave velocity of the used Ground model and the true shear wave velocity 
will also result in a change of the scaling coefficient. Slower S wave velocities as often observed in megathrusts 
(e.g., Miller et al., 2021) will cause a decrease of the scaling coefficient. Hence, any interpretation will be done 
on the absolute rupture velocity instead of the scaling coefficient. Note that the seismic moment is calculated 
using the inverted slip, area of the rupture plane, and the mean shear modulus of the depth section covered by the 
PDR rupture plane.

We decided not to preconstrain the location of the rupture using a known slab geometry. That allows to access 
also the location uncertainty in a fully Bayesian manner. In a first approach, we apply the PDR inversion inde-
pendently to subevents A and D by a careful selection of time windows (example in Figure 4), considering that 
between 4,000 and 10,000 km epicentral distances the high-frequency P waves of subevent D arrive significantly 
earlier than the high-frequency S waves of event A, thus avoiding wave interference. We use displacement seis-
mograms on vertical and transverse components, bandpass filtered between 0.01 and 0.05 Hz.

Although such a time separation approach is possible for the smaller subevents A and D, it is suboptimal to 
analyze the slow rupture processes of subevents B and C in between, because a constructive and destructive 
superposition of radiated low frequency waves cannot be considered. Therefore, the PDR inversion of subev-
ents B and C was formulated as a joint inversion. Very low frequency vertical and radial displacement records 
(0.001–0.01 Hz) were used including the W-phase signal as well as the S wave and surface waves. The two PDR 
models have independent parameters allowing also independent fault plane orientations and subevent magni-
tudes. The new simultaneous Bayesian inversion scheme for source doublets parametrizes the time, distance, 
and azimuth between the two subevents and is described in more detail in Carrillo Ponce et al. (2021). Detailed 
inversion reports and waveform fits can be found in Appendix C.

4. Teleseismic Back-Projection
We used a multiarray back-projection method (Vera et al., 2021) of vertical very short-period P waves (0.5–2.0 Hz) 
recorded at several arrays in Chile, the Caribbean, Australia, and South Africa. Each array was weighted individ-
ually based on its azimuthal distribution, i.e., proportionally to the sum of the two half-angles measured between 
the azimuths of target and neighboring arrays (see example in Figure D2a). Combining semblance and energy 
radiated maps, we are able to characterize the spatial and temporal rupture evolution with associated relative 
strength of each short-period energy emission above 0.5 Hz.

P waves were extracted using arrival times from the IASP91 velocity model (Kennett & Engdahl, 1991). Theo-
retical arrival times have been additionally calibrated using static station corrections following the aftershock 
calibration method (Palo et al., 2014) to correct for earth heterogeneities and their effect on the arrival times (e.g., 
Ishii et al., 2007; Meng et al., 2016; Palo et al., 2014). Station corrections are derived as the average residuals 
of eight aftershocks with thrust mechanisms assumed to rupture the same fault as the mainshocks (Table D1). 
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Compared to the standard practice of calibrating station corrections based on the catalog hypocenter, this makes 
the absolute positioning of the rupture track less susceptible to mislocation of any single event.

More details on the teleseismic back-projection are presented in Appendix D.

5. Tsunami Simulation
The South Sandwich rupture has triggered a tsunami that was recorded at a number of tide gauge stations located 
at various azimuths and distances around the epicenter. We employ these observations to provide an independent 
first-order check for our source model. In particular, we would like to check if tsunami arrival times and amplitudes 
(which are essentially far-field proxis for the position, orientation, and average magnitude of the tsunamigenic slip) 
are roughly consistent with tide gauge observations. We cannot expect perfect match because of the limitations due 
to the numerical model and accuracy of the bathymetry (see also comprehensive discussion in Romano et al. (2016)).

We do this first-order validation by simulating tsunami propagation in long wave approximation using the in-house 
code easyWave, which implements the leap-frog finite difference numerical scheme at a staggered grid according 
to the TSUNAMI-F1 algorithm by Goto et al. (1997). The initial conditions are set according to the vertical seafloor 
displacement. This offset was calculated over a 600 × 600 km grid centered at the joint centroid location of the 
PDR results of the subevents B and C (Figure 6), using the PsGrn/PsCmp code by Wang et al. (2006), the flat earth 
approximation and assuming elastic structure as in the AK135 Earth model (Kennett et al., 1995). The tsunami 
source trigger is assumed to be instantaneous. Despite the relatively long rupture time of ≈220 s, this assumption 
is still valid since the rupture velocity is at least 5–6 times faster than the tsunami propagation in the source area. 
Given these initial conditions, tsunami propagation was simulated on a SRTM30 Plus (Becker et al., 2009) bathym-
etric grid downsampled to a 1 arc min resolution. As this resolution is too coarse to simulate wave evolution in the 
vicinity of coastal tide gauges, we used the commonly accepted technique, and recorded simulated waveforms at 
offshore positions in deep water (at least 50-m depth) with the subsequent tsunami height projection onto the near-
est coast estimated with the coastal amplification factor (Glimsdal et al., 2019; Kamigaichi, 2015). In particular, 
for tide gauges located at coasts with shallowing bathymetry—stations “imbt” and “stan”—we used Green's law 
(Kamigaichi, 2015), whereas for the stations located in wall-like conditions—“kepo1,” “mais,” and “prat3”—we 
used factor 2 which corresponds to the perfect reflection at a vertical wall as derived from linear wave theory. 
Offshore waveforms were additionally time-shifted according to the calculated offshore-to-onshore tsunami prop-
agation time assuming linear near-shore bathymetry shallowing (Romano et al., 2016).

6. Results and Discussion
The 2021 South Sandwich earthquake is characterized by complex rupture processes on the central and southern 
segments of the South Sandwich subduction zone. The earthquake is bounded by two Mw 7.5–7.6 thrust subev-
ents (A and D) in the north and south of a shallow rupture plane (Table 2 and Figure 3). Both subevents A and 
D radiated seismic energy in frequencies as expected from standard scaling relations (e.g., Brune, 1970) and are 
characterized by mean rupture velocities of 1.5–2.1 km/s scaling linearly with the S wave velocity by a factor of 
0.40–0.49. Both A and D occurred as thrust events at the plate boundary of SW and SA plate on trench parallel 
striking rupture planes with respective centroid depths of 18 ± 5 or 31 ± 4 km. In between both high-frequency 
subevents, a very shallow segment (top edge depth of 10 ± 4 km) of the plate boundary ruptured over a length 
of >450 km with a curved plane striking subparallel to the curvature of the plate boundary (subevents B and C) 
as retrieved from inversion of very low frequency seismograms. A maximum shear slip of 5.8 ± 2.2 m, a total 
moment release of 2.24 ⋅ 10 21 Nm, and vr/vs ratios of 0.33 and 0.37 (for both subevents B and C, respectively) 
were obtained, implying a mean rupture velocity in the range of 1.2–1.5 km/s. Both shallow depth and significant 
coseismic slip indicate tsunamigenic potential of this phase of the rupture. We will now describe the results of 
the various inversions in more detail. Probability density functions and complete lists of parameter uncertainties 
derived from the Bayesian inversions are provided in the Appendix.

The individual PDR inversions of the two high-frequency subevents A and D yield two thrust events (dip 20°) 
with strikes parallel to the plate boundary. Subevent D occurred 240 km SSW of subevent A about 200 s later, 
corresponding to a gap of ≈100 s between the end of rupture A and onset of rupture D (Tables 2 and C2 and 
Figure 3). The first subevent A is shallower compared to D with top edge depths of 10 versus 23 km and has a 
larger along-strike extent of 150 versus 58 km but a smaller maximum slip of 2.3 versus 3.1 m. The moderately 
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lower slip and shallower rupture in less rigid material finally makes the moment magnitude of A, Mw 7.57, a little 
smaller than that of D, Mw 7.61, in spite of the much larger rupture area of the former event. The origin of A at 
the northern segment of its fault plane leads to bilateral rupture with higher moment release for a duration of 60 s 
prior to pure unilateral propagation towards south (Figures 3a, 3c, and 3d). The later subevent D lasted only 24 s 
and is characterized by mostly down dip and southward rupture propagation. Our inferred rupture propagation 
of A and D fits well with the results from back-projection of high-frequency body waves (Figures 3c and 3d), 
which also indicate southward rupture propagation. The location and timing of subevent D fits well with the area 
outlined by the largest high-frequency energy emissions, although back-projection results indicate a larger extent 
of this zone. They do also show later emissions than the PDR results would suggest and could image the stop-
ping of the rupture characterized by a strong rupture velocity decrease (Madariaga, 1977; Tilmann et al., 2016). 
A small patch of emitters at 58°S is colocated with the southern termination of the subevent A plane. CMT 
inversions (Appendix A) also confirm most of the PDR inversion results. Magnitudes are smaller, though, with 
Mw 7.31 and 7.40 for A and D, respectively and a shorter duration of 21 s estimated for A. The centroid depth 
extracted from the CMT inversion for A fitting first arriving P and S wave signals only is significantly deeper than 
obtained using the PDR with 40 ± 6 km compared to 18 ± 5 km. The PDR inversion fitted signals succeeding 
the first arrivals of P and S waves. These signals are likely emitted by the shallower segment of the megathrust, 
which ruptured simultaneously with the subevent A (Figure 3d). Mechanisms, locations, and times of A and D 
are consistent with subevents E1, E2, E4, and E5 by Jia et al. (2022). Our inversion of subevent A as an extended 
rupture reproduces E1 and E2 with similar location, slightly longer duration and also larger magnitude (Mw 7.6 
compared to cumulative Mw 7.4), as it fits a longer part of the first rupture signal. While E4 and E5 match in time, 
mechanism, and location of our subevent D, they show a larger moment release (cumulative Mw 7.9 versus 7.6).

Subevent A B C D All

Method PDR CMT PDR CMT PDR PDR BP a

Period range (s) 100-20 1,000-100 1,000-100 100-20 2-0.5

Geometry
 Length (km) 150 ± 32 — 270 ± 56 — 178 ± 48 58 ± 11 462
 Width (km) 42 ± 7 — 34 ± 10 — 49 ± 14 48 ± 8 —
 Strike 147° ± 16° 199° ± 23° 172° ± 8° 196° ± 21° 218° ± 9° 219° ± 9° —
 Dip 21° ± 5° 43° ± 16° 29° ± 13° 45° ± 10° 39° ± 9° 20° ± 2° —
 Rake 80° ± 11° 86° ± 34° 96° ± 16° 64° ± 36° 111° ± 13° 128° ± 8° —

 Distance (km) b
243 216 202 ± 71

— — — —
(A–D) (B–C)

 Azimuth b
199° 183° 184° ± 14°

— — — —
(A–D) (B–C)

 Centroid depth (km) 18 ± 5 32 ± 19 18 ± 4 16 ± 6 25 ± 4 31 ± 4 —
Kinematics
 Origin time 18:32:54 ± 2 s 18:32:44 ± 19 s 18:35:15 ± 13 s 18:36:01 ± 2 s —

 Centroid time
18:35:09 ± 12 s 18:36:09 ± 2 s

—
18:33:35 18:33:55 18:35:53 18:36:17

 vrup (km/s) 1.5 1.2 1.5 2.1 1.2

 Duration (s) 81 385 ± 21 163 123 ± 4 78 24 300
Magnitude
 Max. slip (m) 2.3 ± 0.5 — 5.8 ± 2.2 — 5.0 ± 1.7 3.1 ± 0.5 —
 Mw 7.57 8.14 ± 0.05 8.02 7.91 ± 0.03 7.98 7.61 —
 ∑Mw 7.79 8.25 8.20

— — — —
(A + D) (B + C)

 aBack-projection.  bGiven with respect to centroid location.

Table 2 
Major Results for the Individual Subevents and From Different Approaches
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The static and kinematic parameters of the shallow and slow rupturing subevent B were derived from a CMT 
inversion of the W-phase at 0.001–0.01 Hz, and for subevent C from full waveform CMT (i.e., including surface 
waves) and PDR (using a joint inversion of two rupture planes), using the same frequency range. The individual 
CMT point-source inversions yield similar thrust mechanisms striking 196°–199° and dipping ≈45°, but with an 
increased oblique component for subevent C compared to B (CMT inversions of subevents B and C in Table 2 and 
Figure 3). The CMT moment magnitude Mw of C, which predominantly fitted the surface waves (Figures 4, A11, 
and A12) is estimated with 7.91 ± 0.03 compared to 8.14 ± 0.05 for subevent B. C ruptured later and with a 
shorter duration (123 ± 4 s versus 385± 21 s for C and B, respectively). Both centroids are located close to the 
trench with C 216 km further south and significantly shallower (16 ± 6 km) compared to B (32 ± 19-km depth).

Figure 3. Results of the multifrequency analysis including key interpretations (red arrows). (a) Final static slip maps and associated centroid moment tensors (MTs) 
retrieved from the body wave inversions (0.01–0.05 Hz) for subevents A and D using the pseudo dynamic rupture (PDR). (b) The results for the very low frequency 
CMT and PDR inversions of subevents B and C. Rectangular outlines in (a), (b) show the location of the PDR solutions for subevents B, C or A, D, respectively 
(visualizes spatial relationships between the overlapping rupture planes). (c) The kinematics of the rupture. Contours indicated rupture propagation derived from 
PDR with respective subevent origins as red stars. Dots show high-frequency energy emitters (0.5–2 Hz, size scales with energy release) from back-projection. (d) 
Comparison of the normalized, radiated high-frequency energy back-projected to the moment rate source time functions (STF) retrieved from waveform inversions in 
different frequency ranges and with different approaches. The time reference is the origin time of the first subevent in the GEOFON catalog.
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The centroid locations of each plane retrieved from joint inversion of two extended PDR planes fit well with the 
CMT solutions but with a shallower depth for subevent B of 18 ± 4 km indicating robust spatial resolution. Each 
plane strikes subparallel to the plate boundary with respective dips of 30°–40° for B and C. Rakes of 96° ± 16° 
and 111° ± 13° indicate pure thrust for B and oblique thrust for C. Maximum slip of 5.8 ± 2.2 or 5.0 ± 1.7 m with 
subevent moment magnitudes Mw of 8.02 and 7.98 (cumulative Mw 8.2) were obtained for B and C, respectively. 
B and C jointly ruptured a 450 km long and 34–49 ± 14-km wide shallow segment of the plate boundary. The 
rupture started on the northern segment close to the origin of subevent A in time (18:32:44 ± 19 s for B compared 
to 18:32:54 ± 2 s for A) and space (uncertainties in Figures C1 and C2). The rupture propagated first bilaterally 
and later unilaterally towards the south with slow mean rupture velocities of initially 1.2 km/s during event B, 
and then 1.5 km/s during event C (Figure 3c). Rupture velocities at the top edges of the rupture were close to 
1.1/1.3 km/s for B and C, respectively. The higher speed of C leads to a shorter duration (78 s versus 163 s) and 
a higher peak moment rate compared to B (Figure 3d).

Both CMT and PDR estimate a similar cumulative Mw 8.2–8.25 with a long duration of at least 225 s, covering 
the central and southern shallow segment of the plate boundary with a joint centroid location close to the GCMT 
solution and with similar mechanism and magnitude (Tables 1 and C3). As fitting only the very long period 
W-phase, the CMT inversion of subevent B is unable to capture the nucleation phase accurately but instead 
characterizes the whole complex rupture process. That is indicated by the negative start of the CMT B source time 
function as well as by its long duration covering the whole rupture process (Figure 3d). The rotated focal mecha-

Figure 4. Waveform fits of the vertical and horizontal components for the seismic station CX.PB01.00 (distance: ≈5,500 km, 
azimuth: ≈300°). Fits for the pseudo dynamic rupture (PDR) and CMT inversions of subevents B and C are shown in the top 
rows, for the high-frequent (0.01–0.05 Hz) PDR inversions of subevents A and D in the bottom rows (Table 2). Dark lines 
show the filtered, observed displacement traces, colored lines the filtered, and tapered synthetic signals of the best model 
within each inversion given in the legend. Synthetic traces are only drawn for the time windows defined within each inversion. 
Peak amplitudes of each observed, filtered trace are used for normalization and are given as Apeak. Major phases (P, S, and 
W-phase) are annotated. Exemplary shape and position of the applied cosine tapers are shown as shaded areas indicating the 
chosen time windows within the inversion for fits of subevents A and D.
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nism of the W-phase based CMT solution, which has a significant NE-striking component, compared to the PDR 
B solution supports this interpretation (Figures 3b and 3d). The joint PDR inversion aims to fit the superposition 
of both W-phases and surface wave waveforms (Figures 4 and C10–C13). In the full-waveform inversion, we 
inevitably also fit signals emitted from subevents A and D. That leads to a partial overlap in time with subevents 
A and D and space with the subevent A (Figure 3). The spatial gap between the derived best rupture planes of C 
and D could be caused by the focus on major slip patches of our PDR inversion setup. As shown in Figure C3, we 
also obtain a larger location uncertainty for rupture plane C, which is linked to the high number of parameters to 
be resolved in the double PDR inversion. This may explain the unexpected location of the best rupture plane for 
C partially to the East of the SST. Nevertheless, our results including uncertainties (Figure C3 and Table C3) are 
consistent with the known slab location and geometry (e.g., Hayes et al., 2018).

We find a strong agreement with the results of Jia et al. (2022) from both their W-phase and multievent inver-
sions. The CMT W-phase inversion (subevent B) yields a comparable cumulative duration, magnitude, thrust 
mechanism, and centroid location, but with a steeper dip of the preferred nodal plane (43° ± 16° versus 14°), 
which could be caused by larger time windows and a broader frequency band used in our case. The PDR mecha-
nisms, magnitudes, and centroid locations of B and C coincide well with the subevents E3, E4, and E5. Again our 
preferred results show larger dips (30°–45°), but with large uncertainties of 9°–16° (Tables A2, C2, and C3). They 
could be an effect of the curved path of the rupture along the slab, as a strong trade-off between the orientations 
of nodal planes of the CMT solutions suggest.

Back-projected high-frequency seismic energy emitters are located mainly to the west and hence down dip of the shal-
low high slip patch as defined by rupture plane C. This has been observed at different megathrust earthquakes as the 
2010 Maule (e.g., Kiser & Ishii, 2012; Koper et al., 2012), 2011 Tohoku (e.g., Duan, 2012; Ide et al., 2011; Lay, 2018; 
Lee et al., 2011; Simons et al., 2011; Suzuki et al., 2011; Wang & Mori, 2011) or 2015 Illapel earthquake (e.g., Tilmann 
et al., 2016). This characteristic of megathrust events is assumed to be associated with both longer rupture duration in 
shallow depth and heterogeneous friction or structural features on the shallow plate interface causing only moderate 
energy emissions along the shallow rupture (Bilek et al., 2004; Lay et al., 2012). We recognize these moderate to low 
energy emissions colocated with the inverted rupture planes of the subevents A, B, and partially C. Their emission 
times and the retrieved rupture velocity (1.2 km/s) fit well the inverted rupture propagations and velocities of A, B, 
and C (Figure 3c). With back-projection, such slow rupturing stages (1.0 km/s ≤ vrup ≤ 1.5 km/s) have been observed 
in the case of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake (e.g., Meng et al., 2011; Wang & Mori, 2011). The strong spatial and 
temporal coherency between the obtained rupture front propagation from low frequent finite fault inversions and the 
high-frequent back-projection have been observed in lab experiments by Marty et al. (2019).

The spatial extent of the aftershocks from 56°S to 60.5°S confirms the inferred rupture length from the PDR 
inversions (Figure  5). Locations are rather diverse with accumulations down dip from the inferred shallow 
high slip rupture planes of subevents B and C. These aftershocks are colocated with the major back-projected 
high-frequency energy emitters, as also observed e.g., at the 2010 Maule earthquake (Palo et al., 2014).

The aftershocks show heterogeneous focal mechanisms; we find eight clusters consisting of 61 events in total, with 
31 unclustered events. The largest cluster 0 indicates oblique thrust faulting with moderate dips, and additionally 
a number of unclustered events show thrust mechanisms. The location of most of these events is close to the plate 
interface, and strikes are broadly subparallel to the strike directions of the closest trench segments, but dips are 
mostly too steep to be consistent with a plate interface origin (profiles A–Aʹ, B–Bʹ, C–Cʹ). Only very few events have 
both hypocenters and focal mechanism dips consistent with a plate interface origin, and they tend to be the deepest, 
westernmost thrust events in the aftershock sequence, e.g., the two large unclustered events in the NW of profile C 
(profile distance ∼40 km), and maybe the deep cluster 0 event in profile B. However, the dips of subevents B and 
C of the main shock also are steeper than the expected interplate dip, such that events of cluster 0 and some of the 
unclustered thrust events can probably be considered to have occurred on the same fault as the main shock.

Multiple clusters with predominant normal faulting are found (1, 3, 5, and 7), which occur in very different 
tectonic settings: Along the SSR (cluster 1 with large strike-slip component), along the SW-SA plate boundary 
and within the subducted SA plate (profiles A–Aʹ, B–Bʹ, C–Cʹ). A few of these events occur on the outer rise, 
especially in the south (cluster 7 in C–Cʹ and also cluster 4 in B–Bʹ, which is oblique between strike-slip and 
normal faulting). Strong normal faulting events in the outer rise are often observed after large shallow subduction 
zone ruptures (Bilek & Lay, 2018). The occurrence of this type of events adjacent to subevents B and C along the 
plate boundary thus lends support to their interpretation as slip along the very shallow megathrust.
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Strike-slip clusters are found with the events mostly elongated along a SW-striking lineament of events in the 
downgoing plate (clusters 2 and 6). Multiple clusters with diverse dominant mechanisms near the adjacent plate 
boundaries (SSR) indicate complex reactivation of secondary faults. The complex patterns in the central segment 
(profile B–Bʹ) are already evident on events recorded prior to the 2021 main shock (Figure 5b) indicating diverse 
faulting on unknown faults.

Figure 5. Aftershock centroid locations and mechanisms are shown as map (a) and cross-sectional view along three profiles 
A − Aʹ, B − Bʹ, and C − Cʹ (c). (b) gives pre-event source mechanisms of GCMT solutions (Mw > 6—locations of all Mw > 5 
events are shown in Figure 1). Focal mechanisms are scaled with magnitude. Their colors indicate cluster families (see 
legend in (a), where fuzzy moment tensors (MTs) of each cluster are shown, with the representative nodal plane indicated by 
dark line). Gray dots in (a) show aftershocks from 12 to 31 August 2021 taken from a joint USGS and GCMT catalog. The 
SLAB2.0 slab interface (Hayes et al., 2018) is indicated by iso-depth lines in (b) and is shown as a colored line along each 
profile in (c). Gray lines show the bathymetry (ETOPO1 with vertical exaggeration factor of 6). The red triangle indicates the 
position of the trench defined by bathymetry.
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We compared our focal mechanisms to available solutions from GCMT for 16 aftershocks giving a median Kagan 
angle of ≈38° (see also Figure B1). Eleven of the compared events have an acceptable Kagan angle below 45°. 
Locations changed by 32 ± 6 km with an average depth difference of −10 ± 11 km. Deviations in location and 
focal mechanism might be caused by our choice of an oceanic ground model and also different station setups used 
within our inversions compared to GCMT.

The tsunami forward modeling results confirm the tsunamigenic character of the subevents B and C: Simulated 
tsunami wave heights at tide gauge positions at different azimuths and distances around the epicenter are gener-
ally consistent with observations (Figure 6) with poorer fit for the Stanley tide gauge in the Falklands (station 
“stan”). We note that the tsunami observations were not used for the source inversion, i.e., tsunami simulations 
present a fully independent check of our best source model (here the joint PDR models of subevents B and C).

The polarities of the first onset and the shapes and amplitudes of the first oscillation of modeled and observed 
tsunami waves show good agreement. The increasing differences at later times are expected and arise due to the 
simplifying assumptions in the forward modeling as these are strongly affected by local resonances and reflec-
tions. Resolving these effects would require high-resolution coastal bathymetry and thus cannot be reproduced 
with the global bathymetry data set used in our modeling.

The geographical pattern of wave propagation (Figure 6a) shows the largest wave heights to the East and West 
of the SST, as expected from the rupture geometry and mechanism, with maximum wave heights up to >1 m 
along the South Sandwich Islands and South Georgia. It is in good agreement with findings reported by Roger 
et al. (2022) which also show the wave guiding effect of the shallower rift systems of the SA-AN and Africa-AN 
plates with enhanced wave heights there. Less significant local highs in wave heights are predicted in further 
directions, e.g., along a South East striking trajectory as a result of the complex ground displacement pattern.

Slowing down of rupture velocities in the shallower parts of the plate boundary have been observed world-
wide e.g., the 2010 Maule, Chile earthquake (e.g., Kiser & Ishii, 2012; Koper et al., 2012), the 2011 Tohoku, 
Japan earthquake (e.g., Duan, 2012; Ide et al., 2011; Lay, 2018; Lee et al., 2011; Simons et al., 2011; Suzuki 
et al., 2011; Wang & Mori, 2011) or the 2015 Illapel, Chile earthquake (Tilmann et al., 2016), and often been 
associated with a combination of small shear wave velocities and enhanced fluid pore pressures (e.g., Song 
et al., 2009). Enhanced fluid pore pressure is also postulated to control the occurrence of slow slip events in 
subduction zones (e.g., Audet et al., 2009; Kato et al., 2010; Kodaira et al., 2004), as an extreme example of 
slow earthquake rupture.

Figure 6. Forward tsunami modeling with initial conditions corresponding to the vertical seafloor displacement as predicted by the PDR model results for subevents 
B and C. Tsunami triggering is assumed as instantaneous vertical displacement of the seafloor at the joint centroid time of 18:34:46. (a) Maximum tsunami wave 
heights (values < 0.1 m clipped). Also shown are positions of tide gauges. The insert indicates initial conditions for tsunami modeling located within the red box on the 
map. (b) Modeled (blue) versus observed (red) mareograms at the tide gauges sorted by distance to the epicenter. Values in brackets indicate additional time shifts in 
(min) applied for the optimal fit (see Romano et al., 2016). Note that all data except “kepo1” are plotted in the same scale.
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Recent laboratory studies on frictional rupture under varying fluid overpressure support such an explanation 
(Passelegue et al., 2020). Experiments could reproduce the full range of observed rupture velocities on the same 
interfaces, only controlled by the initial effective stress which defines the available shear stress and fracture 
energy at the onset of slip. Large initial shear stress, meaning small fluid pore pressure, seemed to promote fast 
rupture velocities and fast slip rates, while high pore pressures lead to slow rupture velocities.

7. Conclusions
Our analysis of the 2021 South Sandwich earthquake elucidated the complex interaction of smaller subevents with 
a large and shallow slow rupturing subevent within one earthquake along the curved slab interface using multiple 
independent techniques. We could link different stages of the complex earthquake to the different results obtained by 
international agencies, which shows the strong method dependency of their results when applied to such a complex 
rupture. Finally, we were able to link the recorded tsunami to the slow rupturing event. The comparison with known 
large tsunamigenic thrust events as the 2010 Maule, 2011 Tohoku, or 2015 Illapel earthquakes revealed strong simi-
larities in the static and dynamic rupture properties as well as in distribution of back-projected energy and aftershocks.

This earthquake highlights the necessity of a more comprehensive analysis of seismic signals for tsunami early 
warning, especially where no near field GNSS stations are available to constrain the rupture.

Appendix A: Main Shock MT Inversion
MTs are the mathematical representation of a seismic source based on generalized force couples, and the centroid 
MT method relates those force couples with the ground motion generated by them as long as a point-source 
characterization is well suited for the evaluated problem. The centroid MT inversion returns the centroid location 
and time, duration, and the six independent MT components of the source, which encode the scalar moment and 
focal mechanism of the event.

A1. Centroid and W-Phase MT Inversion of the Doublet

In order to characterize the South Sandwich 12 August 2021 earthquake, we apply a centroid MT inversion 
for each subevent individually by inverting them using different distance-dependent time windows (Table A1). 

Inversion ACMT BCMT CCMT DCMT

P wave time window relative to tP

 tmin (s) −220 (100) — — −130 (100)

 tmax (s) +70 (100) — — +160 (100)

S wave time window relative to tS

 tmin (s) −220 (100) — — −130 (100)

 tmax (s) +70 (100) — — +160 (100)

W-Phase time window relative to tP

 tmin (s) — −1,000 (1,000) — —

 tmax (s) — +1,100 (1,000) — —

Full-waveform inversion time window relative to tS

 tmin (s) — — −1,000 (1,000) —

 tmax (s) — — vsurf(2.0) a + 1,000 (1,000) —

Note. Corner times of the used cosine taper are defined as tmin, tmin + ttaper, tmax − ttaper, tmax with respect to the inverted event 
centroid time (format: <time> (taper)).
tP—P wave arrival time using AK135.
tS—S wave arrival time using AK135.
 avsurf (XX) indicating surface wave arrival with velocity of XX km/s.

Table A1 
Chosen Dynamic Time Windows for the Inversions
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Seismic broadband recordings for the main shock and the aftershocks were downloaded from the Incor-
porated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) Data Management Center (https://ds.iris.edu/wilbert3/
find_event, last accessed November 2021) and the GEOFON program of the GFZ German Research Centre 
for Geosciences using data from the GEVN partner networks (last accessed November 2021). A detailed over-
view on the used networks is given in the supplement. Event information were downloaded from Global CMT 
(Dziewoński et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012), USGS (U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), 2020), and the GEOFON 
program of the GFZ German Research Centre for Geosciences using data from the GEVN partner networks. Tide 
gauge data were provided by Flanders Marine Institute (VLIZ), Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission 
(IOC) (2021). Bathymetric data from NOAA National Geophysical Data Center (2009) were used for the plots.

The used software included Pyrocko (Heimann et  al.,  2019), Grond (Heimann et  al.,  2018), GMT 5.4 
(Wessel et  al.,  2013), and Seiscloud (Cesca, 2020) for the seismological studies and plots. Green's functions 
used within Grond were calculated using QSSP, PsGrn, PsCmp, and Pyrocko (Heimann et  al.,  2017; Wang 
et  al.,  2006,  2017). Tsunami modeling was done using easyWave (https://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/software/
tsunami-wave-propagations-easywave).
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Abstract Within two hours on 01 July 2022, three earthquakes of Mw 5.8ś6.0 hit the SE Fars Arc,14

Iran. In the following months, the region, characterized by the collision of the Iranian and the Ara-15

bian plate, thrust faulting, and salt diapirism, was struck by more than 120 aftershocks of mL 3.1ś16

5.2, ofwhich twoof the largest events occurredwithin oneminute on 23 July 2022 in spatial vicinity17

to each other. We analyzed both the large mainshocks and aftershocks using different techniques,18

such as the inversion of seismic and satellite deformation data in a joint process, and aftershock19

relocation. Our results indicate the activation of thrust faultswithin the lower sedimentary cover of20

the region alongwith high aftershock activity at signiőcantly larger depth, supporting themodel of21

a crustal strain decoupling during the collision in the Fars Arc. We resolved amagnitude difference22

of >0.2 magnitude units between seismic and joint seismic and satellite deformation inversions23

probably caused by afterslip, thereby allowing to bridge between results from international agen-24

cies and earlier studies. We also őnd evidence for an event doublet and triplet activating the same25

or adjacent faults within the sedimentary cover and the basement26

Non-technical summary On 01 July 2022, threemoderate earthquakeswithmagnitudes of27

5.8ś6.0 occurred in the Zagros mountain range in the Hormozghan province, SE Iran. Their close28

occurrence in space and time impedes the analysis of such events. Using seismic and satellite de-29

formation data within well-proven and newly developed earthquake parameter estimation tools,30

we found evidence for south-dipping thrust events within the shallow sedimentary layer. The relo-31

cation of more than 120 aftershocks with local magnitudes 3.1-ś5.2 revealed a strong spatial con-32

centration in larger depths of 10ś15 km beneath the mainshocks. This result is consistent with the33
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scenario of shallow-depthmainshocks followed by separated, deeper aftershock sequences, as al-34

ready observed at the western edge of the Hormuz Strait.35

1 Introduction36

The north-south convergence of ∼2ś3 cm yr−1 between the Arabian and Eurasian plates has led to active faulting37

and folding, volcanic activities, mountainous terrain, and variable crustal thickness in the Iranian Plateau (IP) (e.g.,38

Stoecklin, 1968; Vernant et al., 2004; Viltres et al., 2022). This convergence gave rise to the 1,800 km long and 200-30039

km wide Zagros continental collision zone in the southwestern part of the IP, which accommodates approximately40

one-third to one-half of the plate motion (e.g., Vernant et al., 2004; Masson et al., 2005). The Zagros mountain range,41

which is one of the seismically most active regions in the Alpine-Himalayan orogenic belt, is subdivided into three42

major tectonostratigraphic domains from SW to NE, (1) theMesopotamia-Persian Gulf Foreland Basin, (2) the Zagros43

Fold-Thrust Belt (ZFTB), and (3) High Zagros Zone (HZZ). The Simply Folded Belt (SFB) or Zagros Foreland Folded44

Belt (ZFFB) as a subdomain of ZFTB, is the topographically lower-elevation part of the range wheremost of the active45

deformation in the Zagros is concentrated (e.g., Falcon, 1974; Hessami et al., 2001; Talebian and Jackson, 2004; Alavi,46

2007; Oveisi et al., 2009). The SFB itself is laterally subdivided into four physiographic provinces from NW to SE,47

namely the Kirkuk Embayment, the Lurestan Arc, the Dezful Embayment, and the Fars Arc (Fig. 1a) (e.g., Stoecklin,48

1968; Alavi, 2007; Nissen et al., 2011). The collision zone in the foreland involves 10ś15 km thick sections of sedimen-49

tary rocks, including extended layers of evaporites and salt decoupling the deformation in the sedimentary strata50

from the Arabian continental basement (e.g., Stoecklin, 1968). This exceptional setting has resulted in one of the51

world’s most productive oil and gas basins (Jamalreyhani et al., 2021).52

Multiple earthquakes and doublets are triggered and subsequential mainshocks of comparable size rupturing the53

same or adjacent faults within a short time (e.g., Lay and Kanamori, 1980; Ammon et al., 2008). The occurrence54

of doublets is explained by heterogeneous stress on pre-existing faults with geometrical complexities (e.g., steps,55

bends) and stress transfers from the first to the second event of the doublet (e.g., Xu and Schwartz, 1993; Jia et al.,56

2020; Zhang et al., 2021; Taymaz et al., 2022; Astiz et al., 1988). Doublets have been observed in different tectonic57

settings, as (1) within subduction zones (Lay and Kanamori, 1980; Xu and Schwartz, 1993; Ammon et al., 2008; Lay,58

2015; Ye et al., 2013, 2016; Jia et al., 2020), (2) in collision zones (e.g., Thapa et al., 2018), (3) transform fault systems59

(e.g., Zhang et al., 2021; Sokos et al., 2015; Dal Zilio and Ampuero, 2023) or (4) on normal faults in sedimentary basins60

(e.g., Cesca et al., 2013).61

The central IP and its bounding tectonic structurewere hit by several doublets ormultiple earthquakes during the62

last decade, as the NW Iranian 2012 Ahar-Varzagan and 2020 Qotur-Ravian doublets (Ansari, 2016; Ghods et al., 2015;63

Donner et al., 2015;Momeni and Tatar, 2018; Taymaz et al., 2022) or the December 2017 Hojedk triplet in SE Iran (e.g.,64

Freund, 1970;Walker and Jackson, 2002; Savidge et al., 2019; Asayesh et al., 2020) (Fig. 1a). The occurrence of doublets65

in the ZFTB is associated with the complex thrust and fold belts in the Zagros mountains with a highly deformed and66

sliding sedimentary and evaporitic cover with massive syncline and anticline structures (Roustaei et al., 2010). More67

recently, ZFTB hosted doublets in Southern Iran, the so-called 2021 Fin doublet (Fathian et al., 2022; Rezapour and68
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Jamalreyhani, 2022), and the 2022 Charak events. These events drew the attention of scientists to the region to better69

understand the physical mechanism of earthquake doublets, which is crucial for hazard and risk assessment.70

Our study area is located in the Fars Arc (FA), which is the ∼700 km-long segment situated in the East of the SFB71

with a high-rate seismicity zone in Zagros (Fig. 1b) (e.g., Karasözen et al., 2019). FA is bounded by the Kazerun Fault72

in theWest and the Bandar Abbas syntaxis in the East and works as the transition zone to theMakran accretionary to73

the East (Edey et al., 2020) (Fig. 1b). The seismicity of the FA is dominated by shallow thrust events on steep dipping74

(30°-60°) blind faults in the sedimentary cover or the underlying crystalline basement (e.g., Jahani et al., 2009; Nissen75

et al., 2011). Tatar et al. (2004) revealed 10 mm yr−1 present-day shortening, with NNE-SSW trending at the center76

of the FA. Surface shortening is here accommodated by several symmetric W-E to NW-SE trending anticlines and77

synclines with amplitudes within the scale of kilometers and wavelengths of ∼10-ś20 km (e.g., Edey et al., 2020).78

The relationship between buried seismic faults and surface anticlines in the FA is still debated (Walker et al., 2005).79

Several surface diapirs, which indicate the presence of the Precambrian-Cambrian Hormuz salt layer between the80

basement and sedimentary cover, are also observed in the FA (Jahani et al., 2009). The occurrence of anthropogenic81

earthquakes has been reported in this collision zone recently (Jamalreyhani et al., 2021, >[and references therein).82

Recently, on 14 November 2021, the Fin area in the FA was struck by an earthquake doublet (Mw 6.2 and Mw 6.3)83

(Nemati, 2022; Fathian et al., 2022; Rezapour and Jamalreyhani, 2022) co-located with an earlier sequence of earth-84

quakes (Mw 4.9ś5.7) on 25 March 2006 (Roustaei et al., 2010) (Fig. 1c, 2). Furthermore, the area experienced many85

significant single events in 2021, including the 16 March NW Lenge earthquake (Mw 5.9), the 15 June Charak earth-86

quake (Mw 5.5), the 21 JuneMoghamearthquake (Mw 5.2), and the 25 June Charak second earthquake (Mw 5.6). Some,87

such as the 2005 Qeshm and the 2006 Fin earthquakes, ruptured the lower sedimentary and were accompanied by88

aftershocks in significantly greater depth (Nissen et al., 2010, 2011, 2014). This vertical separation of main- and af-89

tershocks might be driven by the mainshock, causing stress changes within the deeper and harder Hormuz layer.90

As a result of the stress perturbation, the Hormuz salt may flow, leading to a breakup of intercalated, harder, non-91

evaporitic sediments and surrounding rocks.92

Within this tectonic frame, three earthquake sequences stroke theHormozganProvince, characterizedbyMw 5.3ś93

6.1 earthquakes and a series of aftershocks. They occurred on 01 July 2022 (3 earthquakes of Mw 5.7ś6.1), further94

sequenceA, on23 July 2022 (2 earthquakes ofMw 5.3ś5.6), further sequenceB, andon30November 2022 (1 earthquake95

ofMw 5.6), further sequence C (Fig. 1c, 2, Tab. 1). All sequences hit the same region SW from the Fin doublet, W from96

the 2005ś2009 seismic sequence on the Island of Qeshm and close to the mapped Zagros Foredeep Fault (ZFF) and97

Mountain Front Fault (MFF). Reported faultmechanisms fromdifferent agencies for the earthquakesmainly indicate98

pure thrust faulting with striking ENEśWSW to ESEśWNW and N-S shortening. Reported locations scatter primarily99

along the eastern termination of the ZFF. The only exception is earthquake B2 located∼25 km to the N along theMFF100

with a strong oblique component. Using satellite geodesy Yang et al. (2023) suggests that two south-dipping thrust101

faults were activated during the mainshocks A1 and A3 striking ESE with dip angles of 65◦and 33◦, a peak slip of∼1.1102

m and∼1.3 m and a geodetic moment release equivalent to Mw 6.22 and Mw 6.23, respectively.103

Analysis of earthquake doublets or sequences with interevent times smaller than the travel time of surface waves104

to a station is challenging, as time windows and stations need to be carefully selected to avoid overlay of seismic sig-105
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Figure 1 a) The Iranian plateau and its seismotectonic settings. Red circles areM> 5.0 earthquakes from 1900 to 2022 from
the USGS catalog. The magenta stars show the location of the 2012 Ahar-Varzagan doublet, the 2020 Qotur-Ravian doublet,
and the 2017Hojedk triplet. The Fars arc (F.A.), Dezful embayment (D.E.), Lurestan arc (L.A.), and theKirkuk embayment (K.E.)
fromSE toNWare four tectonostratigraphic domains of themost active part of the Zagros (the Simply Folded Belt). b) SE part
of the Zagros Mountains at the leading edge of the Arabia-Eurasia collision zone and focal mechanism ofmoderate and large
events (Mw >= 5) from the gCMT catalog until October 2021. Black lines show major mapped active faults. c) A zoom-in
of the Hormozghan area. The white hexagons show the historical events (Ambraseys and Melville, 2005) and colored circles
demonstrate the seismicity fromNovember 2021 until December 2022 from Iranian Seismological Center (IRSC) catalog. Col-
ored stars depict 33 events with M> 4.5 during this period. For 20 of them, gCMT reported focal mechanisms (black beach
balls). The dashed rectangle depicts the location of Fig. 2.

nals (e.g., Jia et al., 2022; Metz et al., 2022). The joint inversion of multiple sources using seismograms and near-field106

data, e.g., static displacements derived from InSAR (Steinberg et al., 2020, 2022), can help to constrain the geometry107

of individual earthquake sources. The direct inversion of doublet sources can further resolve the onset and prop-108

agation of the ruptures (e.g., Metz et al., 2022). The back projection of the radiated high-frequency energy helps109

to unravel the rupture processes (e.g., Daout et al., 2020; Steinberg et al., 2022; Metz et al., 2022). Furthermore, the110

analysis of aftershocksmight help in constraining the fault systems activated during the doublets (e.g., Ammon et al.,111
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Table 1 Selected standard centroid moment tensor inversion results published by different agencies for 01 July 2022, 23
July 2022 and 30 November 2022 earthquakes. Centroid times are given.

ID Agency Time Lat, Lon Depth Mw Strike, Dip, Rake
Sequence A: 01 July 2022
A1 gCMT 21:32:08 26.68◦, 55.18◦ 12 km 6.1 113◦, 52◦, 110◦

282◦, 42◦, 66◦

GEOFON 21:32:08 26.89◦, 55.23◦ 10 km 6.0 103◦, 52◦, 98◦

271◦, 39◦, 80◦

USGS 21:32:08 26.942◦, 55.227◦ 10 km 6.0 95◦, 51◦, 83◦

286◦, 39◦, 98◦

A2 GEOFON 23:24:13 26.85◦, 55.29◦ 10 km 5.9 -, -, -
-, -, -

USGS 23:24:14 26.920◦, 55.219◦ 10 km 5.7 96◦, 47◦, 100◦

262◦, 47◦, 80◦

A3 gCMT 23:25:15 26.69◦, 55.13◦ 12 km 6.1 121◦, 45◦, 138◦

245◦, 62◦, 54◦

GEOFON 23:25:15 26.82◦, 55.33◦ 10 km 6.0 110◦, 22◦, 118◦

261◦, 71◦, 79◦

USGS 23:25:15 26.887◦, 55.285◦ 10 km 6.0 94◦, 34◦, 96◦

267◦, 56◦, 86◦

Sequence B: 23 July 2022
B1 gCMT 16:07:56 26.65◦, 55.52◦ 12 km 5.5 56◦, 59◦, 34◦

307◦, 62◦, 144◦

GEOFON 16:07:49 26.75◦, 55.28◦ 10 km 5.3 82◦, 33◦, 108◦

240◦, 59◦, 79◦

USGS 16:07:48 26.880◦, 55.210◦ 10 km 5.3 126◦, 35◦, 133◦

258◦, 65◦, 65◦

B2 gCMT 16:09:08 26.73◦, 55.22◦ 12 km 5.6 128◦, 65◦, 148◦

233◦, 61◦, 29◦

GEOFON 16:09:08 26.98◦, 55.52◦ 10 km 5.5 120◦, 48◦, 140◦

240◦, 61◦, 50◦

USGS 16:09:07 27.002◦, 55.366◦ 10 km 5.4 121◦, 58◦, 150◦

228◦, 64◦, 36◦

Sequence C: 30 November 2022
C1 gCMT 15:17:43 26.69◦, 55.21◦ 12 km 5.6 107◦, 54◦, 101◦

270◦, 40◦, 77◦

GEOFON 15:17:43 26.83◦, 55.29◦ 10 km 5.6 101◦, 68◦, 91◦

278◦, 22◦, 28◦

USGS 15:17:41 26.887◦, 55.239◦ 5 km 5.6 94◦, 65◦, 86◦

285◦, 26◦, 99◦

Agencies:
gCMT - Global CMT (Dziewoński et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012)
GEOFON - GEOFON program using data from the GEVN partner networks (Quinteros et al., 2021)
USGS - USGS National Earthquake Information Center, PDE

2008; Ghods et al., 2015; Donner et al., 2015; He et al., 2018; Metz et al., 2022).112

In this regard, we analyzed the processes leading to earthquake doublets in Southern Iran. We use a combination113

of InSAR, local, regional, and teleseismic data within new joint inversion schemes formultiple sources and locations114
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of known aftershocks to gain deeper insights into the source mechanism and rupture kinematics. Our analysis com-115

plements studies focusing on satellite deformation data (e.g., Yang et al., 2023) by resolving temporal aspects and116

rupture parameters and constraining the position of the activated fault system from aftershocks.117

Figure 2 Seismicity from IRSC in Southern Iran before 01 July 2022 (grey dots) and after (colored dots), including GEOFON
MT solutions (or location for A2) for the mainshocks (a). Colors of the dots and MTs indicate the time after 1 July (red), af-
ter 22 July (blue), or after 30 November (yellow), respectively. (b) shows the temporal seismicity evolution (ML, cumulative
moment, and the number of events) using the IRSC catalog with the same color coding as in (a). Major tectonic/seismic fea-
tures highlighted/annotated in (a) are the Mountain Front Fault (MFF), the Zagros Foredeep Fault (ZFF), the Simply Folded
Belt (SFB), and the Bandar-e-Lengeh anticline (BELA).

2 Materials andmethods118

2.1 InSAR Data preprocessing119

Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) surface displacement measurements play a crucial role in con-120

straining earthquake locations, particularly in finite fault inversions (e.g., Ide, 2007; Steinberg et al., 2020). For our121

multisource inversion approaches, we use Sentinel-1 interferograms. The unwrapped and geocoded interferograms122

were obtained from an ascending orbit (track 130, 22 June 2022, to 4 July 2022) and a descending orbit (track 166, 25123

June 2022, to 7 July 2022), each with a 12-day temporal baseline, along with essential metadata and coherence data124

via the COMET-LiCSARweb portal. The Generic Atmospheric Correction Online Service (GACOS) offers tropospheric125

delay products (Yu et al., 2017, 2018b,a) aimed at reducing tropospheric noise in interferograms. However, due to the126

negative impact of GACOS-based corrections on unwrapped interferograms, we opted to employ a linearmethod that127

leverages the correlation between phase and elevation for stratified tropospheric noise correction (Doin et al., 2015).128

We processed InSAR time series for ascending track 130 and descending tracks 166 using the open-source Mi-129

ami InSAR Time-series software in Python (MintPy) (?) and the Hybrid Pluggable Processing Pipeline (HyP3) service130

(Hogenson et al., 2016). HyP3 is a cloud-native infrastructure that offers a generic processing platform for SAR data,131

including interferometric processing. It streamlines the generation of interferograms, coherence maps, and un-132

wrapped phase products by automating the necessary processing steps. The HyP3 service facilitated our processing133
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of Sentinel-1 data, enabling consistent and efficient generationof interferometric products. The results demonstrated134

similar deformation patterns for both ascending and descending tracks, providing consistency and confidence in our135

findings.136

Corrected displacement maps are post-processed using the software toolbox Kite (Isken et al., 2017) (Fig.3). Post-137

processing includes an empirical variance-covariance estimation of the data error as an input for data weighting138

within the later inversion (Sudhaus and Jónsson, 2009) and irregular quadtree subsampling (Jónsson et al., 2002)139

(Fig.7).140

Figure 3 Grounddeformation derived from satellite data fromascending (left) anddescending tracks of Sentinel 1. Track ID
and acquiring dates are shown in the bottom left. The line of sight (LOS) and satellite track (azimuth) directions are indicated
by arrows. The displayed deformation is used as input for the joint inversions.

2.2 Bayesianmoment tensor (MT) inversion of themainshocks141

We performed moment tensor (MT) point source inversions on both the individual mainshocks and also jointly on142

the whole sequence A using the Bayesian inversion software Grond (Heimann et al., 2018). Utilizing a particle swarm143

method combined with bootstrapping, Grond estimates non-linear uncertainties of all inversion parameters. We fit144

the MT components (full and deviatoric for the individual source inversions and double couple (DC) for the joint145

inversion), centroid location, time, and duration based on waveform and ground displacement fits. Individual earth-146

quake inversions used teleseismic and regional body waves signals, recorded at 18 teleseismic and seven regional147

stations with an epicentral distance of ∼230 - 10,000 km with carefully selected time windows to ensure less overlap148

between the signals emitted by subsequent earthquakes. Due to inaccessible regional data, all inversions for C1 used149

only the teleseismic dataset. Before inversion, data were visually inspected, and all noisy, incomplete, or corrupted150

signals were removed. All waveforms have been fitted as bandpass-filtered displacements (0.015ś0.06 Hz for A1 and151

A3, 0.02ś0.06 Hz for A2, B1, B2, and C1) in time domain on the vertical and transverse components. Lower frequency152

limits were chosen to suppress low-frequent noise. Relatively low upper-frequency limits diminish high-frequent153

site effects and reduce the effect of structural inhomogeneities not captured within our groundmodel on the data fit.154

Synthetic waveforms were generated based on Green’s functions calculated with QSEIS (Wang, 1999) using the AK135155

global and a regional velocity model (Karasözen et al., 2019; Jamalreyhani et al., 2021).156

A joint inversion scheme described as the double DC or double single force source by Carrillo Ponce et al. (2021)157
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was adapted and then used for the earthquakes of sequence A. The original approach allows for simultaneous source158

estimates via parameterizing the temporal and spatial distance between subevents with the focus on single, but com-159

plex earthquakes. It subsequently enables the use of seismic records characterized by overlapping signals of different160

subevents. Furthermore, ground displacements recorded by InSAR with their coarse temporal resolution can be fit-161

ted to the superposed synthetic ground displacements of all inverted subevents. The mentioned inversion scheme162

was enhanced for simultaneous inversions of three earthquakes as required for a complete assessment of sequence163

A. These inversions used seismic and satellite deformation data within separate and joint runs. Satellite deforma-164

tion data were fitted to synthetic ground displacements calculated with PSGRN and PSCMP (Wang et al., 2003; Wang,165

2005; Wang et al., 2006) using the regional velocity model by Karasözen et al. (2019); Jamalreyhani et al. (2021). An166

interpretation of the triple source inversion must be done with care as more free parameters within the inversion167

may also lead to overfitting or the fitting of noise signals. The double source setup could not be applied to sequence168

B due to high noise levels on the satellite deformation.169

Throughout this article, we will always refer to the mean model and the standard deviations derived from the170

inversions.171

2.3 Bayesian inversion of the őnite faults172

Extended rupture characteristics have been estimated using the pseudo-dynamic rupture (PDR) (Metz, 2019; Dahm173

et al., 2021). This extended rupture model depends on a flexible boundary element method based on Okada (1992) to174

iteratively estimate the instantaneous dislocation on the fault from a prescribed stress drop behind amoving rupture175

front. The rupture front propagation is estimated there using the 2D Eikonal equation and the rupture velocity lin-176

early scalingwith the shearwave velocity of the regional velocitymodel by Karasözen et al. (2019); Jamalreyhani et al.177

(2021). The further parameterization was chosen as in Metz et al. (2022) aiming 13 parameters to fit per fault: the top178

edge location, the rupture orientation, length and width of the rupture plane, the maximum shear slip, the rake, the179

relative origin coordinates, the origin time, and the scaling factor between the rupture and shear wave velocity.180

The inversion settings are the same as for the MT inversions using individual and joint inversion approaches.181

Due to the lack of regional data for C1 and noisy satellite deformation records for sequence B, we performed PDR182

inversions only on the earthquakes of sequence A.183

2.4 Relocation of aftershocks184

Earthquake relocation is vital to improve the spatial resolution of seismic sequences. We used the GrowClust3D.jl185

relocation method (Trugman and Shearer, 2017; Trugman et al., 2023), which implements a cluster-based relocation186

scheme based on relative time shifts between P and S-wave arrivals of events with similar waveforms. The method187

initially requires a high waveform similarity among the different events and clustered initial locations.188

Time shifts are converted into distance and azimuths using pre-calculated travel times based on a 1D veloc-189

ity model; the required ray tracing was performed using the same regional ground model as for the inversions190

(Karasözen et al., 2019; Jamalreyhani et al., 2021). Due to limitations inwaveformdata access, we adopted the scheme191

to handle picked Pg, Pn, Sg, and Sn arrivals derived from the IRSC catalog. Required relative time shifts for two events192

were obtained by subtracting absolute arrival times for matching stations.193
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This approach allows getting a first-order relocation of the catalog with the limitations caused by the arrival time194

picks provided only to the tenth of a second and the lack of quality control parameters as the cross-correlation co-195

efficient. In total, 120 aftershocks of all three sequences A, B, and C with ML larger 3.0 from 01 July 2022 until 12196

December 2022 were relocated (Fig. 2).197

3 Results198

In the followingwewill summarize our findings. Due to indications for dominant southward dipping thrusting (Yang199

et al., 2023) we will discuss our point source results emphasizing the south-dipping nodal planes.200

The analysis of seismic data yields robust MT solutions for seven events Mw larger 5.3 from 01 July 2022 to 30201

November 2022 (Fig. 4a,b, S1śS6, Tab. 2, S1, S2). All indicate rupture on E-W striking planes (88 - 118◦) with one focal202

plane dipping with 37ś68◦towards the South. Dips vary from shallow 37ś39◦(A3, B1) to more than 60◦(A1, B2, C1).203

While events A1, A2, and C1 show rather pure thrust (rake of 80ś100◦), events A3 (rake of 120◦) and especially B1 and204

B2 (rake of 132ś142◦) indicate oblique faulting. The magnitudes of the events range from 5.27 for event B1 to 6.01 for205

event A3with the highestmagnitudes observed for sequenceA (Mw 5.73ś6.01). All centroids of sequence A are located206

close to each other beneath or slightly to the North of the Bandar-e-Lengeh anticline (BELA) in depths of 6.8ś8.0 km.207

B1 and B2 occurred in larger depths of 10.4ś11.5 km, with B1 being co-locatedwith sequence A and B2 shifted by 10 km208

towards the North. The later event C1 shows a strong location migration towards the West by ≈ 20 km. Its centroid209

lays beneath the BELA at a shallow depth of 5.4 km.210

Independent finite fault solutions obtained from seismic data for sequence A yield preferred orientations of the211

fault plane butwithminimalmisfit differences compared to the inversions for the auxiliary nodal plane (Fig. 4, S7śS9,212

Tab. 2, S4). Preferred fault planes strike towards West (260◦) and dip towards North by 28◦for A2 or strike East (102ś213

107◦) with a southward dip of 41ś61◦. Rakes of 85ś115◦indicate pure thrust faulting with a slight oblique component214

for A3. Source plane extends range from9.5± 2.3 km× 3.4± 1.5 km in length andwidth for A3 up to 19.3± 3.0 km× 8.1215

± 1.3 km for A2. Resolved top edge depths are similar through all events of sequence A ranging from 3.1± 0.7 km for216

A1 to 4.1 ± 0.6 km for A3 (Tab. S4). Significant uncertainties indicate a poor resolution of the rupture origin location217

and hence the rupture propagation. However, all events of sequence A yield prevailing westward motion along the218

respective fault planes. Centroids derived from the PDR are similar to the MT solutions in location, magnitude, and219

orientation. Inferred centroid depths are slightly smaller, with 5.2ś6.2 km. Also, the magnitude estimate for event220

A2 deviates from the MT solutions with Mw 5.87 compared to 5.73 ± 0.03. Inverted tractions range from 0.6 MPa for221

A2 to 2.7 MPa for A1 and 18.2 MPa for A3.222

Modeled waveforms show a high fit in amplitude and phase for both CMT and PDR inversions (Fig. 6 top row, S1ś223

S9). PDR fits of the mean model of A1 indicate an overestimation of the amplitude at the displayed station GE.SANI.224

Fits for the later event A2 are characterized by a slight amplitude deficit of the modeled compared to the observed225

waveforms for both PDR and CMT solutions.226

For sequence A, joint inversions were carried out using seismic and satellite deformation data within a triple227

source inversion scheme. The triple source inversion accounts for the limited temporal resolution of satellite defor-228

mation data, which only measures the overlapping effect of the three sources. The triple DC point source inversion229
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fits the seismic, and the satellite deformation data and yields results in agreement with our previous seismic inver-230

sions (Fig. 5a,b, 6, 7a,b, S10, Tab. 2, S3). All mechanisms indicate thrust faulting along an E-W striking plane. The231

MT for A3 shows a significantly smaller oblique proportion and a much larger dip towards the South (78◦) of one232

of its nodal planes compared to the similarly oriented plane of the pure seismic inversion (39◦). The moment re-233

lease indicates the highest magnitude for A1 with Mw 6.27, about 0.3 magnitude units larger than the results from234

the pure seismic inversion. Synthetic waveforms (Fig. 6, S10) show significantly larger amplitudes compared to the235

observed and the synthetic traces from the pure seismic inversion (Fig. S1), suggesting that the satellite deformation236

data forces the seismic moment of A1 to have larger values. On the other hand, magnitude estimates for A2 and the237

corresponding waveform fits are similar to the observed traces. Finally, A3 is characterized by underestimating the238

waveform amplitude and the magnitude compared to observed traces and the seismic modeling. The locations of239

the centroid double coupleMTs are generally well resolved with the largest errors for A2 (max. 4.1 km horizontal and240

2.7 vertical error - Tab. S3). The depth of A3 is significantly larger than estimated from seismic data (7.9 km).241

The joint inversion of three PDR finite fault planes yields stable estimates, especially for A1, withmore significant242

uncertainties forA2 andA3. All events are characterized asE-Wstriking thrust earthquakeswith southdipping source243

planes (Fig. 5c,d, 6, 7, S11, Tab. 2, S5). Fault orientations aremainly in agreementwith results from the other inversion244

approaches. Contrary to the single PDR inversion, the joint inversion favors a south-dipping fault plane for A2. We245

also obtain a larger oblique component but with larger uncertainties (rake of 134 ± 22◦) for A3 compared to point246

source and single finite fault inversions. The estimated seismic moment from the mean model centroid yields A1 as247

the largest event withMw 6.42 and amaximum shear dislocation of 2.26± 0.37m, while A2 and A3 released amoment248

equivalent to Mw 5.91 (slip of 0.39 ± 0.20 m) and Mw 5.98 (slip of 0.50 ± 0.24 m). For A1 and A2, both magnitudes and249

maximum dislocations are overestimated compared to all other inversion approaches with the largest magnitude250

and slip increases for A1 of more than 0.4 magnitude units and ∼1.4 m, respectively, compared to the single point251

source or PDR seismic inversions. Waveform fits (Fig. 6, S11) indicate good phase retrieval, especially for A1 and252

A2. Slight phase shifts are observable for some records of A3. Similarly to the triple DC inversion, we obtain an253

amplitude overestimation for A1, which is even more prominent. Waveform amplitudes for A2 and A3 generally fit254

well. Satellite deformation data shows a high correlation in the estimated deformation pattern with larger residuals255

of ∼ 10 cm. The ascending track fit is characterized by an underestimation of the maximum deformation measured256

at the BELA. In contrast, the descending track shows larger residuals along the NE boundary of the BELA (Fig. 7c,d).257

The centroid location and depth of A1 beneath the northern edge of the BELA are in good agreement with solutions258

from the other inversion approaches. Centroids of A2 and A3 are co-located south of the BELA beneath the Tangeh259

Khoran, indicating a shift of∼ 10± 8ś9 km towards the South compared to the other inversion results (Tab. S5). The260

respective depths are in the range of 10.1ś11.1 km, which is up to 6 km larger than the results from our other inversion261

approaches. Derived stress drop values show different results compared to the independent event inversions with262

2.6 MPa for A2, 2.7 MPa for A3 and 7.4 MPa for A1.263

120 aftershocks of the IRSC catalog occurring 01 July 2022 and 12 December 2022 have been relocatedwith average264

vertical (depth) andhorizontal location shifts anduncertainties of 0.41±0.39 kmand0.67±0.82 km, respectively (Fig. 8,265

S12, Tab. S6). The simultaneous optimization of the origin times yields an average shift of 0.1 ± 0.1 s. The majority266
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of events are located in depths of 10ś15 km scattering within a ∼ 10 × 10 km wide area around 26.8◦lat, 55.35◦lon.267

They are characterized by minor location errors (Fig. S12). Larger errors in the relocation of up to 3 km horizontally268

and 2 km in depth are observed for the few events located towards the North and SW of the major aftershock area.269

The location of most aftershocks fits well with inversion results from both MT and PDR inversions, except the MT270

solution of C1. The westward location shift of C1 compared to sequences A and B (Fig. 4) is not reflected in the271

relocated aftershocks. We also do not resolve any scattering of aftershocks along preferred planes.272

Figure 4 Results of seismic inversions with centroids from full MT inversions as map (a) and along the proőle (b). PDR
inversion results using seismic data are shown as map (c) and proőle (d) with their centroids (dots), rupture plane locations,
őnal slip, ruptureorigin (green star) and rupturepropagationcontour lines (every 2 s, grey lines in (c)). Grey lines in (d) indicate
the PDR rupture plane locations and orientations through their respective centroids.

4 Discussion and Interpretation273

The analyzed earthquakes between 01 July 2022 and 12 December 2022 highlight the interaction of large, shallow274

thrust earthquakes in the sedimentary layer with smaller aftershocks in the upper basement or deeper sedimentary275

cover (Fig. 9), which is a peculiarity of the continent-continent collision in the Zagros Mountains. (see e.g., Nissen276
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Table 2 Centroid locations and orientations derived from MT and PDR inversions using both seismic and a joint seismic
and InSAR dataset. The ensemblemean solution is given. Full set of resolved parameters including uncertainties are given in
Tables S1śS5.

ID Method Time Lat, Lon Depth Mw max. Slip Strike, Dip, Rake
Sequence A: 01 July 2022
A1 MTs 21:32:08.7 26.856◦, 55.417◦ 8.0 km 5.97 - 100◦, 58◦, 101◦

260◦, 33◦, 83◦

MTj 21:32:06.3 26.835◦, 55.340◦ 8.3 km 6.27 - 94◦, 66◦, 79◦

299◦, 26◦, 113◦

PDRs 21:32:08.8 26.861◦, 55.390◦ 6.2 km 5.96 0.82 m 102◦, 61◦, 102◦

PDRj 21:32:09.4 26.851◦, 55.292◦ 8.2 km 6.42 2.26 m 98◦, 67◦, 87◦

A2 MTs 23:24:14.8 26.884◦, 55.210◦ 7.9 km 5.73 - 93◦, 59◦, 95◦

264◦, 32◦, 83◦

MTj 23:24:15.7 26.826◦, 55.153◦ 11.9 km 5.78 - 85◦, 65◦, 94◦

256◦, 25◦, 82◦

PDRs 23:24:14.6 26.896◦, 55.234◦ 5.2 km 5.87 0.24 m 260◦, 28◦, 85◦

PDRj 23:24:11.6 26.748◦, 55.301◦ 11.1 km 5.91 0.39 m 102◦, 59◦, 86◦

A3 MTs 23:25:14:3 26.858◦, 55.252◦ 6.8 km 6.01 - 104◦, 39◦, 120◦

248◦, 57◦, 69◦

MTj 23:25:15.5 26.858◦, 55.270◦ 6.1 km 5.93 - 92◦, 78◦, 95◦

251◦, 13◦, 69◦

PDRs 23:25:14.5 26.838◦, 55.272◦ 5.6 km 5.98 2.83 m 107◦, 41◦, 115◦

PDRj 23:25:20.9 26.756◦, 55.226◦ 10.1 km 5.98 0.50 m 106◦, 48◦, 134◦

Sequence B: 23 July 2022
B1 MTs 16:07:47.6 26.891◦, 55.293◦ 10.4 km 5.27 - 118◦, 37◦, 132◦

250◦, 64◦, 64◦

B2 MTs 16:09:07.8 26.993◦, 55.372◦ 11.5 km 5.42 - 116◦, 60◦, 142◦

227◦, 58◦, 36◦

Sequence C: 30 November 2022
C1 MTs 15:17:46.9 26.914◦, 54.936◦ 5.4 km 5.63 - 88◦, 68◦, 83◦

286◦, 23◦, 107◦

Methods:
MTs - Full moment tensor inversion from seismic data.
MTj - Joint inversion of triple DC sources from seismic and InSAR data.
PDRs - PDR inversion from seismic data.
PDRj - Joint inversion of triple PDR sources from seismic and InSAR data.
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Figure 5 Results of joint seismic and satellite deformation data inversions with centroids from joint 3 DC inversion as map
(a) andalong theproőle (b). Joint PDR inversion results using seismic and satellite deformationdataare shownasmap (c) and
proőle (d) with their centroids (dots), rupture plane locations, őnal slip, rupture origin (green star) and rupture propagation
contour lines (every 2 s, grey lines in (c)). Grey lines in (d) indicate the PDR rupture plane locations and orientations through
their respective centroids.

et al., 2011, 2014). Using different inversion approaches, we can also resolve significant differences in the earthquake277

parameter estimates due to uncaptured tectonic processes or uncertainties in the used ground models. In the fol-278

lowing, we will discuss our results related to regional tectonics, the effect of the incorporated satellite deformation279

data and its seismological implications, and the quality of the newly developed triple source inversion scheme.280

4.1 Mainshockmechanisms and location281

The earthquakes in Zagros generally have low to strong magnitudes up to Mw 7.3 and commonly occur on blind282

faults (Barnhart et al., 2013; Karasözen et al., 2019; Asayesh et al., 2022; Jamalreyhani et al., 2022; Nissen et al., 2019),283

often in depths between 8 and 14 km (e.g., Ni and Barazangi, 1986; Baker et al., 1993; Hessami et al., 2001; Talebian284

and Jackson, 2004; Jamalreyhani et al., 2021; Nissen et al., 2019). Rupture includes the sedimentary layer, called285

a "competent group", which spans from ≈ 4ś8.5 km in the SE Fars Arc (FA) which is decoupled from the crystalline286
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Figure 6 P-wave őts for sequence A (left A1, right A2 and A3) displayed on the vertical displacement records of station
GE.SANI (distance ≈ 8, 215 km, azimuth ≈ 119◦) for seismic (top row) and joint inversions (bottom row). Observed, resti-
tuted and őltered records are given in black, őtted traces in colored lines. Horizontal grey lines indicate the peak amplitude
of the observed records with the value given asApeak. Grey background with the top labels indicate themajor P-wave signal
of the different events.

Figure 7 InSAR őts for joint 3DC (ascending - a, descending - b) and 3PDR (ascending - c, descending - d) inversions with
quadtree subsampled observed data (1st column), the mean model őt (2nd column) and the corresponding residual (3rd
column).
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Figure 8 Map (a) and proőle (b) of the IRSC catalog after relocation between 01 July 2022 and 12 December 2022. Main-
shocks of sequences A, B and C are excluded. Colors indicate the time after sequence A (red), B (blue) or C (yellow). Points
scale with reported local magnitude.

basement by theHormuz Salt Formation at about 8ś10 km (Nissen et al., 2011), a formation intercalatedwith stronger287

non-evaporitic layers. The earthquakes A1, A3, and C1 occur between 5 and 8 km depth (Fig. 4, 5), which indicates288

they ruptured only in the competent group. Also Roustaei et al. (2010); Nissen et al. (2010, 2011); Barnhart et al. (2013);289

Elliott et al. (2015) have found most Mw > 5 events in the shallow sedimentary layer between ∼ 5ś10 km. The later290

earthquake doublets B1 and B2 (and possibly also A2), occurred at a larger depth between 10.5 and 11.5 km, indicating291

a possible stress transfer from the shallow primary events A1 and A3 into depth activating the deeper sedimentary292

Hormuz layer, interface between sediments and basement and/or faults within the crystalline basement. This stress293

transfer and activation significantly deeper strata is also evident from the aftershock depth range of 10ś15 km below294

the Bandar-e-Lengeh anticline (BELA), which fits well with earlier estimates of aftershock depths e.g. for the 2005295

Qeshm or 2006 Fin earthquakes (e.g., Talebian and Jackson, 2004; Tatar et al., 2004; Nissen et al., 2011; Yaminifard296

et al., 2012). The scenario of a shallow mainshock followed by a separated, deeper aftershock sequence has been297

observed and described by Nissen et al. (2011) and Yaminifard et al. (2012) for the 2005 Qeshm earthquake. The298

patternmay indicate that characteristic earthquakes in the competent group of the sedimentary cover are controlled299

by a combination of stress and forces from the horizontal collision and buoyant saltmovements, while the crystalline300

basement of the crust is moving as a decoupled, rigid body beneath the ZFFB. Aftershocks can be induced in the301

basement if Coulomb stress changes occur. However, the crustal shortening in this layer is either accommodated by302

ductile deformation or further to the north beneath theHZZ, where the crust is thickest. In addition to thrust faulting303

and shortening, transverse strike-slip faults play a role in the evolution of Zagros. For instance, Talebian and Jackson304

(2004) emphasized the importance of strike-slip faults in the basement of the southeastern-most Zagros, which has305

also been revealed by Yaminifard et al. (2012) studying aftershocks of the 2005 Qeshm Island event.306

Sequence A is dominated by the two largest thrust events of Mw ∼6.0 (A1 and A3). Satellite radar data (InSAR)307

show largest deformations on the BELA andminor deformation towards North (Fig. 3, 7). (Yang et al., 2023) have de-308

rived two southward dipping rupture planes with angles of 33ś65◦from the deformation pattern. Despite the steeply309
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dipping planes, no surface ruptures were observed. This is, however, common for thrust events in Zagrosmountains310

(e.g., Berberian, 1995; Regard et al., 2004; Yamini-Fard et al., 2007; Edey et al., 2020). From our joint seismic and311

InSAR inversion, we find a southward dipping plane of 48± 13◦(Triple PDR) or 78± 2◦(Triple DC) (Tab. 2, S3) for the312

second large event of sequence A (A3). However, Yang et al. (2023) interpret A3 as a possible southward dipping but313

low angle, shallow splay fault of A1 with a dip of about 33◦. The results of our single PDR seismic inversions yield314

similar dip angles as the triple PDR inversion between 41◦and 48◦on the southward dipping plane, supporting better315

the results by USGS, gCMT, and GEOFON. Prevailing dips for thrust events are up to 60◦(Jahani et al., 2009; Nissen316

et al., 2011). The steep dip estimate of 78◦from the triple DC inversion is well above this range. It could be a result317

of our triple source inversion setup with many free parameters, allowing for overfitting of small amplitude satellite318

deformation data (Fig. 7). The poor waveform fits from the triple DC inversion for A3 compared to the single MT319

inversion support the interpretation of overfitting satellite deformation data at the expense of the waveform data fit320

(Fig. 6, S3, S10).321

Event A2 is characterized by rather good waveform fits (Fig. 6) and comparable solutions through all applied322

techniques and inversion setups. However, the joint inversions yield a significantly larger centroid depth of 11.1ś323

11.9 vs. 5.2ś7.9 km. The larger depth would imply that A2 ruptured within the upper basement, lower sediments324

or along their interface. The low-angle northward dipping rupture plane, resolved from PDR inversions, fits well325

with the latter interpretation of a low-angle detachment earthquake along the interface (Nissen et al., 2011) (Fig. 9326

left column). Resolved dips of more than 20◦make this scenario unlikely. Instead of a steeply northward dipping327

fault plane, the ZFF could also be of listrical shape propagating into the sediment-basement interface as indicated328

by Jahani et al. (2009) (Fig. 9 center column). Such fault shape could accommodate events with intermediate north329

dipping focal planes as observed. A rupture of listric or ramp-flat faults within the basement, as suggested for the330

2017 Mw 7.3 Sarpol-e Zahab earthquake (e.g., Fathian et al., 2021; Guo et al., 2022; Zhao et al., 2023) is unlikely in331

our case. A centroid depth at the top level of the basement and no observable spatial clustering of aftershocks along332

listric lineaments in the basement, prohibits such interpretation. We favor the interpretation of Yang et al. (2023),333

though assuming A2 as a foreshock to A3 on the thrust fault plane of A1 or A3 (Fig. 9 right column). The shallow334

centroid depths from seismic inversions and the similar focal plane orientations support this hypothesis. Coulomb335

failure stress changes caused by A1 or A2 on the fault plane of A3 calculated by Yang et al. (2023) also strengthen this336

interpretation.337

Our finite fault inversions with slip estimates for the two largest events of 0.82± 0.25m (single PDR) or 2.26± 0.37338

m (triple PDR) for A1 and 2.82± 0.88 m (single PDR) or 0.50± 0.24 m (triple PDR) for A3 support findings on different339

recent earthquakes in the FA (e.g., for 2005 Qeshm, 2006 Fin, 2008 Qeshm or 2013 Khaki-Shonbe earthquakes) that340

coseismic slip is mainly accommodated within the competent group (Lohman and Barnhart, 2010; Elliott et al., 2015;341

Nissen et al., 2007, 2010; Roustaei et al., 2010; Jamalreyhani et al., 2021). Our slip estimates are significantly larger342

than results from Yang et al. (2023), who estimate peak slips of up ∼ 1.25 m. From seismic data, we also estimate343

different locations for the high slip patch of A1 compared to Yang et al. (2023). It is shifted further to the East with344

respect to their results. The joint finite fault inversion yields swapped locations of A1 and A3 compared to Yang et al.345

(2023). While they resolve A1 to the west of A3, we obtain the opposite results. This could be caused by the limited346
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temporal resolution in the study of Yang et al. (2023) as based only on satellite deformation data. Besides the slip,347

first-order estimates of the rupture kinematics are obtained from finite fault inversions. Although shipping with348

larger uncertainties (Tab. S4), single PDR inversion solutions indicate dominant westward rupture propagation. This349

indicates, that the earlier A1 ruptured into the region of A2 and A3 (Fig. 4, 5).350

We have obtained rather variable stress drops for sequence A ranging from 0.6 MPa to 18.2 MPa, which are in351

agreement with static stress drops retrieved for earthquakes by Kanamori (1994). The different tractions retrieved352

from single fault plane estimates and the joint triple PDR are the result of variability in the resolved fault dimensions,353

maximum dislocations and depths between independent and joint finite fault inversions.354

4.2 Vertical separation of aftershocks355

Relocated aftershocks are spatially concentrated around the eastern tip of the BELA and scatter mainly in a depth356

of 10ś15 km, which implies aftershock activity is either in the upper crystalline basement (Talebian and Jackson,357

2004; Tatar et al., 2004; Nissen et al., 2011) or deeper sediments (Jahani et al., 2009; Nissen et al., 2014). We also see358

a vertical separation of the aftershocks from the mainshock in the SFB, which fits well with observations by Nissen359

et al. (2010, 2011, 2014) for the 2005 Qeshm and 2006 Fin earthquakes. While mainshocks rupture the middle-lower360

sedimentary cover, aftershocks occur in the basement or the deeper sediments within theHormuz formation. Hence361

our aftershock locations also indicate a relatively shallow top boundary of this aftershock region at ≈ 10 km depth362

compared to findings of Nissen et al. (2014). The co-location of the mainshocks and aftershocks, despite C1, could363

highlight Coulomb stress changes, or dynamic stress transfer from the mainshocks into the deeper and harder Hor-364

muz formation (Nissen et al., 2010, 2014). The salt may flow as a response to the stress changes causing aftershocks365

within the formation and its surroundings. The substantial location shift between C1 and its aftershocks could be due366

to location uncertainties and poor spatial resolution of our seismic inversion caused by the lack of regional seismic367

or ground deformation data. Nevertheless, as derived from travel time picks without quality constraints, our reloca-368

tions are only valid as a first-order approximation of the aftershock locations. As we used the same ground model369

for relocation as for the inversions, uncertainties and structural inconsistencies between the model and the actual370

underground structure might have also caused a bias within the relocation.371

4.3 Implications from joint data andmultisource inversion372

The newly implemented triple source inversion scheme has proven its usability for complex rupture inversions using373

multiple satellite deformation and seismic data. We resolved major features of deformation and seismic data, espe-374

cially when using the triple DC source model. However, additional free parameters in the triple source inversion375

scheme have also affected the results, as increased centroid depths for A2 and partially A3, larger uncertainties and376

the large waveform fit residuals, especially for A3. Different weighting schemes for the relativemisfit contribution of377

surface deformation data fits compared to waveform fits were employed to reduce such effects but did not fully solve378

this issue.379

Comparing results from single source seismic and combined source joint seismic and satellite data inversions,380

we obtain a significant increase in the cumulative moment release with the latter inversion approach (Fig. 4, 5).381

Our seismic inversions for sequence A yield a cumulative moment release equivalent to Mw 6.24ś6.26, similar to382
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results fromGEOFON (Mw 6.29) or USGSwithMw 6.25. Meanwhile, our joint inversion approaches giveMw 6.39ś6.52.383

These values confirm results from Yang et al. (2023), who have obtained a cumulative moment release equivalent to384

Mw of 6.43. This 60ś70% increase in modeled moment release derived from the triple DC inversion could be caused385

by a significant afterslip resolved in the satellite deformation data with their broad temporal coverage but not in386

the seismic data. Observations of afterslip within Zagros reveal a rather large relative contribution to the ground387

deformation (Zhao et al., 2023) and can yield significant overestimation of the magnitude in the range of 0.1 to >0.2388

magnitude units (Weston et al., 2012). This behaviormight be caused by the complex tectonics of the Zagros, e.g., its’389

salt diapirism (Yang et al., 2023). Another reason for the magnitude differences could be our choice of the ground390

model. It is specific to the Zagros region (Karasözen et al., 2019; Jamalreyhani et al., 2021). Nevertheless, underground391

structure variations, as evident from, e.g., Nissen et al. (2011); Jahani et al. (2009); Jamalreyhani et al. (2021) along the392

Zagros, can not be fully resolved due to the lack of local tomographies. The choice of a rather low-frequency range393

for waveform fitting reduces such structural effects, though. Nevertheless, local studies, e.g., a tomography using394

the aftershocks of the sequence combined with seismic profiles, could enhance the knowledge and shed light on this395

issue. The significant moment release overestimation with an increase of 145ś165% from the triple PDR inversion is396

likely to be also influenced by our inversion setup with many free parameters as the larger uncertainties and misfits397

suggest (Fig. 7, 6, S11, Tab. 2, S5).398

We have resolved a sequence of three earthquakes close in time and space with similar focal mechanisms (se-399

quence A). As likely rupturing the adjacent patches of the same faults or adjacent splay faults (Yang et al., 2023) it400

can be characterized as an event triplet according to the definition of Lay and Kanamori (1980); Ammon et al. (2008).401

It highlights a region of large tectonic complexity with overthrusting, opposed dipping splay faults, and the effect of402

the Hormuz salt formation limiting rupture propagation (Nissen et al., 2011). Also, sequence B might be a doublet403

with its short interevent time and similar mechanisms. We can not resolve if both ruptured on one common fault,404

though (Fig. 4a,b, 9). Here, a more detailed investigation of stress transfers could help to understand this part of the405

sequence better. Our observations of an event doublet and triplet fit well with recent observations of two other dou-406

blets (November 2021 Fin and June 2022 Charak - e.g., Nemati, 2022; Fathian et al., 2022; Rezapour and Jamalreyhani,407

2022) highlighting the tectonic complexity of the SE Fars arc.408

5 Conclusions409

The 2022 earthquake sequence in SE Iran has revealed a rather complex interaction of larger shallow thrust faults410

within the sedimentary cover with deeper, smaller events at the interface to and within the crystalline basement.411

The sequence was initiated with two Mw ∼6.0 thrust events on 01 July 2022 within the lower sediments at depths of412

4ś9 km, likely occurring on a south-dipping splay fault to the Zagros Foredeep Fault beneath the Bandar-e-Lengeh413

anticline. One smallerMw 5.7ś5.8 event rupturing oneminute before the second large event highlights either an early414

activation of deeper strata or might also have been co-located on the main shock faults. The event triplet caused415

high aftershock activity within the deeper sediments or upper crystalline basement characterized by depths of 10ś15416

km beneath the Bandar-e-Lengeh anticline with several larger thrust events. It provides a new case of observable417

vertical separation of the main- and aftershocks in SE Iran and may be caused by a complex stress state within the418
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Figure 9 Interpretation of the tectonic processes during the July-December 2022 sequence. Phase I (top row) indicates the
rupture processes on the 01 July 2022while phase II (bottom row) resolves the later events. Moment tensors do not show cor-
rect rotations but shall illustrate general trends in location andmechanism. We show three interpretation possibilities using
an activation of the detachment plane (left), a listric fault cutting through the sediments (center) or a rupture independent of
the sediment to basement interface (right).

deeper sediments and the crystalline basement beneath. Magnitude overestimations when utilizing satellite ground419

deformation data also indicate a significant afterslip activity due to salt diapirism. The comprehensive analysis of420

main- and aftershocks using available seismic and ground deformation data has embedded the JulyśDecember 2022421

sequence into the complex tectonics in the SE Fars arc with frequent occurrence of event doublets over the past year.422

The lack of regional and local seismic records and the rather uncertain ground models limited the accuracy of our423

results. This issue highlights the need for further detailed tectonic studies in the region and better data accessibility424

to understand better the geophysical processes and their potential risk within the SE Fars arc.425
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2012) and USGS.450

The aftershock catalog, body wave travel time picks and regional waveforms were downloaded from the Iranian451

Seismological Center (IRSC) available at http://irsc.ut.ac.ir/.452

Furthermore we used teleseismic waveform data from the following seismic networks: AK (Alaska Earthquake453

Center, Univ. of Alaska Fairbanks, 1987), DK (GEUSGeological Survey of Denmark andGreenland, 1976), G (Institut de454

physique du globe de Paris (IPGP) and École et Observatoire des Sciences de la Terre de Strasbourg (EOST), 1982), GE455

(GEOFON Data Centre, 1993), GT (Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory (ASL)/USGS, 1993), II (Scripps Institution456

of Oceanography, 1986), IC (Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory (ASL)/USGS, 1992), IN (India Meteorological De-457

partment, 2000), IU (Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory (ASL)/USGS, 1988), QZ (LTD Seismological Experience458

and Methodology Expedition of the Committee of Science of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Repub-459

lic of Kazakhstan, 2003), RM (Regional Integrated Multi-Hazard Early Warning System (RIMES Thailand), 2008) and460

WM(SanFernandoRoyalNavalObservatory (ROA),UniversidadComplutenseDeMadrid (UCM),Helmholtz-Zentrum461

Potsdam Deutsches GeoForschungsZentrum (GFZ), Universidade De Évora (UEVORA, Portugal) and Institute Scien-462

tifique Of Rabat (ISRABAT, Morocco), 1996).463

Satellite deformation data was downloaded from LiCSAR. LiCSAR contains modified Copernicus Sentinel data464

2022 analysed by the Centre for the Observation and Modelling of Earthquakes, Volcanoes and Tectonics (COMET).465

LiCSAR uses JASMIN, the UK’s collaborative data analysis environment (http://jasmin.ac.uk). LiCSAR products can466

be accessed through the COMET-LiCSAR-portal website at https://comet.nerc.ac.uk/COMET-LiCS-portal/.467

Besides the mentioned software we used GMT5.4 for map plotting (Wessel et al., 2013) and their GSHHG dataset468

for shore lines (e.g., Wessel and Smith, 1996). Topographic data provided by SRTM (Becker et al., 2009) was used for469

our map and profile plots. Faults plotted were obtained from Hessami et al. (2003). For InSAR processing we used470

the the Hybrid Pluggable Processing Pipeline (HyP3) platform (Hogenson et al., 2016), while MintPy was utilized a471

robust solution for InSAR time series analysis and unwrapping error correction (Yunjun et al., 2022). Furthermore472
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kite was used for satellite deformation data preprocessing (Isken et al., 2017).473
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Additional Supporting Information (Files uploaded separately)
File Table_S1.pdf: Full MT solutions for the seven earthquakes A1-A3, B1, B2 and C1
derived from seismic data.
File Table_S2.pdf: Deviatoric MT solutions for the seven earthquakes A1-A3, B1, B2 and
C1 derived from seismic data.
File Table_S4.pdf: Results for individual finite fault inversions using seismic data.
File Table_S5.pdf: Finite fault solutions for the earthquakes A1-A3 from a joint 3 PDR
inversion using seismic and InSAR data.
File Table_S7.pdf: Aftershocks of the IRSC catalog including uncertainties after relocation
using the GrowClust3D.jl algorithm.

Introduction

We provide waveform fits obtained from the different full CMT and PDR finite fault inversions
shown and discussed in the main text (Fig. S1–S11). They highlight the number of records available
and their fit with respect to the different inversion approaches and the different earthquakes.
Complementing that mean model parameters and their standard deviations are provided for deviatoric
MT inversions (file Table_S1), full MT inversions (file Table_S2) and joint 3 double couple source
inversion of sequence A (Tab.S3).
Both single source PDR solutions (file Table_S4) as well as the joint 3 PDR inversion results (file
Table_S5) are given as well. In this regard we also yield PDR solutions for the less preferred nodal
plane (file Table_S4).

Complementing on the mainshock inversions focal depth estimations based on teleseismic P-wave
depth phases are shown (Fig. S12–S17). A map of the used arrays is given in Figure S18. Both, used
seismic arrays, and the focal depth estimates, are summarized in Table S6.

Besides there is also some more detailed information on the aftershock relocation. In this regard we
have displayed uncertainties of the relocated catalog (Fig. S19). The supplemental file Table_S7
provides the relocated catalog along with all uncertainties.
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Figure S1.Waveform fits of the mean model (red) and observed data (black) from full MT inversion
of earthquake A1. Channel information, start time of each trace and length of the given traces are
given left of each trace.
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Figure S2. Waveform fits of the mean model (red) and observed data (black) from full MT inversion
of earthquake A2. Channel information, start time of each trace and length of the given traces are
given left of each trace.
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Figure S3. Waveform fits of the mean model (red) and observed data (black) from full MT inversion
of earthquake A3. Channel information, start time of each trace and length of the given traces are
given left of each trace.
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Figure S4. Waveform fits of the mean model (red) and observed data (black) from full MT inversion
of earthquake B1. Channel information, start time of each trace and length of the given traces are
given left of each trace.
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Figure S5. Waveform fits of the mean model (red) and observed data (black) from full MT inversion
of earthquake B2. Channel information, start time of each trace and length of the given traces are
given left of each trace.
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Figure S6. Waveform fits of the mean model (red) and observed data (black) from full MT inversion
of earthquake C1. Channel information, start time of each trace and length of the given traces are
given left of each trace.
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Figure S7. Waveform fits of the mean model (red) and observed data (black) from PDR inversion of
earthquake A1. Channel information, start time of each trace and length of the given traces are given
left of each trace.
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Figure S8.Waveform fits of the mean model (red) and observed data (black) from PDR inversion of
earthquake A2. Channel information, start time of each trace and length of the given traces are given
left of each trace.
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Figure S9.Waveform fits of the mean model (red) and observed data (black) from PDR inversion of
earthquake A3. Channel information, start time of each trace and length of the given traces are given
left of each trace.
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Figure S10.Waveform fits of the mean model (red) and observed data (black) from joint 3 double dc
inversion of earthquakes A1, A2 and A3 using seismic and satellite deformation data. Channel
information, start time of each trace and length of the given traces are given left of each trace.
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Figure S11.Waveform fits of the mean model (red) and observed data (black) from joint 3 PDR
inversion of earthquakes A1, A2 and A3 using seismic and satellite deformation data. Channel
information, start time of each trace and length of the given traces are given left of each trace.
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Figure S12. Best focal depth estimate for A1 derived from the stacked vertical trace of the ILAR
network. Black lines show synthetic traces modelled for a source in the given depths along a path to
the array centre. The blue line, shown at the preferred focal point depth, indicates the observed
stacked trace of the network.

Figure S13. Best focal depth estimate for A2 derived from the stacked vertical trace of the GERES
network. Black lines show synthetic traces modelled for a source in the given depths along a path to
the array centre. The blue line, shown at the preferred focal point depth, indicates the observed
stacked trace of the network.
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Figure S14. Best focal depth estimate for A3 derived from the stacked vertical trace of the BCA
network. Black lines show synthetic traces modelled for a source in the given depths along a path to
the array centre. The blue line, shown at the preferred focal point depth, indicates the observed
stacked trace of the network.

Figure S15. Best focal depth estimate for B1 derived from the stacked vertical trace of the IMAR
network. Black lines show synthetic traces modelled for a source in the given depths along a path to
the array centre. The blue line, shown at the preferred focal point depth, indicates the observed
stacked trace of the network.
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Figure S16. Best focal depth estimate for B2 derived from the stacked vertical trace of the YKA
network. Black lines show synthetic traces modelled for a source in the given depths along a path to
the array centre. The blue line, shown at the preferred focal point depth, indicates the observed
stacked trace of the network.

Figure S17. Best focal depth estimate for C1 derived from the stacked vertical trace of the BMA
network. Black lines show synthetic traces modelled for a source in the given depths along a path to
the array centre. The blue line, shown at the preferred focal point depth, indicates the observed
stacked trace of the network.
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Figure S18. Network locations (red triangles) used within the abedeto focal depth estimation tool are
shown with respect to the earthquake locations (yellow star). Further information on the networks is
given in Table S6.

Figure S19. Relocated aftershock distribution (a) on map view and (b) along the profile shown in (a).
Horizontal location uncertainties in (a) are indicated by yellow circles. Horizontal and vertical
location uncertainties in (b) are shown as horizontal and vertical bars.
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Table S1: Deviatoric moment tensor solutions for the mainshocks derived from seismic data
inversion. Standard deviations are given in the same units as values if not denoted separately.
Standard deviation values are indicated by _std as part of their parameter name. rmij indicates relative
moment tensor components. Absolute moment contributions can be derived from them combined with
the magnitude.

Table S2: Full moment tensor solutions for the mainshocks derived from seismic data inversion.
Standard deviations are given in the same units as values if not denoted separately. Standard deviation
values are indicated by _std as part of their parameter name. rmij indicates relative moment tensor
components. Absolute moment contributions can be derived from them combined with the magnitude.
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Event ID A1 A2 A3

date 2022-07-01 2022-07-01 2022-07-01

time 21:32:06.27 23:24:15.71 23:25:15.51

time_std [s] 6.2 2.6 4.4

lat [deg] 26.8345 26.8262 26.8582

north_shift_std
[km]

0.3 4.1 0.2

lon [deg] 55.3401 55.1525 55.2701

east_shift_std [km] 0.38 5.1 0.29

strike [deg] 93.9 85 92

strike_std 4.4 19 3.8

dip [deg] 66.1 65 77.6

dip_std 2.7 11 1.6

rake [deg] 79.2 94 94.8

rake_std 7.1 22 4.6

depth [km] 8.27 11.9 6.13

depth_std 0.17 2.7 0.19

mw 6.27 5.78 5.928

mw_std 0.018 0.11 0.028

misfit 0.5446307

Table S3: Double couple (DC) moment tensor solutions for the mainshocks of sequence A derived
from a joint 3 DC source inversion using seismic and satellite deformation data. Standard deviations
are given in the same units as values if not denoted separately. Standard deviation values are indicated
by _std as part of their parameter name. rmij indicates relative moment tensor components. Absolute
moment contributions can be derived from them combined with the magnitude.
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Table S4: PDR finite fault solutions for the mainshocks derived from seismic data inversions. Less
preferred solutions inverting for the auxiliary nodal planes are shown in dark grey columns. Standard
deviations are given in the same units as values if not denoted separately. Standard deviation values
are indicated by _std as part of their parameter name. Gamma indicates the ratio between rupture and
shear wave velocity. Depth refers to the depth of the top edge of the resolved rupture plane. The
location given with Lat and Lon resolves the top edge centre location.

Table S5: PDR finite fault solutions for the mainshocks derived from a joint 3 PDR inversion using
seismic and satellite deformation data. Standard deviations are given in the same units as values if not
denoted separately. Standard deviation values are indicated by _std as part of their parameter name.
Gamma indicates the ratio between rupture and shear wave velocity. Depth refers to the depth of the
top edge of the resolved rupture plane. The location given with Lat and Lon resolves the top edge
centre location.

Event ID ArrayCode Array Center Lat [deg] Array Center Lon [deg] Focal depth [km]

A1 ILAR 64.77045 -146.87907 8.0

A2 GERES 48.83591 13.70060 8.0

A3 BCA 63.06266 -141.78724 10.0

B1 IMAR 65.98615 -153.75525 11.0

B2 YKA 62.49937 -114.67831 11.0

C1 BMA 67.42937 -144.55291 7.0

Table S6: Information on used arrays and retrieved focal depth for the six mainshocks using the
abedeto tool. Array codes and centre coordinates are given.
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Figure 4.1: Exemplary station distribution for the 3PDR inversion runs indicating the azimuth
and the distance of the (a) distant regional and teleseismic and (b) local and close regional
stations.
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5 | Discussion

This chapter reflects on the objectives defined in Chapter 1.3 using the major findings from
the thesis. A comparison to other approaches is given in Section 5.1. PDR modeling results for
complex rupture processes are discussed in Section 5.2. Finally, in Section 5.3, I will give a brief
overview on the gains and limits of the current numerical implementation of the PDR.

5.1 Comparison of the PDR with other dynamic and kinematic

rupture models

The PDR is able to resolve static and kinematic properties of an earthquake including the released
seismic moment, the slip pattern and slip rate distribution, the orientation and location of the
fault plane, and the rupture propagation using stress forward modeling (Chap. 2.1) or a slip
inversion (Chap. 3, 4, Petersen et al., 2023). In this section, I want to discuss the PDR, its
parametrization and its results compared to kinematic and dynamic models.

5.1.1 The performance of the PDR compared to dynamic rupture models

Here, I discuss the PDR setup and both results from synthetic forward modeling and inversions
in comparison with other dynamic models.

Most importantly, static dislocations obtained from the PDR satisfy the preset physical
boundary conditions, so the prescribed stress drop field. Assuming a known static dislocation,
the PDR can estimate stress drop fields from simple forward modeling, as shown in Chapter 2.1 for
the Mw 8.3 2015 Illapel, Chile, and Mw 7.3 2016 Kumamoto, Japan, earthquakes. The modelled
tractions fit well with given literature values (e.g., Kanamori, 1994; Kanamori & Anderson,
1975). Such assumptions are also required for other dynamic models (e.g., Ulrich, Vater, et al.,
2019; Ulrich, Gabriel, et al., 2019).

We have shown that a heterogeneous stress field along the planar PDR fault plane can be
used to model effects of reduced frictional strength or a change of the fault plane orientation
within a given background stress field (Chap. 2.1). These effects were observed for the Mw 7.3
2016 Kumamoto, Japan, earthquake (Yu et al., 2019) and have also been derived in other cases,
as, e.g., for the Mw 7.8 2016 Kaikoura, New Zealand, earthquake (e.g., Ulrich, Vater, et al.,
2019).
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Brune (1970, 1971) provided a simple dynamic model estimating the shear slip rate and the
resulting dislocation on a rupture as well as the emitted amplitude spectrum of a source based on
the shear stress. As shown in Chapter 2.1 and in Metz (2019), the PDR model can explain a slip
pulse rupture mode (e.g., Haskell, 1969) without defining friction or rupture healing with highest
slip rates following shortly after the rupture front. Synthetic far-field spectra modeled with the
PDR show a strong coherency with the classical Brune spectra for source time functions, with
a low-frequency plateau and a ω−2 decay at high frequencies. I could also show, that the PDR
is able to reproduce rupture kinematics of a crack-like shear rupture (Sato & Hirasawa, 1973) or
the opening of a pressurised crack (see Chap. 2.1 and Metz (2019)).

Dynamic rupture models, as for instance realized with the software package SeiSol (Dumbser
& Käser, 2006; Pelties et al., 2014; Uphoff et al., 2017), are able to simulate complex rupture
processes. They can reveal the activation of multi-segmented ruptures as the Kaikoura earth-
quake (e.g., Ulrich, Gabriel, et al., 2019) and yield physical explanations for supershear such
as reduced fault strength and an highly overstressed nucleation patch (e.g., Abdelmeguid et al.,
2023; Ulrich, Vater, et al., 2019). With the rupture velocity not being pre-defined in SeiSol,
supershear is predicted as outcome of the simulation. This is different in the PDR model, where
the rupture front propagation problem has been separated from the problem to estimate slip. In
order to calculate rupture front isochrones the PDR needs a pre-defined rupture velocity model.
Reducing the effort we have so far assumed a linear scaling of the rupture velocity with the shear
wave velocity in the layered Earth model. A scaling coefficient has been introduced either as a
free parameter in the inversion (Chap. 3, 4, and Petersen et al., 2023), or it is simply preset if
the resolution is poor (Chap. 2.1).

We cannot exclude the possibility that supershear is caused by a special combination of pres-
stress and the geological and physical properties on the fault. However, forward modeling with the
PDR for the Mw 7.5 2018 Palu, Indonesia, earthquake suggest that supershear may also be caused
by an upwards refraction of the rupture front from depth where the rupture velocity is larger
(Chap. 2.1). Such an apparent supershear rupture velocity is possibly difficult to distinguish
from an intrinsic supershear speed. For the 2023 Türkiye earthquake, we do not find evidences
for supershear rupture speed (Petersen et al., 2023) opposing assumptions made in the dynamic
modeling by ,e.g., Abdelmeguid et al., 2023. Based on teleseismic broad band and near-field
strong motion records, our PDR inversion resolves a rupture propagation to shear wave velocity
ratio of 0.7±0.07. Derived rupture speeds are well below supershear (2.6±0.4 km/s), as also
obtained from high-frequency multi-array back-projection (average rupture speed of 1.8 km/s).
The back projection gives a maximum rupture speed of 3.4 km/s, which is close to the crustal
shear wave velocity reported by CRUST2.0 (3.5 km/s).

Frictional settings are crucial within dynamic models (e.g. Dunham et al., 2011a, 2011b;
Fang & Dunham, 2013). They define the resistance of the fault against slip. The PDR does not
take any friction into account, neither dynamic nor static. Thereby, we neither model locked
fault areas, where friction prevents any slip, nor can we model self-healing (e.g., Dunham et al.,
2011a, 2011b; Fang & Dunham, 2013). PDR forward modeling tests reveal slip pulses, which,
however, never heal to a slip rate of exactly zero even if the amplitudes are very small (compare
modeling for the Kumamoto earthquake in Chap. 2.1). The shape of the slip pulses modeled
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with the PDR is controlled by the rupture front geometry. The geometrical aspects of rupture
front propagation, in combination with a heterogeneous stress field, can even generate secondary
effects as the backward propagation of slip into already ruptured areas.

The PDR does neither include secondary dynamic effects like dynamic strengthening and
weakening (e.g., Beeler et al., 2008; Di Toro et al., 2004; Dunham et al., 2011a; Noda et al.,
2009; Perfettini & Ampuero, 2008; Tsutsumi & Shimamoto, 1997; Tullis & Goldsby, 2003, 2003)
nor off-fault energy dissipation as discussed by Gabriel et al. (2013). Hence, effects like contact
melting (Hirose & Shimamoto, 2005; Tsutsumi & Shimamoto, 1997) or tixotrophic behaviour of
hydrated layer of amorphous silica - the formation of a friction-reducing silica gel at the fault
plane interface (Di Toro et al., 2004; Tullis & Goldsby, 2003) can not be reproduced with the
PDR.

Neglecting frictional parameters, dynamic strengthening or weakening, energy dissipation
or topography reduces the resolved dynamics, when using the PDR. Therefore, the simplicity
results in a much faster forward modeling compared to high level dynamic models as SeisSol.
While a modeling of a rupture scenario of the Kaikoura earthquake took 2 h on a supercomputer
with 3000 cores (Ulrich, Vater, et al., 2019), a PDR inversion with 100,000 tested scenarios
can be performed within 2 days on a 4 core computer with 64 GB RAM. A single scenario is
simulated within few seconds. The PDR source model therefore opens the possibility performing
a probabilistic inversion using a bootstrap or Bayesian search approach, as I have shown in the
Chapters 3, 4 and also in Petersen et al. (2023).

Within the latter, we could resolve the major slip segment rupturing during the first of the two
2023 Türkiye earthquakes and the rupture propagation along the segment from a PDR inversion.
This region is co-located with the region of highest slip-rates, as obtained from dynamic modeling
by Abdelmeguid et al. (2023). Our inversion does also resolve the time difference between the
rupture origin on the Narli fault and the start of the rupture on the main strand of the Eastern
Anatolian Fault Zone, indicating comparable resolution on essential kinematic parameters.

5.1.2 Similarities and differences of the PDR compared to kinematic rupture
models

Kinematic source models resolve the slip-distribution and also the rupture front propagation
along an extended rupture plane. Kinematic models are often described as a highly under-
determined inversion problem, because they typically involve a large number of sub-faults where
each of them allows for varying the dislocations for each time step, the arrival times of the rupture
front, and the sub-fault source time function shapes and durations (e.g., Beresnev, 2003; Cesca
et al., 2010). Therefore, kinematic models are often stabilized with additional constraints on the
slip distribution, the rupture speed or the source time function.

The PDR does not require any smoothing of slip. Instead, the static slip always fulfills
the boundary conditions of the given stress drop. A regularization of the slip using Laplacian
smoothing or roughness constraints, as in, e.g., Diao et al. (2016), Vasyura-Bathke et al. (2020),
Yang et al. (2023), and Zhang et al. (2014) is not required in the case of the PDR. The slip
distributions from the PDR are smooth by nature of the boundary value solutions. For instance,
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I have shown in Chapter 2.1 for the 2016 Kumamoto and the 2015 Illapel earthquakes, that
steps within the stress distribution result in a smooth slip distribution due to self-stressing
effects within the fracture.

The PDR implemented in Pyrocko assumes a linear scaling between shear wave and rupture
velocity. This allows to reproduce heterogeneities in the rupture propagation as a result of non-
isotropic media, if present in the shear wave speeds of the given underground model. Thereby,
the PDR can resolve further details compared to simple constant rupture velocity models as
by Haskell (1964) and Heimann (2011). The linear scaling and the current dependency on 1D
velocity structures prevents the PDR from capturing more complex rupture front propagation
patterns with 3D variations, though. Here, more sophisticated kinematic models as the IDS
source (Diao et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2014) or from BEAT (Vasyura-Bathke et al., 2020) can
be better suited.

5.2 Insights into complex ruptures

I have provided examples for the application of the PDR within seismic and geodetic inversions
in Chapters 3 and 4 as well as Petersen et al. (2023) capturing features of several complex
earthquakes: the 2021 South Sandwich earthquake, the 01 July 2022 triplet in SE Iran and the
2023 Türkiye earthquakes.

The PDR inversion is versatile, as it allows to invert for the location, mechanism, fault
orientation and slip of large (Mw > 8.0), slow rupturing subduction zone earthquakes, but also
of Mw ∼ 6.0 shallow events including parameter uncertainties. Retrieved static features of the
rupture as the moment magnitude, the centroid or the location of the dominant slip patch are
in agreement with known studies or agency results for South Sandwich (Chap. 3 and Jia et
al., 2022), for the 2022 Iran triplet (Chap. 4 and Yang et al., 2023) and for the 2023 Türkiye
earthquakes (e.g., Abdelmeguid et al., 2023; Goldberg et al., 2023; Mai et al., 2023; Meng & Ji,
2023; Okuwaki et al., 2023; Petersen et al., 2023).

Our applications do also show, that less prominent rupture processes as smaller slip patches
are only resolved in the case of clear seismic signals as for the deeper subevents bounding the
large, shallow 2021 South Sandwich earthquake (Chap. 3). A complex rupture propagation along
multiple branches with a complex seismic signal is harder to resolve, even with a multiple source
setup (Petersen et al., 2023).

Using the results from PDR inversion for tsunami wave height modeling has not reproduced
the details of the recorded tsunamis due to the limited resolution of slip heterogeneities (Sec. 2.2.2
and 5.1). The approach showed good first order estimates of the wave amplitudes (Chap. 3),
though. More detailed source studies and combined inversions of tsunami and either seismic or
geodetic data could increase both the resolution on the fault slip, and also the tsunami fit (e.g.,
Gusman et al., 2015; Ho et al., 2021; Ulrich, Vater, et al., 2019).

Tsunami forward modeling aided in cross-validating the results from PDR inversions for the
2021 South Sandwich earthquake. The use of other techniques as the low-frequent moment tensor
inversion (Chap. 3 and 4), array-based back-projection (Chap. 3 and Petersen et al., 2023) or
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aftershock clustering or relocation (Chap. 3 and 4) has also helped to confirm and interpret PDR
inversion results as the rupture propagation direction and speed.

The joint analysis of results of multiple independent techniques is crucial for a profound
understanding of the rupture processes, especially when studying curved or multi-modal rup-
tures with superposed seismic or ground deformation signals (Chap. 3 and 4). There, the in-
creased number of free parameters may result in larger uncertainties or unwanted inversion effects
(Chap. 4).

In this regard it is always crucial to invert not only for the PDR but also the MT point
source. We have shown strong centroid depth differences between solutions from multiple PDR
and multiple DC inversions for the 2022 Iran sequence in Chapter 4. The joint interpretation of
both triple DC and triple PDR results allowed to attribute them to effects of the large number
of free parameters within the triple PDR estimate.

5.3 Gains and limits of the PDR in its current implementation

The PDR has been implemented into Pyrocko (Heimann et al., 2017) and Grond (Heimann et al.,
2019). The incorporation of the model into these wideley-used open-source toolboxes allows for
simple use within the scientific community. Thereby, not only my results can be reproduced, but
also new analysis on other earthquakes are easy to perform.

Through the implementation of the PDR into Pyrocko and Grond, features of the PDR
were updated or enhanced (Chap. 2.2 and Fig. 1.2). The simplicity of the PDR gives also the
possibility for an easy extension or further developments following on the already presented steps.
Within the Chapters 3 and 4, I have shown two possible and rather simple ways of extending
the single plane PDR model to a double or triple source model (check also Sec. 2.2.2). Certain
dynamic features, as the stress transfer between the multiple source planes are not considered,
though, and should be taken into account in future applications.

Kinematic models, widely used within inversions (e.g., Jia et al., 2022; Steinberg et al.,
2020), yield only a constant slip (e.g., Haskell, 1964; Heimann, 2011). The PDR inversion within
Grond with constant tractions and a peak slip provides smooth, self-similar slip distributions
instead. Together with the use of Okada (1992) for coefficient calculation, the PDR can even
resolve the effect of the free surface (Chap. 2.1). Thereby, the PDR is able to enhance Bayesian
finite fault inversions to estimate physics-based slip patterns. As mentioned before, the constant
traction assumption forces the PDR inversion to focus on the dominant slip patch of a rupture.
Important features as the rupture initiation on a splay fault of the East-Anatolian Fault Zone in
case of the 2023 Türkiye earthquake, are therefore missed within the PDR inversion (Petersen
et al., 2023).

Chapters 3 and 4 have revealed larger uncertainties for the width and the relative downdip
nucleation point coordinate (nucleation_y) of the inverted PDR fault planes. This could be
attributed to a decreased depth resolution resulting from using long-periodic waveforms, which
is often observed in seismic inversions. Another reason could be the relative origin coordinates.
As the origin location relative to the fault top edge is controlled by a combination of width
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and nucleation_y, larger width and smaller nucleation_y may result in the same location as
a smaller width combined with a larger nucleation_y. This fact could prevent the width and
nucleation_y from convergence within an inversion.

The resolution of the PDR slip distribution depends on the number of sub-faults. The more
sub-faults, the better is the fit between the slip distribution of the PDR and known analytical
equations (Metz, 2019). High numbers of sub-faults result also in increased forward modeling
computation times (see Sec. 2.2.2). Our applications for the 2021 South Sandwich earthquake,
the 2022 SE Iran sequence, and the 2023 Türkiye earthquakes have shown that 8x5 sub-faults
are the maximum limit to obtain PDR solutions within a reasonable time (up to 1 week) using
the optimal number of 4 cores. More effective inversion strategies may help to extent this limit in
the future. Another possibility to reduce the computation time may be reached by using neural
networks as waveform storage (Lehmann, Metz, et al., 2023).

The current implementation in Pyrocko and Grond allows for manifold and simple usage
of the PDR by the scientific community. The available documentation on the Pyrocko web
page (https://pyrocko.org/docs/current/topics/pseudo-dynamic-rupture.html) allows for simple
waveform and ground deformation forward modeling of complex ruptures with the PDR. Al-
though implementation is still ongoing, the PDR is already included into Grond . This gives the
opportunity to invert for complex earthquakes.
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6 | Conclusions and outlook

6.1 Conclusions

Extended seismic source models are the key for a better understanding of the rupture process
of larger earthquakes. My dissertation has shown the methodological development, the numer-
ical implementation and two applications of a new extended seismic source model, the pseudo-
dynamic rupture model (PDR). I highlighted its capability to resolve information on stress-drops,
complex ruptures and also secondary effects like tsunamis.

PDR forward modeling (Chap. 2.1) revealed a high coherency between PDR results and
both analytical equations and published results on the investigated earthquakes. We have also
provided new explanations for the rupture of unstressed fault patches and apparent supershear.

Inversions of single and muliple plane PDR (Chap. 3 and 4) have proven to shed light onto
two complex seismic unrests in different tectonic settings. I showed how PDR results help to gain
a deeper understanding of crustal rupture processes. Cross-validating outcomes from the PDR
with other commonly used techniques as back-projection, the inversion of moment tensors or even
tsunami wave height forward modeling provided the base of a profound tectonic interpretation.

Throughout this dissertation, I have shown and discussed numerical features of the PDR in
its current implementation within Pyrocko and Grond. Together with the shown applications, I
emphasized the advantages of the simple PDR model, and discussed the resulting limits like the
focus on dominant slip patches within a PDR inversion.

By implementing the PDR for forward modeling and inversion in open-source Python soft-
ware, I hope to provide helpful tools that facilitate future studies on complex or large earthquakes.

6.2 Outlook

Based on applications of the PDR discussed within this dissertation, I identified different options
for future enhancements of the PDR implementation within the open-source toolbox Pyrocko. I
want to introduce them briefly within the following paragraphs.

Global stress models (e.g., Heidbach et al., 2016; Heidbach et al., 2018) provide a rather good
understanding of regionally acting stress regimes. In future, these might be used to restrict the
stress drop on the pseudo-dynamic rupture plane. Thereby, the stress drop distribution along
the fault plane could be modeled with higher accuracy and, hence, better slip modeling results
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could be obtained.

The current parametrization of the PDR with the trade-off between the rupture width and the
relative down-dip nucleation point nucleation_y decreases the resolution of both parameters.
Here, new absolute rupture origin parameters could help.

The inversion could be also enhanced by introducing models with a higher complexity. This
could include heterogeneous tractions along the fault plane allowing for more complex slip dis-
tributions. It would be interesting to test the double or triple PDR model assuming a stress
transfer from one fault plane to the next. Currently, each fault plane is uncoupled from the
others.

At the moment, the PDR is not capable to perform in (near-)real-time applications due to
the rather long computation time for calculating the coefficient matrix and the forward modeling
of the waveforms. In future, this might change with the use of neural networks as a waveform
storage. Assessing a trained neural network to retrieve synthetic waveforms based on the PDR
and the underground model in the case of an earthquake might reduce the computation time
significantly (Lehmann, Metz, et al., 2023).

The application of the PDR inversion in real-time source estimates could make use of mapped
faults or a priori information on past seismicity (Fig. 6.1). Thereby, a priori probability density
functions for fault orientations can be included based on the known seismicity and faults. Samples
within the inversions are then drawn from this posterior function. I have tested this concept for
a simple point source inversion appraoch in the scope of the EWRICA project (see Sec. 1.2).
The results are rather promising and show a faster convergence towards the true earthquake
mechanism in the case of the Mw 6.5 2016 Norcia, Italy, and the Mw 7.0 2020 Samos, Greece,
earthquakes. Adopting this scheme for the PDR could enhance its use for real-time purposes.

Currently, the PDR is defined as a rectangular fault plane for Grond inversions (Sec. 2.2.2).
Although simpler and less computationally expensive, the current implementation does not allow
for curved rupture plane edges and does also not take a known centroid into account. In this
regard, it would be interesting to test the two-step inversion similar to the suggestions in Chap-
ter 2.1 (or, e.g., Vasyura-Bathke et al., 2020). Then, a low-frequent inversion would resolve the
centroid first. The extent of the rupture and also its kinematic parameters as rupture origin or
rupture to shear-wave velocity ratio would be determined within then second independent step,
thereafter.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic overview of the fast inversion scheme as proposed within the EWRICA
project. It was tested for point source models and is available as an open-source Python tool box.
The inversion scheme uses a priori information (left) available at the location of an earthquake
(bottom) to generate the models (middle) tested within the inversion (right). This inversion
procedure is iterative with later runs using the probability density functions of earlier runs to
restrict the searched model space.
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